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BIOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY:
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TED KAAEKUAHIWI, 50, Honokaa High School
custodian and taro farmer.
Ted Kaaekuahiwi, Hawaiian-Chinese, was born in Waipio in 1928, one of
eight children. His father, Samuel, was the principal of Waipio
elementary School from 1920 to 1945 (and possibly earlier). His mother,
a Leong Akana, was from a Waipio rice farming family.
Ted attended Waipio Elementary (1st to 6th) and Kukuihaele School (7th
to 8th). After eighth grade, he worked for various taro farmers in the
valley until starting his own full time taro farming in 1950. At that
time he also began hauling taro by mule for other farmers.
In 1952 Ted married. Three years later, the Kaaekuahiwis moved out of
the valley to Kukuihaele. From 1961 until today Ted has been employed
as a custodian at Honokaa High School. He still farms and hauls taro on
a part-time basis.
The Kaaekuahiwis have four children. Since 1964 they have been living
in Honokaa.
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BY: Vivien Lee (VL) and Yukie Yoshinaga (YY)
VL: This is an interview with Ted Kaaekuahiwi. Today is March 13, 1978.
And we're at the church in Kukuihaele.
Can you tell us first how your father came to Waipio?
TK: Oh, okay. Little bit of my ....
VL: A little bit of your background.
TK: Yeah, yeah. My dad came from, actually from Maui. And he went to
Maui Boarding School and he came to Hawaii. In the first place, he1s
a teacher. He taught at Kawaiahae in, you want the year too?
VL: Okay, if you can remember. If not, that's okay.
TK: And, what you call? He taught at Kawaiahae. That1s his first place
he taught. Let's say, maybe about five years I think. And then he
came to Kapulena. He taught over there, I don't know how many years,
but. And then he came down to Waipio. And then he met my mother down
at Waipio Valley. Married. Start teaching down Waipio Valley.
VL: Do you know when he came to Waipio?
TK: I think he came in the eighteens, though. Maybe about 1901, or what.
Something like that I think. I not too sure but.
VL: So he was teaching school?
TK: Yeah, he was teaching down Waipio. And that1s his last place he taught.
He used to teach John Thomas. All those people. He used to teach them
too. All these people, Robert Kahele. All those Waipio people. You
ask Robert. He used to teach them too. And had one other teacher,
from Hilo. I don1t know what her name was. Ragsdale I think. So
they have two teachers down there. Then, I don't know what year. And
then have another teacher came, Kamakawiliole, from Hilo, you know.
VL: And then your mom's background. You said before she was from a rice
family?
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TK: Yeah, my mother was raised from, she born down there, I think. They
raise rice, I think, my mother. Because she is got Chinese.
YY: What was her family name?
TK: Leong-Akana. That's their maiden name.
VL: lid like to find out about your younger days, when you were going to
school. Can you tell us, like what a typical school day was like for
you? Waipio School.
TK: Oh, yeah, okay.
VL: Like what time did you get up in the morning?
TK: Oh, Waipio used to start school at 8 o'clock. And you get up, not
that early. Maybe about seven, no? Because plenty time. Maybe later,
more late than that.
VL: Did you eat breakfast?
TK: Yeah, most time we eat. You know the Hawaiian people down there. They
get coffee and that's what most they drink, eh? Most people.
VL: Even children?
TK: Yeah., Tea, you know, in the morning, eh? We make our own pancake. You
know taro, for in the morning. Make with our own jelly.
VL: How would you make the taro?
TK: We boil it. And then we slice 'em and then we eat 'em like that.
VL: With jelly?
TK: Yeah, yeah, we make our own. Because those days we cannot get butter.
So we had to make our own fruits drinks, like that. Fruit drinks,
lemon juice, all those kinds. Guava juice. We have to make our own.
The store used to be up here, eh? Kukuihaele. You have two stores
down there, yeah. But they don't get everything, eh? Down Waipio.
So, we get everything. We get orange, all those things down there,
eh?
VL: Did your mother make breakfast for you?
TK: You see, my mother died early. When I was four years old, my mother
died. So my sister was keeping me, my older sister and my other sisters.
Okay, I went school down Waipio.
VL: Then, how about lunch?
TK: Lunch, we bring our own lunch. Sometime we bring cracker. Taro, you
know. If we have cracker, we bring taro to school. Yeah, that's the




VL: How was this prepared, now?
TX: We make the same thing. We cut 'em and then wrap lem up in the paper
and take to school.
YY: Were these round pieces?
TK: Yeah, round pieces. We cook the taro, we slice lem and then we take
'em to school. And you know with honey? And they use honey too, you
know. And condensed milk. They used to have those condensed milk
before. That1s the milk they used to sell. Most of the time they
don't have cream. Condensed milk they used to use.
VL: You would take milk to school?
TK: No, we put that. You know what we do? We put that condensed milk
on the taro. Take place as the butter. That1s why sweet, eh, that
thing, too. Jelly rather.
Or crackers?So you would take taro to school for lunch.
Or cracker. That1s all you take. You know that regular cracker they
used to make? Way back, they used to sell that cracker by five-gallon
cans. You know, in Hilo. And you have to take your can and they fill
it up. Just for 50 cents a can, you know. Was really cheap, you
know, those days.
YY: Did you have to go to Hilo to do that?
VL:
TK:
TK: What you call, we bring it up here to this store over here [Kukuihaele]
and then they fill it up. And then if you want to get it more cheap,
we go down to Hila. Take the can, eh? We used to take four, five, six
cans, you know.
VL: And how long would that last you?
TK: Oh, last long.
VL: A month?
TK: Yeah.
YY: In a family of how many?
TK: Family of eight. tight, yeah because my mother .... nine with my dad.
No, wait, we had eight. And then my brother went away, my older brother.
You know, Peter. I don't know how old he went away, but, school at
Honolulu. That's the only one left home in the early.
VL: Did you have other people living in your household?
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TK: No. Just ourself.
VL: What about your grandparents?
TK: My grandparents died when I was born. I think my brother, maybe my
brother know about my grandparents.
VL: So what did you study in school?
TK: Oh, we used to have, what you call, all those reading, and spelling.
And we don't have science; most is mathematics, you know. And health.
VL: How about gardening or....
TK: Yeah, yeah, gardening too. We used to make garden and they used to
have 4-H Club, you know. From Kukuihaele they have leader and they
come down Waipio. And all the kids make garden and they give prize,
eh? You know, the best garden we make eh? And then they give,
maybe, $1. You know? (Laughs)
VL: Did you ever win?
TK: Yeah, yeah.
VL: Yeah? For what crop?
TK: I used to plant cabbage. You know those Chinese cabbage, that burn one.
You know, kind of burn [when you eat it]. I don't know if you folks
came across that Chinese cabbage. Mustard cabbage they call tern,
mustard cabbage. Those kind cabbage they used to plant because we
used to salt that and can keep 'em, eh?
VL: Preserve?
TK: Yeah, preserve. And beans, cucumber, all those kinds we plant.
VL: Was your father one of your teachers?
TK: Yeah, my father was my teacher. Oh, my father was a mean teacher.
He really. If you don't study, he have a bad temper, you know. He
spanks you.
VL: In cl ass?
TK: Yeah, in class.
VL: ~~ith what?
TK: Yardstick, eh? He don't just.... he want you to learn. I used to get
plenty spanking, though, from my dad.
(Laughter)
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VL: How about recess. Did you folks have recess?
TK: Yeah, we have. We used to play, you know what kind game we used to
play, we used to play marble and you know those stuff, bean bag.
VL: How did you play that?
TK: You know in the Durham bag? You put guava leaf inside. And you go
chase and hit. Let's say, if five people, partners. You go hide the
bean bag and they don't know who get the bean bag, eh? And then harder
if get five people too, eh? All everybody hiding. Maybe you think I
get the bean bag but I don't have 'em. The next of my partner, next
person have, eh?
VL: You mean there's two teams?
TK: Yeah, two teams. If I hit you, you out~ We go to the last, till one
and one. You hit the bag, you miss the person, you go get your bag
and come back again.
VL: Is there a line?
TK: No, no. You can run all around. When at the start you have to hide
so you don't know who has the bean bag.
VL: Each side has one bean bag?
TK: Yeah, right, right. That's our famous game, we used to play that.
VL:What did you call it?
TK: We call it bean bag game.
VL: Where did you get the Durham bags?
TK: That's the kind cigarette they used to smoke Waipio.
VL: But you children ....
TK: No, no not us. t1y dad guys.
But not the Chinese people.
You know the old people, my dad folks.
The Chinese people smoke opium, eh?
VL: 11 11 ask you about that later.
So you played bean bag.
TK: Yeah. And another game is Peewee. I don't know if you folks came
across that game.
VL: Can you explain it?
TK: You know you dig a hole. Just a hole. And you put a stick across,
letls say about this short [six inches]. And you get a long stick,
about three foot.
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YY: How big is the hole?
TK: Maybe about three inches deep. And you put the stick across. And
then you get another long stick, about three foot. Then you put the
stick underneath the hole and you hit the stick up far as you can.
And then you go by step, from where. If the stick stay right there,
you measure 'em, let's say that's three feet the stick. So you go
count how many feet you reach there.
VL: How many sticks, you mean? Stick lengths.
TK: Yeah, right, right. And then you challenge the next one, how far he
can go too. If he beat you, he get over than you, well he's the winner.
YY: Were these games made up by the kids?
TK: Yeah, that's a game. We made up, yeah. Our own games. Because we
don't have toys. We have to make our own games. We play marbles.
And they used to have that gray marble. They call, lehu. Kind of
round. Gray color but they call 'em lehu. Just like-a-seed, you
know. Too bad I don't have that. Ana-r-would show you people.
VL: What's it made out of?
TK: Some kind seed, that. I don't know what kind seed, though. Chinese,
I think that's a Chinese tree seed.
YY: Can you find it, do you find it in Waipio?
TK: Here no more now, no more.
YY: Did you used to find it there?
TK: Yeah, they used to get down there. But the tree I think, I don't
know where. Plenty tree used to grow around but we don't know. That's
the kind we use, eh? You just, no more marbles, so we go use that
kind. Down Waipio.
VL: So you would go to the trees yourself?
TK: Yeah, yeah, we go find. And then I think we had regular marbles. Came
and we start using regular marbles.
VL: Where did you get the regular marbles?
TK: They start bringing from, I don't know, from Hilo or what. They bring
'em down to the store down there. And then we start playing marbles.
Real interesting, you know, the marbles the first thing we used to use
mwnthere. And get one more, what you call that. What the other
name, boy. One more other seed, too. I donlt know what the name but.
We used that. Two kinds seed was. Oh, and hide and seek we used to
play.
VL: 11 11 go back to that later. I was going to ask about the lehu. Were
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they plentiful?
TK: They make lei out of that, you know, too. Gee I cannot answer that.
Really just like, mmm ....
YY: Are they round, or kind of flattish?
TK: Round, yeah. ~lot that exactly round, you know. But some you can get
lem round ones.
VL: Did you do anything to the seed?
TK: Oh yeah, we keep that. That can make lei out of that too.
VL: You mean to play marbles.
TK: Yeah, yeah, that thing marble.
VL: Did you sand it?
TK: No, no. No need. Just pick it up and you use it.
VL: So what is the object of the marbles game? Is that to collect, win
as many as you can?
TK: Yeah, we used to play Ring. You mean what kind game we used to play?
Ring and Fish. We draw a picture of fish on the ground. And then, we
put, maybe. Let's say if five persons play, you [each] put one, eh.
You put one marble, one marble, one marble. And then we play. If
we get the marble out of that fish, we take the marble. And then, as
long as I take one out, and then I can go for yours. But you cannot
go for mine because I have one. If you get one out, well you can go
for my marble too. And if you hit my marble, I have to give you what
I have.
VL: Gut then couldn1t you just go into the forest and get some more? If
you lost all your marbles.
TK: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Get the tree. But I don't know what kind tree.
Don't have those kind. Before used to have all kind seeds down there.
Really nice kind seeds, for make lei. Chinese kind seeds, you know,
for make nice leis. Necklace, eh?
VL: How about the hide and seek?
TK: Oh yeah, we used to play that too. That game.
VL: At recess?
TK: Yeah.
VL: Hhen were your recess times?
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TK: About 9:30, I think. Oh, no about 10, I think, 10 o·clock.
VL: Would all the children bring lunch from home?
TK: Oh yeah, most they bring, though. And that1s the kind lunch they
bring. They bring poi too, you know, some people. Poi and fish in
a lunch can.
VL: How about the Chinese children?
TK: Well, the Chinese children, most, you know those days. When my days,
I was going to school, had few Chinese people. You know Nelson Chun,
Junior Chang. That's all those. They went school with me, the kids.
They bring lunch too. They follow the Hawaiian ways.
VL: What kind of lunch would they bring?
TK: They bring too, taro. And sometime one person bring and everybody
share. We used to share, you know, down there Waipio. Really. Every-
body, you know, get together. Even school. One guy kind of stupid.
Well, the other one would teach the other one.
(Laughter)
YY: Did the boys and gi r1s play together?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Boys and girls play together.
VL: And how about after school?
TK: Oh, after school, when we go home, we have job.
VL: vJhat kind?
TK: My job was every day, I have to go get wood. You know, for the family.
We used to use wood stove outside. That1s what I go get. And water,
carry water in the house in the bucket.
VL: Where would you get the wood?
TK: In the bushes, guava wood. And carry water. You had to get, you know,
pond and get spring water. Most people used to have spring water in
their property. After that I can go play. We go earn some money to
the Chinese people, carry water for them, carry wood; they pay us five
cents or three cents, two cents.
VL: What Chinese people?
TK: Waipio Chinese people used to work taro. Those days already, the rice
is all ~ already. So used to have Akioka, Leslie Chang, Mock Chew,
they have those poi factory down there. They all work for the poi
factory. And keep taro.
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VL: And how much water would you have to bring for your money?
TK: Oh, that, you know those three-gallon size bucket. That's the kind
bucket we bring. ~~aybe two bucket, eh? Fill 'em in the house for
cook. Not in the house because we cook outside. That is for drinking,
for bring water, maybe sometime less. All depends how much we get.
Sometime maybe I no need bring. If I take plenty, I no need carry
water the next day, eh? What we used to do, we used to cook outside
and we bring the food in the house. Say like this, we cook outside
and bring 'em inside.
YY: This house that you lived in when you were young, where was it?
TK: Oh, it's right there by our house now. We had one old house on high
over there.
VL: What did it look like?
TK: Look like, you know that old house over there, where [JamesJ Nakanelua
lives? You know by the [KukuihaeleJ poi factory? That's the kind
house. Look like that. But get the post underneath. Underneath
all clear, they hang clothes underneath. You know, dry the clothes
underneath. That1s the kind house.
VL: How many rooms?
TK: We had three rooms. And one kitchen and one parlor.
YY: And how many brothers or sisters did you share the room with?
TK:Yeah, we had to share. Like my brother, me the three
in one room, eh? And all sisters stay in certain one
And then my father get his own room. Sometime we had
father room too. You know, sleep in our dad's room.
to sleep on the floor. Put BU hala mat underneath.
YY: How about for covers?
brothers stay
other room.
to stay in our
And we used
TK: My mother died but she had make those .kapa apcna, they call that.
Quilt. They call that kapa apara. My mother used to make that, you
know. She made all for the children. But except me. She had pass
away. But after, I can tell about the blanket? My mom had a trunk,
you know those big old Hawaiian trunks. She had two in there. We
didn't know, you know. Two new one. So everybody had, except me.
We didn't open that because that1s my mom one. But she had two
blankets in there, those quilts. So when I was about, gee, I don1t
know how old I was but. When we had a flood, you know that big flood
down there, Waipio and everybody had to move out [1941J. And then
that's when we find out, we wen take off that trunk, had two quilt.
And that quilt, was really, the flood never, you know. So I think
that meant for me, one of that. Because everybody had. And she had
two more in that trunk. So my older sister, yeah I think that quilt
supposed to be for me. So I have one. Had two, my other sister took
the other one.
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VL: Is there a design on yours?
TK: Yeah, that ulu leaf.
already, allibroke.
still have his one.
My mother make nice quilt. But too bad mine,
But I think my sister, my brother I think maybe
YY: Peter?
TK: Yeah, I don't know if he still get 'em but maybe. That's the kind my
mother used to make my sister. You call them kapa~ana, you know,
the Hawaiians call that.
VL: How about you folks ' clothes. Did you buy them?
TK: Yeah, we buy. We buy clothes. And we used to use those short pants.
Not this kind pants. You know the kind short pants. All short pants.
I guess easy for wash, eh? Even we go school with short pants. All
Wai pi 0 children.
VL: What else would you do for fun after school?
TK: We get together, you know. Among each place where we live. ~e go
swimming.
VL: Where?
TK: In the river. And we go fishing sometimes, you know.
fishing and challenge who catch more fish, you know.
Always we challenge. Who get more fish, you know.
Everybody go
~Je had good fun.
VL:With pole?
TK: Yeah, with pole. And with scoop net. And sometimes we go, you know
get nice sun, we go catch by hand. The oopu go in the sand they cover
themselves, we catch 'em with the hand. And used to have plenty fish.
Down Waipio those days.
YY: What other kinds of fish besides oopu?
TK: Mullet. And they have those, they call little more just like oopu but
they call oopuha. Black fish, kind of black and brown. See, one time
they had that story about Kauai. You know they was showing the fish,
they said oopu but that's not oopu that, that's oopuha. The mouth is
big. Different than oopu. Oopu is real long. You see oopu already?
The head part is kind of pointed. But this other one is big head. And
the mouth is big.
YY: How about the skin?
TK: The skin is kind of brown and black color. Brownish on the head part
and black on the body.
YY: Is it slippery?
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TK: Yeah, yeah. /-\nd they have snake fish too. We call lem snake fish.
You see 'em Waipio? Just like eel, you know, that thing. But we cull
lem snake fish.
YY: Still today?
TK: Yeah, yeah, they have yet. They use that for bait. For catch, go down
the beach and they throw line, eh?
VL: Then what would you do with the fish?
TK: Well, we take home. We fry or make soup, you know boil it. Or some-
time we dry. Dry the fish.
VL: Did you do anything else for fun?
TK: Swimming ....
VL: How about sports?
TK: Yeah. Those days we play ball but we make our own. You know, with
bag? You know the way how the bean bag? We make 'em round, eh? With
rag; put rag. You know, the rag, cover around.
VL: What's inside?
TK: We fill up with all kind rags inside, make lem hard, eh? . And we sew
'em all around, you know. Yeah. And then, well later on had ball.
And then we use regular ball. We had to make everything. Our own
game stuff. Down there in the starting. Even those trucks. You
know da kine toy, eh? Trucks, like that, car, we used to make our
own. Go make our own wheel. You know da kine spools, thread. You
know the thread, the spools. We make that for the wheel. Or soda
water cork for the wheel. Yeah.
VL: And what would you make the body out of?
TK: One board. Just cut one piece board, 2 by 3 inches long. About short
like this and put the wheel on the side with nail.
VL: You had nails?
TK: Yeah. Use nail. (Laughs) Yeah.
VL: And the ball was for what sport?
TK: Uh, for throw only, you know. We hit too, but going come soft, eh?
You have to pack lem up again. And then till they had ball. And
then we start using the regular ball. But the first kind, that1s the
kind we used to use. Make our own.




TK: ~y dad no used to give me money, give us money. We used to go earn
our own. That's how we go, buy candy like that. You know? Go store.
That's why we go out and carry water for the Chinese, before. Firewood
like that. He give us three cents, five cents, like that. We save
t em . Those days, if I get one cents, is money. Yeah, one penny.
VL: And what would you buy?
TK: Had two stores, eh, down Waipio used to have. ~1y days, now had
Chang and one more other Chinese, Lui Hing, they call that. He not
here; in Honolulu, I think. Leslie Chang dad used to have store
down there. So what most I buy is stick candy because you buy one
cents, they give you five stick candy. That's -plenty, eh? For five.
And bubble gum. I think that's the first kind candy used to come down
Waipio. That stick candy and that bubble gum.
VL: Did other children also have money?
TK: Yeah. They have to struggle too, how I do some job home and then go ....
Oh, we go catch frog for make money.
VL: Who would buy it?
TK: The Chinese people.
VL: For what?
TK: Fifty cents a dozen.
VL: And what would they do with them?
TK: And then they had market at Hilo. They bring 'em to Hilo and they sell.
Yeah, that's right.
VL: How would you catch?
TK: Oh, we go nighttime. Sometime daytime, we go walk around the taro
patch, eh? We hear the frog cry, then we go over there. Eh, we
watching. Look, the frog jump. We go over there, go feel around. Yeah?
YY: In the dark?
TK: No, no in the daytime that. Daytime. You know, we go in the daytime.
You see, where the frog cry, that's where we go. We go over there and
we see the frog go jump, eh? When he jump we go over there, go feel.
You know, in the water. And we catch.
VL: And when you went out in night ....
TK: With flashlight.
VL: Did your father .... he allowed you to go out at night?
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TK: Yeah. Because we go out on our taro field. And we meet with some
other boys, eh. You know, we don't go our own self. We always go with
two, three people. And we go in the taro patch. Those days, plenty
frog. You only go around your taro patch, you catch plenty frog.
VL: So your father raised taro also?
TK: Yeah. Raised taro.
VL: How did he manage that with teaching?
TK: After teaching, he go work taro patch. Sometime I go help. I was
young. I go help sometime. But I get steady job, eh? My regular
job to do at home. So, most, see we raise for home use most. For
our food at home. We hardly, we sell few only-taro. Most we get for
use for home use.
VL: How much acreage did he have?
TK: Three acres.
VL: All that for home use?
TK: Yeah, yeah. You know where we stay [where Peter Kaaekuahiwi lives
now]? All that go way down. But some patch not planted. See? And
then we manage. My dad manage that. Then we always have poi. Every
meal. We hardly, sometime we don't have rice. Poi only. He used
to make, a week, we used to make one bag taro. You know, for one
week, or maybe about eight days, I think. For one bag. Taro.
VL:One 100 pound bag?
TK: Yeah, 100 pound. Sometime less than eight days. That's why, every
week, just like, we make poi for the family.
VL: Can you talk about how you made the poi and who did it?
TK: Okay, my dad used to pound. And as I growing up every year. And I
used to go pound poi too. Help my dad. And my brother. Not that one
in Waipio, though. My other brother, living Honokaa too. And my
sister too, you know. ~1y older sister pound too.
VL: Who would cook it?
TK: Most time my sister cook the taro. My older sister prepare everything.
She prepare and when my dad after school come back, everything all
ready and then we start make the poi.
VL: Who would peel it?
TK: My sister and me. I go take off the other skin; you know the outside
skin of the taro. My sister peel it.
VL: So can you tell how he did it?
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TK: You see, he used to carry. You mean how....
VL: How he pounded.
TK: Yeah, we cook the taro and then clean it up. And then we have a pound
poi board, you know. We have one big board, one big pound poi board.
I think from here to here. Two persons.
VL: Five feet?
TK: Yeah. Two persons pound, eh? You stay that end and I stay this end.
VL: So your father was at one end?
TK: Yeah. And maybe my sister one end. Or, when I grew up; I don1t know
how old I was (approximately 12) and I wen start learning how to pound
too.
VL: How did he teach you? What did he tell. you to do? You know, how to
do it.
TK: Yeah, first thing he said that, you know, you mash the taro, eh? You
know, one by one you mash. And then, what you call, you know .... wait,
I forget. You know the small taro, you can get two, three. And then
you mash that all. You mash tern all first. And then you start regular
pounding.
VL: How many would you mash?
TK: Oh, letls say if one bag taro, well you take half and he take half.
You mash half bag and then you start pounding. First you have to mash
lem all first. Break it all up, taro. You pound tern real; but no
pound any way, though. You have to, you know, pound lem all kind of
mash down, eh? And then you get the other one, eh?
VL: And then?
TK: And then you add; you go, you wet the stone [poi pounder]. You make
all kind fancy thing. Get one bucket over there and wet your hand.
You always have to wet the stone so don't stick, eh? And then
sometimes the taro stuck on the stone and then you wet your hand you
start dig underneath, eh? The stone. Your finger for drop lem down
and then you start pounding again. Wet the stone and pound.
VL: How often do you wet the stone?
TK: Oh, maybe, let's say about 3 time you pound, you go down, eh? And
then you wet the stone again. Sometime four time. All depend if not
sticky. If sticky you wet. If not sticky, maybe you can go five
time. You know, pounding, eh?
YY: And how high you lift the stone?
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TK: Oh, about this high. No need real high. Yeah, about one foot, maybe
about one foot high.
VL: What varieties of taro did your father have?
TK: Oh we had apii and lehua. And uaua. That's the only kind most time my
dad planted. Three taro.
VL: Did you mix all three together to make poi?
TK: No. We take one kind. See, my father always plant, you know. When
he pull two line [of taro]. And then the next time we pull another two
line, he plant this two line. So that's why every year we have taro
going on. We don't mix up. We plant maybe one patch the red taro
and one patch that apii and one patch that uaua. And then maybe that
patch ready, we jump the next one.
VL: So the poi that you made was always from one kind of taro?
TK: Yeah, yeah. We make all one kind. We don't mix.
VL: Did you have a favorite?
TK: Uh, to me make no difference. With poi. Gh, another poi we make is
ulu.
VM: Mmm. How did you make that?
TK: We pound. The same way we cook like taro. You know what is ulu, eh?
Waipio that, uh ....
VL: Breadfruit.
TK: Breadfruit. Yeah. We make poi too that. You know that tree, get
one tree down Waipio right by my taro patch. Right by the road.
That's our famous tree, that. That tree is really old tree, you know.
Right by when you go by the river, right by my taro patch, my own taro
patch. You go that road, kind of bumpsy road, over there all rock.
Get one ulu tree right by the mango tree. Get one big mango tree by
the side-of the~. Get one ulu tree right over there. That's a
old ulu tree. That's the ulu we always go get for poi. That tree is
stil,-rhere. Used to be one-nice tree. That used to have two trees
over there. Had plenty branch, eh? Was not that high like now. Now
stay real high that tree. f\nd then right by George Farm place. Over
there have ulu too.
YY: George Farm place, meaning.
TK: Yeah, when you go up George Farm house, Waipio. By his taro field get
ulu trees too. Plenty ulu trees over there. Way the other side too
LWaimanu side of valley~ Robert [Kahele] stay over there. That side
get ulu trees too. And way up~ William Kanekoa place get ulu. Yeah,
we use that for poi too.
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VL: Did you like that as poi?
TK: No. I rather eat taro poi. Yeah. See, what we do with the ulu, we
mix lem with the taro. See, if you only use ulu, ooh, gassy like hell,
you know. Real gassy, you know that. -
(Laughter)
TK: Yeah. And we mix it with the taro. Yeah. And then we eat the ulu
like that too. We bite ~m and eat lem like that.
VL: What about the rest of your folks l food?
TK: You mean home?
VL: Yeah, where would you get that from?
TK: Most time, home, we eat .... see, everything is salt, no? We, letls say
the pig, we salt lem. And if we have beef, we salt too. And we put
lem in those calabash. You know, there1s five gallon kind. And then
we keep 'em in there. And then, real last long, you know. We salt 'em
and leave lem. That's the kind, and then we cook that; we boil it,
eh? And throwaway the water till the salt all go away.
VL: Where you got the calabash?
TK: I don1t know where my dad used to get that kind. You know, they call
that cr--, cr--. What?
VL: Crock?
TK: Yeah, something like that. And they had barrel too, you know. This
kind small barrel.
VL: Wooden?
TK: Yeah, wooden barrel. They have that too.
YY: What kind of material was your calabash made of?
TK: Uh, gee. Gee, I don't know what kind, no. But that's the kind my dad
guys used to put the salt pork inside. Those kind and barrel.
END OF SIDE ONE
SIDE TI~O
VL: The small kind barrel?
TK: Yeah. We put our beef inside there and we salt lem.
VL: Where did you get the beef?
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TK: Oh, we used to raise our own. Everybody down there raise their own
beef and pig. That's another thing, yeah?
VL: How many cows did you have?
TK: We had three, like that, you know. Just right, eh? We kill one, we
breed one. Get baby, and then the next family get maybe three, four
too, eh? Every time, maybe once a month, one family kill one beef and
everybody share. Down Waipio.
VL: You mean they would give?
TK: No. We buy. And cheap those days. Maybe $1. They sell 'em real
cheap, eh?
VL: How much $l?
TK: They used to kill the cow right there. They catch the cow, they kill
'em there. They skin 'em and they put all those fern leaf and they
put 'em all underneath. You know what is the water lily? They put 'em
all underneath. And they just put the meat on top there. And you
over there, you choose what pile you want. Let's say they put 20
pile over there, you choose which one. You go over there, you look.
Ai, you take that one. You bring your own bag, you put 'em inside
your bag. You take home and maybe $1 or all depend how big the pile,
eh? They don't scale, you know. They just cut and put there. Yeah.
And then you go over there, you buy.
VL: . So they had about 20 piles?
TK: Oh yeah, maybe 20, all one bunch, eh? One bunch here, one bunch here.
All around, eh? You go over there choose which one you want. But
they really smart, you know. They really know just the amount with-
out scaling. Yeah. And you go over there, you buy one big pile.
Maybe $2. All depend how. Maybe they say, let's say they say,
IIToday maybe $5. 11 They make more big, eh? If maybe today $1, they
make more pile, eh? Everybody go, you know. And then you take.
And then they make small ones, too. All the different kind price.
YY: How many families would share in one cow?
TK: Oh, theyletall the Waipio guys know.
VL: How would they let them know?
TK: They go around. They tell, IIToday we go kill one cow. Eh, you guys. II
(Laughter)
TK: Yeah, no, no. That's how they go around. They tell, IIToday we go
kill one .... II
IIAh, yeah, okay, I take one. 1I You know, they say.
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They go all around the house. They go all around to the families.
And talk. And then next time when you kill yours they go all around
and come tell. Maybe every other month, eh? Maybe not every month,
eh, they kill. Maybe every other, or two month, eh, they kill one.
They go all around tell. And the pig same thing. They go all around.
VL: How many pigs did you folks have?
TK: Oh, we used to raise maybe about four, five. And each time you kill,
you start breeding again. Every time you get, eh? Even chicken like
that. You have to raise our own chickens too.
YY: When you were young, when this was happening, about how many families
were in Waipio?
TK: Oh boy, used to have pretty plenty, though. Gee, because all the
Laos, Kanekoa .... hmm, maybe good about 30 families.
YY: And were they all in one area? Or different areas?
TK: All different. Not in one. Some down the ditch, some where I stay,
and some way up where Robert [Kahele] stay. You know where Robert?
And some in the middle, you know where that Sammy Mock Chew taro
patch? Over there get people too. And by Nelson Chun get few houses
too, right in the middle.
YY: What were the names of the different areas?
TK: You see, they used to have Napoopoo. Napoopoo is where we [where
Kaaekuahiwi family property is]. And Kaau.
YY: Where was that?
TK: Kaau is where Robert [Kahele] stay. And Muliwai is down the beach.
And Lalapak or Lala .... what the other one name? Oh, one is Umi too.
I think that's by Nelson Chun place. You know where by, you know
where you folks had cross the river and go see Suei [Kawashima]. I
think over there is .... Oh, Lalaapa. Lalaapa, I think one more other
place.
YY: And where was Lalaapa?
TK: That's further up, right by Sammy Mock Chew place. And way up get one
Kaahanui, I think. Kaahanui, I think. Right by where George Farm,
way up. Over there too, I think. Kaahanui, I think. So get about
. ?SlX, no.
VL: What was the main one?
TK: The main one is Napoopoo. That's where the stores stay, that's the
main. The two stores was in Napoopoo. Over there.
VL: Where you folks had your house?
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TK: Yeah, yeah.
YY: Across the school.
TK: Yeah, by the school.
VL: ~~hat else?
TK: And get, the school stay there 3 too, eh? You know right up there.
That's Napoopoo.
YY: And how about churches?
TK: Churches, they have one, two .... Catholic church, Protestant church and
Mormon church. They had Chinese church, too. -They three church.
My days I talking. Mormon church, Protestant church, and Catholic
church. The Catholic church was right behind my house down Waipio.
And the Protestant church was in front of our house. Not in front of,
right by the big mango tree over there. You go over there, you see
the foundation. If you go over there, get graveyard, too. Get plot
over there And the Mormon church is further the other side right by,
you know that new house? Lau Kong? The new house they making? Right
over there. Right across there. Mormon church.
VL: What else did Napoopoo have?
TK: Napoopoo, that's where have the stores. The school. The two stores
and the School.
VL: And the churches.
TK: Yeah, and the churches.
VL: In the rest of the valley, were there any other buildings other than
houses?
TK: No. Most is houses, no? Those days. They have the poi factory, no?
Akioka used to have a big house over there and they used to have plenty
rooms, too, for their working mens. You know, apartments, eh? Just
like. For their working mens. Akioka. f-:iock Chew too, I think. But
I think most Akioka had that. The dentist. You know the dentist?
Honokaa dentist?
YY: Yeah.
TK: Yeah. The brother.
You try talk to him.
He know too, I think, about Waipio too, you know.
Doctor Akioka. Maybe he know some about Waipio.
VL: You were telling us the last time about the Chinese men that worked for
the taro and how they would smoke opium.
TK: Yeah, yeah, yeah.
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VL: Now you were small when you saw that?
TK: I was about 12 years old, I think. I was kind of old.
VL: Where did you see this?
TK: Oh, right by my house. Right by, they used to get one house over
there with all plenty Chinese people. That's where I go earn money,
go carry water for them. You know, to the house. Right by, you
know that narrow road between the two stone wall? Get Matsunami
coffee field, eh? You come to the big tamarind tree. You know
right by the big tamarind tree. You know what is tamarind? That
sour thing? . .
VV: Yeah, I haven't noticed, have you?
VL: Mmmm.
YV: By Matsunami1s coffee.
TK: Yeah, yeah, right across Matsunami's place.
VV: Across from your place?
TK: Yeah, right, right. Going to my taro field place now. Get one empty
lot over there. That's where used to have a big house, two house over
there. Had one Chinese house over there and one more other small
house.
VL: Two stories?
TK: No, no. But that old fashioned house, they make lem way high kind,
eh?
VV: Family houses?
TK: Yeah, family house that. Used to have all the Chinese .... that1s
working Chinese mens, now I talking, over there. Single mens. You
see, they work out in the taro field for Akioka and then they come
back to their ....
VL: How many had in those houses?
TK: Over there had about two, six, with one outside, about seven Chinese
people over there. But they all died, no. I know part of their names
I know some of them.
VL: Who were they?
TK: They call Ah Wah, Aki, Lupo. That1s all Chinese names, eh? Uh, Ah
Mau. Gee, what the other name now. Had Lui Hing.
VL: The same one as the store?
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TK: Lui Hing is the store, I talking. Yeah. They all smoke opium. The
Chinese people down there.
YY: How old were they?
TK: Oh, in my days they was kind of old. Maybe about, they get they're
40, over now? Or close to 50. Those age already. And I was young
boy, now. About 12, 14 years, I think. Maybe about 14 years, I
think.
VL: So you would see them smoking opium?
TK: Yeah.
VL: Where would they get this from?
TK: (Laughs) If I tell you this. You know Chang? Leslie Chang dad. He's
sold too. He used to bring lem over to Waipio, I think. He always
go China, eh? That man. And then he come back, and he bring that
opium. And he start giving those. And Akioka too. I think, that
Akioka, the brother of the dentist, I think he always go China too.
And he come back, he bring for the people down there, the Chinese
people. Mock Chew, I think. Mock Chew another one too. They all
(Laughs) the moneymakers. They go bring and sell to these Chinese
people.
VL: So where would they smoke it?
TK: Over there, I just told you get seven people live over there. They
smoke in their own room. They get small room, you know. Line up over
here one room. Everybody can see. Only just get; they used to make,
you know what kind curtain they used to make? The kind rice bag.
Just cover. You open you can see me. You know, just like hospital,
eh? All line up. Maybe three bed over here and three. But they just
get the curtain, you know. Stay cover across, eh? And then they pull
the curtain you stay there and I stay here. My bed over here. But
they all stay on floor, you know. They make like this, just like
table. From the floor you make like this, they stay on top here like
this. Some more low. You know they put leg, eh? They put the board
on top, eh? When they sleep they put mat on top.
VL: Did they do this often?
TK: Oh, yeah. When they come back from work. They always tell me: Over
here, that Lupo._. He always tell me that when you tired, they come
and take that. Ooh, they feel real, they body real relaxed. And next
day, when they get. up, they real alert, eh? Fresh. You know that
opium was making them really .... keep their boOY, just like condition.
YY: Can you describe the opium?
TK: Yeah. The opium is brown color. Just like manju, you know those beans,
the black beans? Like that the color.
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VL: And how would they smoke?
TK: That thing is kind of sticky. See, they make it a round ball. One
small round ball. They rub 'em like that, you know. ~'iake one small
ball. And then they have one pipe with one small hole, you know the
pipe. And they put the opium inside in long, they make 'em out of
bamboo, I think. You know for smoking, put that pipe in the front,
eh? And they get the bamboo, they poke. That thing is a metal thing,
just like. The front of the pipe. Get one small hole, eh? I think
they get 'em from China or whatever. And then they put the opium on
top inside that small hole and then get one other hole. And then they
burn that with lamp. They used to get the kind small kind lamp, you
know. Too good. Just like candle, I don't know how they make out
of that. But that's not candle, that. Maybe they get lem from China,
too, I think. All those thing, eh? Small fire and he get just like
candle, you know. The thing smaller than the candle flame. And then
they put that.
YY: From on top?
TK: Yeah, yeah. They just put lem on the side like this. The flame stay
up like this. When they suck that thing, catch the fire, eh? And
that thing start boiling, just like. Just like good sound, you know.
Yeah, really good, the sound of that opium. When they start inhale
'em, he make kind of--see, I cannot explain you the sound of that.
When they start inhale lem, eh? And then they hold and they hold.
They smoke, they throw 'em out. And then when ~: they real relaxed,
no? They go sleep you know. They rest. That's when they go sleep.
Rest. They take a bath, everything, first. And then they start smok-
ing that for relax just like. And then the next Chinese guy. You
know, maybe I come to borrow. You know how they, they borrow. They
take you same one and then he get his own.
VL: Oh, they pass the pipe?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Maybe the other Chinese get his own. Well, he smoke.
Maybe the other one don't have but they pass the same pipe, eh. But
they get their own opium, they put inside.
YY: You talked about them holding it under their nail before?
TK: Yeah, right. That's why the Chinese people keep their nails real long.
That Chinese guy Lupo, he always tell me that. That's why all Chinese
people in China, they keep their fingernail real long and they put
the opium inside. And then when they go to house to house. They like
smoke, and then they take their opium from the nail and then start
making a ball. You only put just right inside here, eh? And you try
take lem out, you can make a ball.
VL: You mean it just stays under the [finger] nail?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Right. Inside here. You just stuck 'em on. That thing
kind of sticky. Kind of pasty, just like. He stuck.
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VL: Now, did the police ever come down?
TK: Oh, no. Those days no more police. My uncle used to be the policeman
down there. You know, just take care. But he don't catch the people,
eh? Because they used to make okolehao. My uncle was famous to make
okolehao.
(Laughter)
TK: That's why they go. But they don't make trouble. They mind their own
business. Everybody friend. That's why they don't report anything
to the policeman.
VL: Were there any kind of crimes in Waipio? When you were young.
TK: Yeah. When I cameolder, no more. Most. Everybody is really. Only
when these people when start having ....you know, everybody getting more
older and older, they start making sports now down there. Fourth of
July. People from Kukuihaele, they come down Waipio Valley, Honokaa.
That's when they get little bit, you know, fight, eh? Before they used
to challenge, they used to call who the tough. Let's say one Honokaa
one. They used to call the Bull, eh? Honokaa have a bull, you know.
That's the tough guys, they come down Waipio and theylike tryout the
tough guy down Waipio, eh? You know, fight eh? That's how used to be,
you know. They used to challenge. Like Waimea people come down.
They tell, "Eh, who the bull down Waipio?" They like try see who the
tough one.
VL: Who was the Waipio bull?
TK:You know Lau Kong? Amana. Rachel.
YY: Rachel's [Thomas] husband?
TK: Yeah, Rachel husband used to be strong. And even, Leslie Chang too,
you know. Used to be strong, too. Leslie Chang. Used to get plenty
strong guys. Used to get some big Hawaiians down there, too. My
uncle used to be strong too.
YY: What was your uncle's name?
TK: Su San Leong Akana. He used to be strong too, you know, my uncle. And
Ah Puck used to have one too. Down there. [Jot Sonny Ah Puck; his
brother I think. Used to have plenty bull down there. They call 'em
bull, eh? They kind of tough. They challenge, you know, down there.
Yeah, they challenge each other down there. lima, you know uma?
VL: Uma? Hand wrestling?
TK: Hand wrestling, yeah. They challenge down Waipio. All these old
guys. And they challenge who the tough one was down Waipio.
VL: What would you get if you won?
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TK: Heh? Well, if I won, me the tough guy now.
YY: The reputation.
TK: Yeah. (Laughs) Eh, I used to watch them. You know, when he start
drinking, eh? They start challenge each other.
VL: When was this? How old were you about then?
TK: Oh, maybe about 16, 15, you know.
VL: They were older boys?
TK: Yeah, they was older.
VL: Did they have gangs?
TK: No. That's the only thing, they don't make gang. They don't fight
down there. But they only like be the bull. Who the tough guy down
there, eh, Waipio. And then someplace else, like Kukuihae1e, Honokaa
people come down, the tough one, they fight, you know.
VL: What kind fight?
TK: They drink, and that's when they start fighting. The bull.
VL: Fist?
TK: Yeah. Two strong guys start fighting. The Honokaa bull come down and
they start, 1I0h, you the bull, eh? Okay we trY"1 They fight.
(Laughs)
VL: What would they drink?
TK: Was okolehao. And Leslie Chang, they used to have store, they used to
buy wine and sake, see. But most okolehao, though. They make their
own brew down there.
VL: Do you remember how your uncle made okolehao?
TK: Oh, yeah. I used to go help my uncle. Pound the ti root.
VL: Can you explain the whole thing?
TK: Yeah. Okay. My uncle used ka1ua the ti root out. First I get the ti
root up right by my taro patch. You know our taro patch? Up that
~. They dig the ti root and they roll 'em down. And they make one
imu in that hau bush. They kalua the ti root over there, down.
Right about my house down Waipio is my aunty. My brother sister live
over there. That's why close to the EAli. You know where Matsunami
stay? Over there. They kalua the ti root right there and then we
bring 'em home to our house. You know where our house? We carry that
kalua ti root.
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VL: How much did you have?
TK: Oh, they make just right. Maybe about 10 ti root. Big ones but. Big
kind ti root. .
YY: How long were they?
TK: Maybe about 25 pound kind. The ti root. Twenty-five, maybe all those
kind. You know, get big kind ti root, you know. Waipio. Maybe they
get 10 of that. They kalua. They bring home. And then we go carry
come bring 'em home to our house, now. From our house, in the back we
have the spring water over there. I remember the place where he make
the okolehao. And then we cut the ti root and we pound. I used to go
pound for them.
VL: How do you cut it?
TK: Cut it in chunk. Slice. Let's say about two inch. The ti root is
long, eh? And round like this, eh? Cut lem straight with the cane
knife. Chop 'em. And then you pound 'em with the .... we make guava,
you know the guava tree. For pound, eh; cut one stick, maybe let's
say 2-1/2 foot or what. Maybe two foot. For smash the ti root.
VL: How thick was the stick?
TK: About, let's say about three inch. Round. Diameter three inch maybe.
VL: So you just whack it?
TK: Yeah, you hit the ti root. You mash the ti root. Smash it up and put
. 'em in the barrel. And then they leave lem about 10 days or 15 days.
Sometimes they leave 'em long for ferment 'em.
VL: Is something else in the barrel?
TK: No. Just the ti root. And they put water inside, little bit water
inside the ti root. Put water inside so ferment the ti root. Then he
leave 'em about two weeks, 10 days, maybe 15 days in the barrel. They
cover lem up. They leave 'em, forget about 'em for 15 days, or 10
days.
VL: A wooden barrel?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Wooden barrel. Used to have those big wooden barrels, eh?
Those 50 drum, 50 gallon size. They used to have that kind barrel.
VL: What wouldpu cover it with?
TK: They put rag on top. And then some metal iron roof or what. Put on
top. They put the rag first on top and they put the metal iron roof,
you know short one, they cover on top. And they put one rock on top
and leave 'em. Let 'em ferment.
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VL: And then?
TK: Out of brass. Copper, rather. Flat cover the hole, let's say the box.
And then they get all cover up and in the middle they had the cone, just
like. Cover the whole box eh? And they put the ti root inside now.
They get that fermented root, they throw lem in the bo~ and let 'em boil.
The steam go in that cone and from there the cone had a pipe come out.
That's what, only that steam. That's the one the okolehao. The ti
root stay underneath but all that steam, eh? Real powerful, though.
And then he come out to one pipe and they put the gallon right under-
neath. He come out from the box now, eh? From that cone. See the
cone come up and he get one more other, just like two cone like this.
Get one up like that and then come up like that and get the cover.
And the other cone just like go by the ti root. Keep the ti root in
the box. Just like all that evaporate the boiling and then he catch
all the other cone underneath. All the steam come up to the next one
and all those steam, that water that dropping down, thatls the
okolehao.
VL: So the tube that goes into the top funnel.
TK: Yeah, the tube come in the middle, right by the box. By the box, get
one next cone underneath. From there. See, when he drop down, go
underneath and then that okolehao come out to one small pipe. And
then they put the gallon underneath with the funnel, eh? That thing
drip by drip. ~o run like water, now. You know when he come out. Go
slowly, da kine. You know when you open the pipe, you know when
leaking~ eh? That's the kind. Go slowly. Take about two hour to fill
up one gallon maybe. Yeah.
VL: And then how many gallons would it make?
TK: Oh, maybe they make five. Five gallon out of that. Take long time,
one whole night for make that. Put firewood inside, you go boil lem.
But more boil, more come out, eh? But not like water running. Only
just dripping going in the gallon.
VL: And then would it be sold?
TK: No. They keep lem for themself, most. They no sell. And plenty
people make too. When they go every house, they get okolehao. And
then they get those ohia tree. You know those ohia tree? Ohia in the
forest? See, they cut the green, I think green branch. They put lem
in the fire, the charcoal. Put 'em in the fire, let 'em burn. And
then they scrape the ash, those charcoal around that ohia branch.
Let's say one small one like this, that can go in the gallon. They
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scrape 'em and then they put that in the gallon okolehao now. They
put it inside and they leave it overnight, maybe one night. And that
thing start changing color, that liquid nff that ohia tree start.
And then the okolehao start coming like whiskey color. Just like dye,
that. For change color.
VL: Did it have any flavor, the ohia?
TK: No. Just the color they want so the people don't know that's okolehao.
Then some people come down from Waipio, they give that. But they know
that's okolehao. But if they see white, naturally they going tell
okolehao. But they like change the color so, you know. But if you on
your own like you and me, well we drink regular okolehao. But when
some other people come put that out. See?
Oh yeah. One more thing to tell. How they go by percentage, the
okolehao. See, like the first one come out in the gallon, that's the
100 proof that. The first one, the first gallon fill up, that's
100 proof. And then the next one, tha~s about maybe about 80 percent.
See, they leave the same ti root, the first one going to real good,
eh? And then the second one, maybe about 80 percent. Or 85 percent.
They just study like that. They just guess. They don't have instru-
ment or anything to test how many percent. The Hawaiians, they just
by.... they take the 100 percent one. You know how they can tell?
The 100 percent, they spill it on the table and they burn match. Just
like fluid, the kind cigarette fluid. They burn, eh, that flame all
come one blue color. That's how they can tell that's 100 percent.
Real blue, all blue.
And the next one they test, come blue and yellow color, the flame.
And then, well, they just call 'em 80 percent or 85 percent. Because,
the fire is little bit different so they say maybe that's 80 percent
proof, that. The third one, the fire is more yellow, the color.
That's the lowest percent, maybe 50 percent. Just guess, you see.
Just put their own percentage in there. What they do, they get that
100 percent, maybe half gallon and the half gallon of 50 percent.
They mix in the 100 percent to the 50 percent or 80 percent. They
mix 'em together to make it, maybe let's say 60 percent. Some people
they drink 'em straight 100 percent.
VL: As it keeps boiling, you add more water?
TK: Yeah, right. You put some more ti root inside, you throwaway the old
one. You put some more new ones inside and you start boiling, boiling.
All the time you have to put the wood inside. Steady, the wood inside
and only what you do is scoop that old one out and put new one inside.
New bunch inside. Maybe, let's say, if we get three barrel [of fer-
mented ti root]. You put one whole barrel, first, inside. Throwaway
that and put another barrel inside.
VL: I see. And then how often would your uncle make okolehao?
TK: Oh, they make about 10 gallon. Gee, that pretty long. They don't have
to make pretty long. Maybe that 10 gallon last them maybe three month.
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All depend, now. How they drink 'em now. If friends come, well, if
they drink 'em all right. But they make again. The go get some more
ti root. But they always prepare. Like ti root don't spoil, eh?
They dig plenty and they leave 'em up the~. And then they take
the much they want, eh? And then next time the ti root already stay
dig. They just roll 'em down and start making again.
VL: [To YY] You have any more questions on that?
YY: Did you have to go to your own land to get ti root or could anyone go?
TK: No, in the forest. Let's say if we stay the nearest mountain, we go
get 'em from there. And then the next people make on that other side,
they always make the imu underneath the bottom of where the ti root
come from. Some peop~ they carry 'em, the raw ti root and go to the
house and make, eh? But down there people, and they see the smoke on
the side of the ~, they know that they stay kalua ti root. But
they don't bother. Sometime you see one fire over here, one that side
burning. All around burning! That guy making okolehao.
VL: During Prohibition, did any police ever come?
TK: No. Till way back until maybe about the forties, no? Maybe about
1945, 1944, that's when start getting policemen coming down Waipio.
Those years. When they was still making it. That's just when they
caught some guys. They caught, I think, Batalona, the father. You
know [Joe] Batalona? I think 1946, I don't know. In between that
forties, in the forties, anyway, they caught the father, Batalona.
That's the only time they caught, I remember. I think he went jail,
. though. You talked to?
YY: No, we haven't ....
TK: I think he went jail for couple years. I think in the forties, that's
when they start going down Waipio. Maybe 1946 or 1945, that year.
That's when they start coming down.
VL: Is that about also when Leslie Chang's father got caught for [selling]
the opium?
11(: I think that's forties, though. In the forties. In that forties, had
still some Chinese people down there. Those old ones.
YY: There was a courthouse in Waipio ....
TK: Yeah, that's what they said, had a courthouse. But I think before my
time. I think before my time.
YY: And so when the police came, they came from Honokaa?
TK: Honokaa. Used to have that police, John Kealoha. Hawaiian policeman.
Some more other Portuguese, I think, or haole, policemen. From that
time, when they caught Batalona father, they didn't make okolehao.
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Till they have one outfit came Kona and then he like make business, eh?
I don't know what year that. Maybe in 1955, or 1956. You had pass,
can make okolehao, eh? In Kona, they was trying. So they went bankrupt,
or what. In the sixties, I think. Anyway, I forget. I used to go dig
ti root. In the sixties, I think. For that ....
VL: This was legal then?
TK: Yeah, legal. So they made about two years, I think. Something when go
wrong. Bankrupt, or what. And then they had stop.
VL: Now your family, you had an uncle down there. Did your relatives ever
. get together for any reasons?
TK: Uh, uh, for instance, what kind reasons?
VL: Like celebration or baby luau, or something.
TK: Oh yeah, we get together. And then ....
VL: For what?
TK: We get together, you know. Luau like that. Most time is in New Year's
and Christmas. That's when we celebrate down there. Or baby parties.
That's when we make party down there.
VL: How would you make party?
TK: Oh, they real Hawaiian party, down there.
VL: How's that?
TK: All everything Hawaiian, no more rice. All poi and kalua, we get opihi,
all those things.
VL: What else?
TK: What you mean?
VL: What other kind of food?
TK: Oh, poi, kalua, opihi. That's the -most main one, the opihi, kalua and
poi. And limu, eh, they call that. And then they make haupia, you know
those coconut? They make that. iZulolo. That's all Hawaiian food,
they make that. And oh, anything else. That's all. Luau, even, they
roast the luau, put 'em in the charcoal. They wrap 'em up in the ti
leaf, they'make 'em like laulau. They put 'em in the charcoal and they
cut 'em in blocks and they put 'em on the table. That's all they have.
VL: Wait now, they cut what in blocks?
TK: You know the luau? You know to make the laulau, the leaf, taro leaf.
See, they wra~m up. That thing, nobody do that now. My family
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used to do it, Waipio people used to do it, the old Hawaiians used to
do that. They roast that, they wrap lem up in the ti leaf. You get lem
all pile up. Luau leaves. You know they pile 'em up, they clean it
and lay it one after another on top. Then they put lem in the ti leaf
and then they wrap lem up; flat way, though. Make lem flat. Maybe,
let's say, about three inch high.
YY: These are leaves?
TK: Leaf, the leaf.
VL: Only leaves.
TK: Only the leaf now. Only the luau leaf. They put salt, the Hawaiian
salt. And then they wrap lem up in the ti leaf. First they wrap 'em
up with one big taro leaf, maybe let1s say about three big taro leaf.
And then they put 'em in the ti leaf. They wrap lem up in a flat way,
and then put lem on the charcoal. They put one iron roof, eh? On
top, for don't get burned too much. And then they get a fire and put
lem on the iron roof. They flat the iron roof, put lem on top the
fire about this high. Put the firewood and then put that one on top.
Steam, just like they steam the leaf. And when this side come black
color, the ti leaf burn, eh. They turn the other side. Put down.
Eh, real good that. The leaf just like steam, eh? Only the steam
stay cook the ....
And then they take lem off, they put lem on the table and they start
slice 'em, like this. You know how they slice cake, eh? (Laughs)
Slice lem in blocks, eh? And then they put on the table. When you
eat, you take one block, eh? And then they have sweet potato, all
this kind. But strictly Hawaiian; no more rice.
VL: Where's the sweet potato from?
TK: Oh, we raise, raise you own. Everybody get garden. Everybody get
their own garden. Raise their own chickens, pigs, cows.
VL: What other kind of food would you raise beside the animals?
TK: Horse, for riding.
VL: Yeah, but like sweet potato and ....
TK: Oh, you mean food? Sweet potato and those pumpkin. And you know those,
""hat you call that .... he grow wild in \~aipio .... I forget that name, that
fruit, that green one. Just like squash.
YY: On vine?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Pipinola. Yeah, that. Waipio famous that, plenty.
They use that for squash. Pumpkin, sweet potato, and they plant
cabbage, eh? Cucumber. That1s the only kind vegetable was cabbage.
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And onion. They all plant cabbage, like that. Cabbage can come, most
time, they plant the kind no match the Hawaiian food, most stuff.
VL: So back to the luau, then. Who would do the cooking?
TK: Home?
VL: Like men or ladies?
TK: Party. Oh, if we make the party, we cook. You know, the family make
that. t:le, my sister. But really good, you know. You folks should
try that.
YY: Sounds delicious.
VL: Did you folks have plates and ....
TK: Yeah, yeah, we had plates those days. Gut most things is on ti leaf
now. They cut the ti leaf in half, they put everything on. The
kulolo, eh. You know how they cut the ti leaf, just cut one maybe
two inches or you know. Then they put on. The sweet potato, like
that. That's their plate now. They put 'em right in the center.
Sweet potato all together, eh?
VL: Did you have a table?
TK: Yeah, table.
END OF SIDE TWO
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TK: That in the year of 1948 I think. Wait, uh wait. 1946 was the tidal
wave, no? No, I think start in 1944 I think. That kind, down Waipio,
I thi nk.
VL: People from Honolulu, from Oahu giving concerts?
TK: Yeah, concerts.
VL: What kind of concert?
TK: The hula. But you don't get that every year. Me I miss the year.
Maybe the year is more early I think. Between 1947, 1948, 1949.
They come from Honolulu, from Laie. They get the hula, all kinds.
VL: What kind of group is this coming?
TK: Gee, I think church group. From Laie Y-S-U, or what, eh?
VL: Oh, B-Y-U? [Brigham Young University]
TK: Yeah, B-Y-U or what? From that school, they come down Waipio.
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VL: And then where would they perform?
TK: Up the school, Waipio School. The school was up yet. They perform
over there. And then, even Leslie Chang, he bring ice cream down
Waipio. They buy 'em from Hilo. I think Leslie Chang. And sell
down there. Ice cream cone~ Yeah. Those ones in the barrel and get
ice all around, eh? Bring 'em down. After that get dance for the
public, for everybody go dance, eh? The parents, they got to get
dance.
YY: Can you describe a dance?
TK: Oh, mostly waltz no? They dance waltz most, those people.
VL: Who would provide the music?
TK: Those groups who bring the concert, they play the music. And then
Waipio get all kind too. Pick up kind, anybody who like go play,
they go up there, they play music and then keep up the dancing, eh?
VL: What kind of instruments?
TK: Oh, guitar most. Get guitar. Most guitar and ukulele, no. And they
play good music too, you know the Hawaiians. Those old songs.
VL: Hawaiian music?
TK: Yeah, Hawaiian music. And they dance waltz. (Laughs)
VL: Where was the dance?
TK: At the school hall. The school had three classrooms, up there, Waipio
School. And then they had those sliding doors. You know, they open
the door and then get the whole building.
VL: Did you dance?
TK: Yeah, I used to go follow.
is the parents, go dance.
Just fool around kind. (Laughs) But most
We get good fun watching them, eh?
VL: Were there other times when the whole community would get together for
a celebration?
TK: Yeah, most time is, you know what I said, baby party, or married like
that. But most baby party, no? And New Yearls, Christmas. That's
when they celebrate.
VL: And can you say again about Chinese New Year's?
TK: Oh, Chinese New Year's the best. That's the only time we eat Chinese
food. We go to their house, they have all the Chinese food. Ducks.
I don't know where they get 'em but they prepare. Get ready, eh?
VL: They would invite the whole community?
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TK: Yeah, they invite the Waipio people. But some people cannot go, well
they don't go. But I always go, though. To their Chinese New Year.
I go Nelson Chun house and I follow my dad, eh? My dad go, eh? Me
the youngest one go follow my dad. Go all around. Then go Akioka.
VL: How about Hawaiian customs. Did your father teach the family certain ....
TK: Food, or ....
VL: Food or a way to behave.
TK: Oh yeah. But anyway I was good boy for behave. .(Laughs) Anyway my
family, us we don't fight each other. I guess the living, how we
live, eh? Everybody close to each other. So, we hardly fight.
VL: How about practices like hooponopono, or something like that?
TK: Oh yeah. That they had.
VL: How would you do that?
TK: Gee, my uncle, you know the one Su San. He's a really, I don't know,
miracle but. He really smart on that, hooponopono kind stuff, eh?
VL: Can you describe?
TK~ Yeah, you know most they pray. Most everything is, the medicine down
there, when they use for hooponopono, my uncle, most is awa. You know
those awa root? And ti leaf. That's all his medicine for hooponopono.
He get those things and pray and he talk to the family. Ask for for-
giving; maybe they do something wrong, like that. Forgive to the next
person. And then start pray. Then, all of a sudden they all right,
they start talking again. Most time only family kind, that kind
hooponopono. Family hard feelings with you. The Hawaiian, some old
people, when they talk to the person, they wild the person when they
say something. You go feel sick. That's when you hurt the other
person. The other person go just like, scur ....what you call that?
VL: Curse?
TK: Yeah. So, that's when you get sick. And the Hawaiians go fix up that.
That's when they go hooponopono. And maybe if I get sick, maybe I had
tell something to somebody and that word, maybe I told to the next
person, hurt her feelings. And then maybe that person, they call that
namunamu, the Hawaiians, they talk in the back, eh? He hurt you too,
you know. He come back and hurt you, the person. Me, eh? And then
they go fi nd out, hooponopono. They go, II Eh, what you had te 11 to that
person?1I 1i ke that.
VL: So your uncle would get you all together?
TK: Yeah, yeah. My uncle. Yeah, yeah, all together.
then you feel all right. I come across that kind.
And then pray and
~!1y uncle always,
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even other people, maybe they get trouble, he go over there and fix up
the problem. Most, they ask what you had do to that person. What you
had talk, maybe you said something wrong to the person, hurt that person
feeling. That's when you get trouble.
VL: How would he use the awa and the ti?
TK: Most, I see him chew and he put it in a glass of water. You know, like
glass, get little bit water and he put that awa inside and the ti leaf,
he chew the ti leaf and he put 'em inside in-rhe water. When pau
hooponopono you drink that water. He give you, you drink some.
VL: Everybody drinks?
TK: Yeah, the ones who he stay, you know. And that, that's just like take
away the evil, eh?
VL: Who taught your uncle?
TK: That I don't know who taught my uncle, but my uncle is really good on
that.
VL: Did he teach any younger people?
TK: Ah, he no teach, though. You have to, if you stay there and learn how
what he had to say, all those kind things, all right. And then you can,
maybe, pick up that.
VL: How about if you were sick at other times?
TK: Oh, he smart too, for medicine. He come over there and fix up, pray
and he get Hawaiian medicine and, you know.
VL: Were you ever sick or something, or injured?
TK: I hardly get sick, hope not but. I didn't go in the hospital, yet.
(Laughs) I thank the God I'm a healthy guy.
VL: How about if you had a cold ....
TK: Cold, like that, but minor. Just have medicine, Hawaiian medicine.
VL: What would he give you?
TK: Most time, if you have fever, we call that hoopu10u10u, that steam
bath. How you explain that, now? We boil the medicine, they have
maile, honohono. That's a plant, they still have down there, blue
flower. We boil that in a bucket and when ready, put the bucket down
and then you take off all you clothes and then they cover you up with
one blanket. You stay inside there w~th all the steam, stay in with
you for take the fever out. You inhale that, he go in your body. I
used to go underneath that, you know. My sister used to make me that
when I catch cold, I get fever, eh? And they watch, you know. You no
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can come out, so you can just imagine how the steam inside there. No
going out now, they stay cover you with the blanket and they stay
holding you outside. So all that steam stay inside. You inhale 'em,
eh? (Laughs)
And then for the fever, you feel good. Yeah, yeah. And then they use
that for sore too. You go take a bath with that water. Good medicine,
though. But he had plenty medicine, though. If I had learn, eh? Ooh,
get plenty good medicine, Hawaiian medicine down there. All kind herbs.
VL: How would he get these herbs?
TK: He just know where to get those herbs. Really, though, I tell you.
It's just like something tell him what kind good for certain kind
sickness.
VL: How about when women had babies?
TK: Oh, he smart too.
VL: How did he treat them?
TK: Ah, that, I don't know how but he help women give birth.
VL: Were there any doctors in Waipio?
TK: Hardly had doctor Waipio. They used to get Honokaa, maybe in the
forties, used to get doctors come in fifties and forties. Used to get
one Honokaa doctor, Carter or what. They used to bring him down too,
sometime. But my days, I hardly go see doctor. r\1Y uncle really smart
man, though. Really, I don't know what kind smart, but really, he get
power, or what. So just like somebody telling him what to do.
VL: Did he treat other people too, who were not relatives?
TK: Most on the relative side, no? And Waipio, most people relative, down
there, Plenty relative people, down Waipio. Yeah, he really, my
uncle. Because I see him with my own eyes, the way how he ....
VL: Besides hooponopono, were there any other Hawaiian ....
TK: Gee, I don't know about those other kinds, those kahunas, or those
kinds. I don't know about that kind. I used to see, Waipio used to
have those kind. I used to see the kind lights flying around, you
know those kind, eh? My uncle always tell that kind stuff too, eh?
But my uncle is not that kind evil kind stuff. He's the kind like
help the people. Do things right, just like. No go those kinds evil
stuff. But I don't know how he get the power~ But I think he don't
have those kinds, that kind killing people, all those kind stuff.
Like kahunas. .
VL: Were there kahunas in Waipio?
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TK: I think had, though, Waipio.
VL: Did you know any?
TK: But they all died, though. My uncle said all those kind people, they
cannot live long.
VL: So they were dead before you knew them?
TK: Yeah, right. !lad one lady below my house; they used to tell that's
the kahuna lady. But she died.
YY: What was she like?
TK: Old lady, old. Kalili, they used to call her.' She used to live, right
where Tom [Araki], right by the poi factory, someplace. Someplace over
there they used to live. I used to scare that lady, though [i.e. be
scared of that lady]. Because you know when they start talking about
that kind stuff, eh? When you start getting older, they tell that kind
Hawaiian stuff. Gut my uncle used to tell us too, about that kind.
VL: What kind of stuff would he tell you?
TK: But he no explain us how that thing work out, eh? He just telling
about that kind stuff. Bad people, killing people, all those kind,
eh? But I used to see, though, the kind lights, the kind flying around.
VL: You would see?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Sometime, nighttime, you see. And not only Waipio, some-
place else come, come down Waipio. I think before, people used to
jealous Waipio people, you know. Those old people. Someplace else,
eh? The old Hawaiians, that kind. The lights red, lights. Yeah,
bright. You see 'em. If stay go on somebody house, they say somebody
going get hurt in that house.
VL: How many lights?
TK: One. Just go fly over there. High go over. You yell, the thing drop
off. And that thing explode, just like. That real interesting, too.
But I don't know too much about that. That kahuna stuff.
VL: Did you ever see anything else besides lights?
TK: They talk about ghosts, all those kind. Gut I never come across those
kind stuff. You know, me, when I live Waipio. They tell, "0h, this
place get ghosts." But I used to walk nighttime, in the forties, come
dentist, eh? In the morning, 4 o'clock, come walk, come up Waipio,




TK: The bus used to leave, you know how early. Dark, you know. They used
to leave over here about 4:30 in the morning. Go Honokaa. Yeah. And
I start early from Waipio; in the dark come up. Go dentist. Akioka
dentist. You go talk story with Akioka, he know my father real well.
I think he can tell story about my father too.
VL: Going back a little bit, you folks had toilet?
TK: Yeah, outside toilet. All outside toilet, Waipio people had.
VL: This is outhouse, not ....
TK: And then take a bath all in the pond. Just with cold water. Because
our pond, we had separate pond, now. One pond is for drinking water
and one pond is for wash clothes and take a bath.
VL: How were these? One was a spring, the drinking water was from a spring?
TK: That's different place now. We don't go over there take a bath. That's
for drinking.
VL: And the bath water is also spring?
TK: You see, the spring one is the first one and the taking a bath one is
the next pond.
VL: So it flows from the first one ....
TK: Yeah, from the first one, go to that next pond. And with that pond,
that's where we use for wash. In the pond. Did I tell about how they
wash? They get flat stone, round flat stone. Put the clothes on top
and they start. No more brush. First time, brush didn't come, you
know those scrubbing brush. They used to use that coconut. We used
to scrub the pants with that coconut husk. You know they cut the
pointed part, you know the pointed part? They make one brush for wash
the clothes. And they rub the clothes on the rock, the dirt go come
off, just like the washing board. You rub the clothes on the rock and
then they start pounding 'em with the, we call 'em the hohoa. The
stick, hohoa. They make 'em flat, kind of flat stick and they pound
the clothes. Turn over the clothes, turn 'em back. They throw water
on top. That's how they wash clothes.
VL: Did you ever wash clothes?
TK: I used to wash my own, too. Yeah.
the pond water, you stay playing.
the water.
Good fun, eh? . Because you stay in
Cnce in a while you throw 'em in
(Laughter)
TK: Used to have nice pond by our house. Used to have one washing place
and spring water and one more other pond in the back. We used to plant
some luau leaf. Our own luau leaf.
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VL: Do you remember how your father grew taro? . The methods that he used?
TK: Yeah, I remember.
VL: Can you tell us from the beginning? Preparing the soil, how he did
it?
TK: Okay. They used to use horse to harrow the field. The taro field.
Tell you how they prepare or ....
VL: Yeah.
TK: Yeah, they use horse for harrow the field and then sometime, Waipio
people use most horse for harrow, they don't have any machine so they
use animal. My father, always, when he pull the taro, he don't throw
the rubbish out from the taro patch. He always leave that stem, the
taro stem, in the taro patch. He said that's good fertilizer. Come
rotten. And then the taro grow good. He always leave 'em inside.
Only what he do is pick up the grass and then leave the taro stem in
the taro patch. They make da kine lumber too, you know the one go
with the horse, they make those .... what you call that .... level.
With the lumber, for level the field. They use that too.
YY: The horse would be pulling?
TK: Yeah, they get special one for the horse. They have harrow, they call
that. And then if they don't want use the horse, they push with the
hand. They make a level, a piece board. Let's say about six inch
and then they make a handle. You know, six inch lumber? Then they
make a handle and they level the taro patch.
VL: How long would he leave the old stems in there?
TK: Oh, leave 'em till rotten, maybe two weeks or maybe more than two
weeks. Come all rotten.
VL: Two weeks after he harvested?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Leave that and then we start pulling again for home use,
taro, then he start keep the seed and plant. In the back.
VL: Then when he leveled it, how much water is in?
TK: He dry the patch and then he plant. And maybe about two days or three
days the mud start holding the huli. You know the seed? And then he
put little bit water inside. Because you· put water the huli, the seed,
he fall down sometime. Too soft the mud. So they have to dry 'em
couple days. Maybe two days.
VL: When he plants it, is there water in the field, when he plants the huli?
TK: No, he dry the patch. The patch where he go plant. And then he put the
seed in. For two days. Maybe one day. So the mud get kind of stuck
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together with the seed so he don1t fall down. And those birds, you
know those birds, that big aukuu they call that. Those birds, they
walk around the taro patch, they hit that seed and fall down. You
know the birds make that noise down Waipio. That's the pest bird
when you plant taro. He walk around and the wing so wide, he spread
the wing, he hit the seed. Fall down, the seed.
VL: And so after he let it dry, he would put water?
TK: Yeah, he put little bit water. Maybe about one inch water.
VL: The huli, was that frc:shly cut?
TK: Yeah. Cut he don't plant right away. He said sometime you leave lem
with the root better. Fast grow, eh? Leave the huli on the bank,
about one week get that young root come out. Tha~when he go plant.
And then he grow fast; get the root already.
VL: Can you continue on. After then he lets in about an inch of water.
TK: Yeah. Let's say for one week or little bit over one week, leave 'em
that one inch water. Till the huli get that leaf and then he start
running another more inch water-.---
VL: So is it flowing, the water?
TK: Yeah, running. They block. They only by looking by eye, no? They
just maybe guess. When they put the water, you know where the water
go out to the next patch, they close 'em up little bit. Maybe they
put another one inch mud, or what, for hold 'em up. And then the
water come rise up, little bit and go over the next patch. Most every-
thing is by looking, guess only. They don't go exactly. They think,
"Eh, maybe that two inch." (Laughs)
VL: What is the next step?
TK: You wait until about eight month, the taro. And then they start dry
'em up again for couple week. Maybe ab6ut one week, or two weeks.
They put water again inside, let lem run. Steady water. Then maybe
about 10 months, they start bringing up the water more up high.
Maybe another more inch, make 'em. Every people get different way of
adjusting their water.
VL: And your father's was what way?
TK: My father, he plant good taro, though. Yeah. You have to get good
taro for pound. If you had the lousy taro for make poi, come all those
lumpy. For machine all right, but for pound you have to get really
good taro. Or not come all, they call puupuu. Then the poi come
lousy. If machine, he come good but pound, you got to be real .... or
not get that puupuu. If not when you go eat that poi, ho boy, you
have to chew. Get all lumps inside.
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VL: Did your father ever mention to you what the most important thing was
about growing taro?
TK: You mean important thing of ....
VL: Of growing taro.
TK: Oh, yeah. He said that the poi is, for our body, he said is good for
our body. That's why we always, we don1t eat rice most time. Always
meal, poi. Even in the morning if we have to eat poi, we eat poi, if
we want poi. Every meal. Waipio, every day I used to eat poi.
Because get the food there, the taro. Plenty taro.
VL: In terms of growing the taro, did he say there was some important ....
what was the most important thing to do for successful taro?
TK: Most, I think, poi.
VL: I mean important thing to do to make the taro good. Like ....
YY: Grow good.
TK: Oh, grow good. Oh, those days, just water. He said, liThe water is
the important thing." Taro.
VL: How so?
TK: How you adjust your water. Certain months you put less water and more
water. That's the important thing of taro, is the water. How the
adjust the water. Because you don1t just plant and leave the same
water the whole, till ready. No, you have to adjust the water. So
much water go in. That1s why they keep record, how many month the
taro and then you start putting more water inside. And then little
more ready the taro, they start drying 'em so you get easy to pull
the taro. The root kind of die off.
VL: The eighth month?
TK: No, no. Yeah, yeah, eight month one. They start dry (em up little
bit. They get reason too. Sometime the baby no come out from the
taro, they dry 'em out and then the baby start coming out. Funny,
you know. We call baby, the outside taro. Some people, for make
'em 10 month, for make the taro come big, they dry 'em for a while
and then the taro come really big. And then they start run water.
About 10 months, they start run 'em regular, I think, the water.
Until ready to pull. About one month more for pull, maybe they dry
the patch another three weeks for the root all die off. So when you
pull, easy eh? Those days, not 1ike now we raise. vJe keep track
but not like my father days. They really, they keep track. That1s
why their taro come big kind taro. ~ice iaro.
YY: How did he determine when to plant?
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TK: They have a bad month. I don't know what the Hawaiian words. But I
think Robert [KaheleJ know. You folks ask Robert?
YY: We'll be talking to him.
TK: I think they say full moon is the best month. You know when get full
moon? Every month, when get full moon, is the best month to plant.
When get full moon night.
VL: Is that when your father planted?
TK: They said anything by root. Like potato, sweet potato. Yeah, my
father little bit curious about that kind stuff. Even fishing, you
know. He no go fishing any time. He get the Hawaiian. Just like he
know th~ time to go and when he go fishing, he. catch fish. Don't
come home with nothing.
VL: Did he teach you?
TK: That's the thing, no? I no learn. (Laughs) He always look at the
sun too, you know. He kind of smart on the weather, on the time on
the sun, too. You so used to live one place, you can know how the
sun, like you can tell what time of the day. He really kind of smart
on those kinds. Fishing and all those kinds. Like us kids, we go
help, I go plant. He tell, IINo, no, no. i~o, not this kind time. 1I
Certain kind time, eh? He's da kine too.
VL: How were his patches set up?
TK: He no plant all one time. That's why we always get food, poi, for the
. family.
VL: How many patches did he have?
TK: When we get too much, he sellout some. He can see how much taro.
then he sell. If not, he don1t sell. Only for home use.
And
VL: Do you remember how many patches he had?
TK: Oh, yeah. He used to plant all. We had garden too down there. Not
all. We had one big patch over there, we had make garden down there.
With our taro patch. Vegetable garden. Those days used to get. He
had all small patches because when I took over I had bulldoze all the
place. I had make all big patches. When I had planted over there.
Maybe about eight. Because now all big patch, all small kind. Some
of this size [the room: 15' x 25'J. Some maybe bigger than this size.
That's why they can plant good taro, too. The smaller the patches, eh,
you can get good taro too.
VL: Why is that?
TK: The water, I think. Circulate real right. Like big patches, the water
not tooda kine.
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VL: How were the patches connected and how was the water source?
TK: See, let's say, if over here the ditch, they put water over here. He
make plenty ditch, not like how we used to do. He put plenty outlet.
Maybe one bank, he make two outlet water for go to the next patch.







the ditch system is
like #1 or #2J
VL: So the ditch runs alongside the patch and each patch has an inlet?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Go inside. But he make two, he put two ditch from this
over here and two go out to the next patch and two put in the next
one. He get always the fresh, the cold water circulate all even.
VL: So each patch had two inlets from the ditch and two outlets into the
next patch?
TK: Yeah, yeah. And the patches not that big like now. We figure we make
big patch more easy to clean, eh? That much bank you don't have to
clean, eh? But I think the smallest patch is better. I think produce
more, the water get more chance to no get that hot.
VL: Did he ever run short of water?
TK: Never run short with water.
VL: How did he clean the banks?
TK: All sick~. he never use poison. Those days, we had poison but we don't
use poison. He said, IISickle is the besL II You know, clean with
sickle. He always tell me that. But, nowdays, our young generation,
we lazy work, eh? Sickle. We like fast job, eh, poison. That's why
maybe we get the problem too, down there. Even my other uncle, even
my uncle. l''1ost people, those old Hawaiians, they don't use poison.
They say sickle and put the .... Don't carry the rubbish out from the
bank; always pile 'em on the bank. The rubbish. For keep the bank
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come solid, eh? You take away, you clean 'em real nice, the bank come
soft. Once the water leak from the bank, no good. You know, go to
the next patch. They not like. They don't want water leak from the
bank, go to the next patch. They only get water from the ditch where
they make going to the next patch.
VL: How thick, how wide were the banks, between the patches?
TK: Oh, maybe about three feet wide [between] the patches. Our patches
bank was real wide, but from the time I took over I poison, eh?
That's why I find out too poison no good. If you can use sickle,
you use sickle; the way how my father say. Don't fool around with
poison. You save the land better; the bank, don't broke, don't come
soft because you pile the grass on top, you going walk on the grass
now, not on the dirt. Like now how we clean the bank, all nice, eh?
No good. But our days we like look for nice, eh? But those days,
they don't look for nice, they look for what's growing there. How
big, how good crop they get. Us, no, we look for nice, eh? So when
people look, "Eh, that guy patch look some clean, boy!" But those
days, no. Their patch all inside no more grass, but on the bank,
that's where all the grass stay pile. In the patch no more grass.
VL: They would weed?
TK: They weed 'em. Every time inside no more. That's the main thing too,
he said .. If inside get grass your taro cannot breathe, just like.
The grass stay hold back, eh? No more sunlight go inside there. And
they don't plant like how we plant now. They plant real wide now,the
next line.
VL: How wide?
TK: Maybe about one yard.
VL: Between the rows?
TK: Yeah, between the rows.
VL: And how far between the huli?
TK: Now it's one row now, about one yard, let's say he plant one huli over
here. And then wi de, too. rJlaybe about two foot, or more. Notli ke
us now. Now we greedy, eh? We like more taro, all that kind. But
what we get, look. But them they plant 'em wide but they get big
taro. Out of that big taro we put one more over here, that's what
count another line for what we putting in there. They plant really
wide. The sunlight get in between and the water get plenty place to
move around, not too close. Yeah. But nowdays you look how we plant.
Only one foot. That's no good. We looking for fast now. But we not
looking for good crop, good taro, big taro, like that. That's why all
the taro come small. That's why they plant wide, ho the babies get.
About eight babies. With that wide, you plant. He going come around
here, eh? And the next one they meet together. Like now we plant
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close, get choke over here. Choke, eh? No more the water running.
VL: How about fertilizer?
TK: No, we don't put fertilizer. Never did. I never did see my father
put fertilizer, buy fertilizer. Always that stem of the taro and the
root. Just leave 'em go for fertilizer. And he always don't plant
the same way. Like this time he plant this way; next way he plant
this way [perpendicular to the first way].
VL: So he would harvest the whole patch then? At one time.
for like poi use, let1s say we take two lines only, fill
Maybe one line one bag. All depend how big the patch





VL: So then he cannot replant that patch.
TK:
TK: No. Cannot till maybe 10 lines, already, he pull. And then he start
replant. Let 'em rotten, eh?
VL: So that would be, if it's 10 lines, that's about five weeks? Because
two lines a week?
TK: Yeah, yeah. If two lines a week. All depend how big the patches too,
the line. But they used to plant big, good taro, though Waipio, those
days.
VL: How about the way he ....
TK: No, no. Okay. I not telling you lies but you know the gallon size, one
gallon size. Come big like that, the mother taro. I not telling you
lies, now. No laugh now. Yeah.
YY: I believe you.
(Laughter)
TK: 8ig taro, like that, they plant. The mother, now, I talking. And the
baby, ho, big baby boys. Round like this [coffee] cup, big kine babies,
taro. Not like now. You tell Robert; Robert he know too.
VL: How about rot? Did he have rot?
TK: Oh, no more rot those days.
VL: Guava seed?
TK: No more, guava seed, those days. Till our days, that's when we know
what is guava seed.
VL: How about the way that he pulled. Was that different from now?
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TK: tmm, no the same way, he use stick. But the thing is he don't put lem
in the bag. He always carry the taro home with, you know the Chinese
kind, tie them up bunched together.
VL: What does he tie it with?
TK: He tie 'em with sisal. You know that sisal? We tie 'em on top. And
then he put one, poke the stick and he carry like that, the whole bunch.
Half bag. Maybe the stem and all go home sometime. Sometime he carry
like that go home. What they do, they leave only one leaf now. They
broke all the, only the center leaf of the taro. Not the whole stem
now. They broke and they leave only one top leaf. That's the only
one they take so can get plenty together and less leaf. Then they tie
them up.
VL: Would you make huli from that?
END OF SIDE ONE
SIDE THO
VL: Okay, what were you saying?
TK: Oh, we was telling about the huli, no? My dad carry the taro home with
the stem and all. But he take only one leaf. He broke the rest and
leave lem in the patch.
VL: So that taro that he would take home, he cannot make huli from?
TK: No. No.
VL: Did he make huli any differently from the way you do now?
TK: 1\11 the baby taro. Different now. lie don't keep no mother taro for
the huli, all the baby taro. Like nowdays we keep the mother taro.
See, the mother taro only come one or two baby taro when you plant.
They always keep the baby taro for huli.
VL: You mean if you plant the mother taro ....
TK: IINo good," he said. For huli.
VL: Because you only get two babies from that.
TK: Right. Sometime no more nothing. Yeah. And I think that's true, too,
you know. And certain months is no good too, you know. Certain month
for plant taro. He always tell October or September. And October, no
good month. But that's when, maybe they go according, checking with the
moon. You know those kine month. ~Jell he say full moon night; not
full moon night but full moon week. That week when have the full moon,
that's the week good to plant. And even banana, they get certain time
to plant bananas too. Not any time. According to the moon, certain
good for all root thing. Certain thing good for bananas, all the fruits,
up kine.
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VL: Did he ever rotate the taro with another crop?
TK: ~1mmm.
VL: Always taro?
TK: Yeah, always taro. The Hawaiian people used to, not like now, though.
They used to plant really big taro. Even Mock Chew plant good taro.
Nelson Chun. Gut nowdays, now, too much. Me, I think the poison, too
much poison and what you call, they like make fast money, guys nowdays.
They no like plant the way how you used to plant, far. f·1ake all near
like this. Like now you go plant far like this,in between here you
can poke one more seed, eh? You no figure that's waste. Gut [before
time] they plant far, with this bunch and with this bunch, with all
that taro, with one more seed you plant [today], they make more [before].
Before, the Hawaiians.
VL: Are there any other differences in the way that your father planted,
with the way that you plant now?
TK: Yeah. You know the line, eh? The difference is he don't plant all
even like this. He poke one seed here, the next seed he poke here and
he poke here. There's a difference of the pace. Not even. At least
the water, one here, one here, the next line. One here and one here,
eh, the next line. If you going put one here and one here, the water
no circulate right. Put one here and one here, angle way. The water
can play around here and the next one go this way, side ways. The
next line, you put 'em this way like this, the third line. And go
angle like this. That's the difference. Like my house, we plant,
we don~ care. We just put the seed, just long the taro come out. We
doing all the wrong thing.
• • • • • • •
• • • • • •
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VL: How about cutting the hul i. How thick?
TK: Oh yeah, they particular too on that. My dad is particular on that,
cutting. The seed. See, some people, they want thin cut; some they
want get plenty those meat on, the taro. But my father, he cut thin.
Real close to the stem, the stalk.
VL: Why did he do that?
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TK: I don't know. He say that get more baby come out, or what. Taro.
But some people like thick. More fast the taro grow, mature more
quick. Fast to pull, the taro. But some like more thin, slow but
get more baby.
VL: Did your father ever grow anything beside wet land?
TK: That's only wet taro. And then garden, eh?
VL: He never made dry land taro? Or taro in the mounds?
TK: No. No. Thatls the only thing, wet.
VL: [ToYY] You have any more questions right now? 11 m going to shut it
off, unless you have anything else.










BY: Vivien Lee (VL) and Yukie Yoshinaga (YY)
VL: This is an interview with Mr. Ted Kaaekuahiwi. Today is April 13, 1978;
we're at the church in Kukuihaele.
After eighth grade, then you started helping people farm taro?
TK: Right.
VL: Who did you help?
TK: My dad. See, my dad give me some taro patches.
VL: Of your own?
TK: Yeah, of my own, to raise. And then I start ralslng taro with my dad.
What I make on my taro patch, the money is for me.
VL: Did you have to pay him anything for the land?
TK: No.
VL: How much land did he give you?
TK: I had about three taro patch, that's all he gave me. And then he
taught me how to plant, and that's how I learned.
VL: Did he give you the huli too?
TK: Yeah, yeah.
VL: So did you work that all day, every day?
TK: I didn1t graduate school, eh? No, not whole day. Because I go play,
eh? Most time in the afternoon, maybe about 2 o'clock; that's when I
go fool around the taro patch. And then I help my dad too, when my
patch catch up, I help my dad.
VL: How did you feel about having your own taro patch at that time?
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TK: Oh, good. Because we had hard time, for money problem. My dad used
to, we have to earn our own money, just like. But I was saving too;
my dad, he always te11 me, "Try to save money." Maybe some day I get
married and I have some money. So that1s what I was doing. Saving.
VL: Who would you sell your taro to?'
TK: Leslie Chang and Seiko Kaneshiro.
VL: What were they paying you then?
TK: Those days was 25 cents a bag, 35 cents, 75 cents', $1.
VL: Hundred pound?
TK: Hundred pound, 25 cents, 50 cents. Then came up 75 cents. From 25 cents
and up to 35 cents.
VL: You mean when you started, that's how much you were getting?
TK: Yeah, was so cheap. And then came to 75 cents; 75 cents was a good
price. Yeah, was so cheap taro, 100 pound. And they used to sell poi,
$1 for 24 to 26 pounds, for $1, poi.
YY: How did your yield compare to your father1s, the amount of taro, the
qual Hy?
TK: Oh my dad, he have more quality than mine, yeah. Not too bad, though.
But my dad1s one is still ....
VL: What do you mean, his was bigger?
TK: Yeah, his one bigger. So, most time he teach how the water, that's the
main thing. So much month; let1s say about eight month, you have to
put so much water in. You no put too much water and come to 10 months,
you put some more water in. And then one year, then you have to lower
down the water. They get all ways of, you know.
VL: Did you follow his instructions?
TK: (Laughs) I try, I try to follow.
VL: So, how much money did you make from those three patches?






Because the small patches he gave me, maybe about 40 bag a
I think about 120 bag, I think, those three patch I had.
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TK: Yeah, way cheap, those days. Really, though. Came up to 75 cents and
$1. We used to pull taro for 25 cents; I used to pull one bag.
VL: When you had your own three patches, did you ....
TK: I pull mysel f.
VL: Everything was yourself?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Is really cheap, boy.
VL: How long did you do that for?
TK: I think from 1945, I think. I not too sure, but.
VL: You were ~ school about 1940, eighth grade.
TK: See, 1940-something, so I say about 1945. I think right after that, I
think right after that when I got out from school. But I was keeping
taro before that, you know, part-time. And then in the spare time,
when 1941,1942, I wen go start pulling taro.
VL: For who?
TK: We take the contract for pull taro for Leslie Chang. With one old
Hawaiian, Johhny Kia, he died. So I used to work with him pull taro.
And we used to pull 80 bag, plenty taro we have to pull.
VL: How long would that take you?
TK: Those days, was good kind taro. Big, eh? We get three guys; me, him
and one more other Filipino, three people. Two days; one day we can
pull 50 bag, yeah, I not kidding you. Those taros, big taros. Because
Seiko used to have one Henry Young, he died. That's the guy brought
the tractor down Waipio; he's the first guy bought a bulldozer down
Waipio, to bulldozer make taro patch. Knock down all the guava trees.
VL: New taro patches?
TK: Yeah, new one. He's the first one. And then, he was dealing with
Seiko Kaneshiro father. Seiko's father financed the money to him, and
then, what he pay back is the taro for the money. He had a good about
25 acres, I think, 20 to 25 acres he had down Waipio Valley. And that
Chinese man, Henry Young. And he plant, ho, good taro, him. fud then
when he had bulldoze the field, I always tell him how come he make the
bank, the taro patch bank, real wide.
He always tell me, "You know, bruddah, some days you going have jeep
down Waipio. "
"Yeah?"
He was real prepared, think ahead in the future. So he make all big.
You go in Seiko taro field, you see all wide bank. You know where
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Duldulao, when you cross the river by Duldulao, you go walk all inside
there, all wide bank. Truck can go inside there if Seiko clean all the
roads, cut all the trees. That1s where he used to own over there. And
where Kelly Loo have taro patch too, right up side of Sammy Mock Chew.
VL: People would hire this Young?
TK: No, only himself work. That1s his permanent, full time job, raise taro.
And then we used to pull for him, for Seiko's father take all the taro
so we take the contract pull. And then we pull Leslie taro, Leslie
Chang. Two side, you know, we take the contract.
VL: How did that work?
TK: But compare with today, we cannot pull that amriunt of bags, 60 bags a
day for three guys. Cannot now.
VL: t,jhy not?
TK: Because taro too small. Those days, really big taro.
VL: What do you mean II contract;1I how does the contract work?
TK: We used to pull taro for 50 cents a bag, lOa pound. Let's say we pull,
they give us the amount of the bag. They say, IIToday, we have to pull
60 bags. II And they give us two days. So we charge them by bag, 50
cents a bag. Every bag we pull, we get 50 cents.
VL: And ,then, since there1s three
bags?
TK: We divide the money in three.
VL: Evenly?
TK: Yeah.
of you pulling, how do you count how many
VL: And then how often does he pay you?
TK: End of the month. And then figure out--that Hawaiian man, hels the
boss. He figure out and then get the money there. Because we keep
record too, a record when we pull taro.
VL: Did you also keep a record?
TK: Oh yeah, for working record. Pull taro. So he give me the right money.
VL: Did they always match, your record and his?
TK: Yeah.
VL: It was okay for you to contract with two different people?
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TK: Yeah. And then I packed the taro every other day, and the next day, I
haul taro, I pack. Bring up to the top, Kukuihaele.
VL: Can you tell us about the packing?
TK: Seiko Kaneshiro used to own the mules. Only what I do, I pack for him
and he used to pay 25 cents a bag to bring up to the top, that's what
I got paid. I get my own horse; I use my own horse, he give me $1.
Like, if I go two trip, $2 pay for my horse. See how cheap, those days?
VL: Held give you $1 a trip?
TK: Two dollars because I go two trip.
YY: The $2 would be for the ....
TK: For my horse, no, for my riding horse. My own horse. And for packing
one bag taro up, 25 cents he give me now. Let's say, if 50 bag taro,
25 times 50 is $12?
VL: Twelve dollars and fifty cents or something.
TK: That's all I make, plus $2 for my horse.
VL: Howald were you at this time?
TK: I was about 18, 19, I think.
VL: How did you get that job with Seiko?
TK: Seiko father used to like me.
VL: How come?
TK: I don't know. Because I used to work, no play. I used to work hard,
eh. And then, every time when the local board send my [notice] for go
service, they tell I get Class lA. He go up, he talk to the lady, she
give me deferment. Every time I have deferment. That's why I didnlt
. go in the Army till the last time, 1952. That's the time I was going
in the service, I went what you call. That's the year they bin get me.
Seiko father cannot do anything already, because already every time I
had deferment, deferment. (Laughs)
VL: What reason?
TK: For me stay back work for the farm, for him. I hauling taro for him,
too.
VL: How did you get the jobs with Ahana, Leslie Chang?
TK: From that Hawaiian man (John). That Hawaiian man used to take charge
all Leslie Chang taro field. And then he get his own taro field. Oh,
one more thing I forget tell you. I used to keep taro for Seiko too,
Kaneshiro. Five taro patches.
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VL: When was that?
TK: Way back, same time. I pulling taro and taking care taro field and my
own. You ask Seiko.
VL: How did that work?
TK: I used to only clean that field there. He used to pay me $25 a month,
Seiko father.
VL: To clean five patches?
TK: Yeah, five patches I take care. Every month he give me $25 only for
take care.
YY: What did the cleaning involve? What kind of work did you have to do?
TK: Clean the taro patch only. Seiko plant and I only take care the field.
YY: All in the inside?
TK: Yeah, inside, the bank, everything. He take care the water, everything.
I only take care the taro field, that1s all, only keep the grass down.
VL: Let me get this straight.
TK: Yeah, stay kind of mixed up now, you got to put 'em together.
VL: At the time that you were pulling taro for ....
TK: Seiko and Leslie Chang and I was doing this job too.
VL: Cleaning the taro patch.
TK: Yeah. And packing. I was working hard.
VL: What was your schedule like?
TK: Every other day. That's why we have to pull taro; let1s say we pull
Monday, Tuesday I pack. And Wednesday, the taro go in [to the processor].
And then we pull taro Thursday and Friday, and then I pack lem Saturday
and the taro go in Monday. Just like three times a week. .
VL: Which of those three jobs, weeding, packing and pulling, did you like
the most?
TK: Oh, I enjoy the packing though.
VL: Why is that?
TK: I load the mule and the rest of the time I ride, come up. Lead the
mules, eh, come up the hill.
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VL: How many places did you have to go to pick up the taro?
TK: Oh, all around Waipio. See, what we do; let's say, you know where you
folks went [to the back of the valley], all up here used to have taro
patches. Not way up, but George Farm, about there all used to get taro
patches. We used to pack one far trip and one near trip. Like we pull
20 bag way up, and then we pull down below, maybe 40 bags. So when I
go up, I take the way up tri p, and then come down. vie don't go too far
trip with the animal. One short trip and one .... And we take the far
one first. And then when the second trip, we take the nearest one~
VL: Because they1re tired already.
TK: Tired, right. That's how we rotate the job down there. Harrison
Kanekoa, I used to pack all their taro too. Their father used to
deal with Kaneshiro. Kaneshiro used to be the backer for Waipio, the
money part. He really help the Hawaiian people down Waipio, way back
before. He financed the people, he give the money and what he have
to pay, he have a store over here. So they come to the store and they
charge, you know, they buy the food and they charge and then what you
pay back is the taro.
VL: Would they also be able to make money after they payoff?
TK: Seiko Kaneshiro make money, though. Because he buy cheap, down here,
one bag taro. One bag before, $3 he make money. find then he sell lem
to Hilo, maybe $7 a bag. Those days, maybe $7 eh, he sell lem. He
still making money, he buy. But he1s a nice man too, Seiko father.
VL: The people would still be able to make money, after they paid back off
their debt with the taro?
TK: They.make few because those days the food is cheap. They make money
too.
VL: Who else was packing, at the time that you worked?
TK: Had Nelson Chun, Mock Chew.
VL: Is there any kind of competition for jobs among you folks [packers]?
TK: No.
VL: vlhy?
TK: They used to have, we call those guys--five middlemen--we sell to
them; Seiko father, Nelson Chun, Leslie Chang, [Ginji] Araki too.
Araki was in too, with these two. i\nd who the other one, i10ck Chew.
VL: Middleman is ....
TK: That1s Sammy Mock Chew dad talking about. The middleman is, we sell
to them and from there on they make the profit; they sell 'em to the
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next person [processor]. The much they make profit is up to them,
how much they want to sell 'em outside to the ....
VL: So each of these five had their own packers?
TK: Yeah, right. They have their own packer, pack their taro. And Leslie
Chang used to have poi shop down Waipio too. He used to make his poi
down there and take 'em Hilo. And then they sell 'em in Hilo, they
had one small shop in Hilo and sell the poi over there. Till they had
move away, and then they make their poi factory at Hilo.
VL: Was there competition among the middlemen, then? .
TK: Oh, I think so. Because they don't tell us what they sell to Hilo.
Like us, we only just guessing. Maybe $8, $10, we don't know, eh?
And he giving us cheap, the bag taro.
VL: Would Hilo Poi tell you how much they were buying for?
TK: Oh, you mean buy our bag taro? How much they sell?
VL: Yeah.
TK: No, they no tell that. That's why I always fool Seiko's father. You
know, he so good. When he had build up that supermarket, he was the
first one to have that supermarket in Hilo [Food Fair]. I wen fool
him, I tell, "J\h, this my money, and thi s all the taro farmer money. II
Kanekoa money and all those guys who selling the taro to him. I tell,
"That's all our commission that, eh you. II He laugh, eh. I had to
fool him.
VL: The mules now ....
TK: The mules was Seiko mules.
VL: Yeah, did you have to take care of them?
TK: Yeah, he have pasture down Waipio. Yeah, I take care. He buys the
feed, I just take off the pack saddle and feed them and let 'em go in
the pasture, that's all.
VL: And that was included in your pay?
TK: No, included with my packing money. Not extra now, that. You ask
Seiko about that, he know too. The father was easy to work with, not
with that Seiko. Seiko kind of little bit Jew-type.
(Laughter)
TK: . The father is better businessman. When you talk to him, he understand,
he figure out. If he got to give little bit more, but he tell you,
1I0kay, I give you 25 cents more or 10 cents more." But Seiko, no; you
tell him take you about so many months before he give you the answer.
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He tell you okay, can. The father, no; the next few days he tell you
okay. Maybe he go home figure out. (Laughs)
VL: The farmers would go straight to Seiko's father and ask him?
TK: Yeah.
VL: Those three jobs again, the weeding, the packing and harvesting, which
did you like the least? The one you didn't like. You liked packing
the best.
TK: Keeping taro, those days. Because I was young, keeping my own taro.
I enjoy but more I like the packing. Only thing the hardest is you
load the taro on the mule. But in those days I was young, I was strong,
I used to load 13 mules. I used to time how fast I can load for 13
mules. In five minutes I load three mules. Yeah, I not kidding.
VL: Wow, six bags.
TK: Yeah, six bags. I time myself and see how fast I can load one mule.
So in 20, 25 minutes I load all the mules. I used to be strong, you
know. Yeah, for pack taro. And sometime, when we pull taro, the mules
cannot go there. By the taro patch bank, we have to bring lem to the
wide place, we had to carry 'em on our back; 50, 60 bag we carryon
our back.
VL: And that's all included in your price?
TK: Yeah, carry lem to where the mules can come get the taro.
VL:And you wouldn't get any more pay for having to do that?
TK: No, it's the same contract what we get deal with the bag amount. Letts
say, 50 cents a bag, that's all we get, 50 cents, we have to bring lem
out to where the mules, the animals can come and get it.
VL: Did you also saddle the mules?
TK: Yeah, saddle the mules, everything.
VL: Where did Seiko's father keep the saddles?
TK: Down Waipio. All down Waipio, the mules stay. You know where Tom Araki
house? Below there used to have, I think one Filipino stay over there
now. Seiko get taro patches there. You know, Daisy or what, the
Filipino name. Anyway, he used to have big pasture. You know where
the road go down, where I park my truck every time, load taro? That
road you come down, as soon you hit the river, that's all pasture before
there, all get fence wire go up to ....That's Seiko pasture used to be.
VL: Is there a barn there too?
TK: They have one house over there for put the pack saddle in. And the feed
to feed the mule pineapple bran and trash.
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VL: And then your own horse, where did you keep that?
TK: That, I take my horse with me, take 'em home, keep my horse. I used
to let go my horse outside. And then they always come back in the after-
noon; real smart horse. We used to get three horses. But we feed 'em
barley grain that's why. You know where my brother stay [in Waipio],
that1s where. The horse always come back in the afternoon and we give
'em grain. And they eat the grain, they go back out again.
VL: Can you tell us a 1ittl e bit about Gi nj i Araki? What he looked 1i ke
and ....
TK: You folks get the picture, eh?
VL: Old time.
YY: We have a picture of him when he was 92. But as a young man, what did
he look like?
TK: He looked the same way, his looks, same. No change.
YY: He was a big man.
TK: Yeah, big man.
VL: He looks small in the picture.
TK: No, before he was kind of husky. Strong man that.
VL: What kind of a man was he?
TK: He's a good businessman too. Smart businessman, same as like Kaneshiro
too. And he's kind of, he's more tight than Kaneshiro, that Araki. He
know his business too, about selling things and how to make commission,
all those kind. He really smart. And he used to raise pig, too. Raise
taro and keep pig way in the back, where all that mango trees way in
the~ side, the other side [Waimanu side]; that's where he used to
live, over there. Then I used to pack taro up, pull taro for him too.
VL: Was that you and Suei [Kawashima]?
TK: Yeah, yeah, me and Suei.
VL: Can you tell us about that?
TK: We used to go pull taro for him, and we used to play around. He give
us so many bags, maybe 40 bag for pull for that day, we pull only maybe
16 or 20, we run away go down the beach, play~
VL: And what would he do?
TK: He get mad with us. Sumbai we start, no play around, work. And then
he used to give us three meal, you know. Yeah, we go over there, he
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feed us. Afternoon, before we come home, ~ hana, he give us food
too, Araki.
VL: Lunch time, would he bring it out to the field for you?
TK: No, we go to the house because his field close to the house, we can
walk to the house.
VL: What did he cook?
TK: Oh, he smart, he cook all kind. He used to raise his own vegetables.
And then he cook all kind Japanese kind, you know. I used to like his
hot cake, you know those pancake? Ho, he used to make good hot cake,
though.
VL: Did other people that you worked for do that too? Give you meals?
TK: That's the only guy give meal, you know.
VL: He's the only one?
TK: Yeah. I don't know about Nelson Chun. Nelson Chun, I think he give,
too, his working men meals. No, I think they give. Mock Chew too.
Akioka, rather. Akioka, yeah, that's right. I think you don't have
Akioka, I think, inside there.
YY: How old were you when you and Suei were pulling for Araki?
TK: Maybe about 17 years. We was young.
VL: When you ran away, would you finish your job eventually?
TK: Next day we come and finish. Yeah. That is between, now. When we
get time, we go work with him, Araki. This is before, then I had this
other job, the packing.
VL: So you weren't working for Ginji before packing?
TK: Yeah, I was going with Araki for pulling taro.
VL: Before you started packing?
TK: Yeah. And then I start packing. And that year I was pulling for Leslie.
That was our start, first time when we wen start working outside with
Araki. Start learning how to ....
VL: What kind of things did he teach you?
TK: He teach us how to plant too. And about Japan, how they held the business,
all those kind stuff. How they raise rice, plant rice. Most time he
was teaching us the rice, how they raise rice in Japan.
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VL: Did you spend time with him, other than working? Sounds,like you spent ....
TK: Oh, when came to a year of 1950 [later, TK changed his estimate to
1962]--see I forget now, that year we start making that poi factory.
And then I was getting close to him, getting close and learn more from
Araki. When he start making that poi factory, Waipio, that's when I
was ....
YY: The cooperative?
TK: Yeah, right. That's when we start getting close with him. And then he
had bring up about the poi shop, about business too. Was good idea so
all the taro farmers who was selling taro Honolulu, to Waiahole Poi,
and Honolulu Poi. They still selling but we don't send taro now over
there, Honolulu Poi, they call anyway, the factory name was Honolulu
Poi. So he was shipping over there and Haleiwa too.
VL: Ginji?
TK: Yeah. And then that's when the people wen start to separate. Some
give to Leslie, taro and some give to Araki. That1s when they bin
start fighting down there, Waipio. Because Araki give better price,
you know. That1s when price wen come better, from Araki. lie start
gives the farmer more than what the other farmers [middlemen?] give
and then the farmers start changing around. And then bumbai he say,
[to] all those people who was giving him the taro, .he say, "~'Jore better
we go make one co-op." He was the first one to start one co-op down
Waipio.
VL: Why did Ginji start giving better prices?
TK: Because, he said, the taro farmers work so hard, he figured that the
taro farmers need more money. But the other people, maybe they was
looking, the other middlemen, maybe they was looking for themself, for
making money for themself. But Araki was looking for the people too.
People make more money because he know planting taro is hard job.
That's what he tell me. He tell co-op is better too, because you can
fight the middleman because you going sell lem direct to the poi factory.
You not selling to a middle. Let's say, I sell to her and she go sell
to the poi factory. We selling lem direct to the poi factory. From
the poi factory can give us better money.
VL: I think before you said that Ginji made trips to Honolulu.
TK: Yeah, right. I used to go with him too.
VL: What would he do on these trips?
TK: That's when we talk price.
the trip, talk about price,
about givi ng 1ittl e more."
maybe we get too much taro,
f'1aybe they give us $5. And he go back, take
maybe labor, things getting expensive, "How
That1s why he go down Honolulu. And sometime,
that1s when he go talk about, how about
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give more order, more bag taro. And then they talk it over, tell okay.
Used to go all the poi factory, three poi factory down Honolulu.
VL: Did somebody appoint him to do this?
TK: Yeah, yeah, right. Since he sai~ for join co-op, Suei Kawashima and
me and Harrison Kanekoa, we was the most strong one; we figure,
IIThat's the good idea. 1I
, So we te11 the farmers, II Eh, more better we go j 0 in. II So they a11 wen
come in and then they start giving taro. What he take is 10 cents from
every bag, what we ship off; we have to give him 10 cents for the co-op.
That's the savings just like. And then he don1t take nothing. If I
send 40 bags, well, I give 10 cents a bag for 40 bag--that's $4. Take
out from my 40 bag, but that was for the co-op. And then every month
we get meeting, we say we get president, he was the president. We get
secretary and treasurer, everything. We had meeting you know. See
how much money we get. Was real neat, though, when we had that co~op.
YY: What was the feeling among all the members?
TK: First starting was going on good till he start bringing up about poi
factory. That's when all the people start dropping off. That's when
money involved. And then, for be a membership, you had to pay $100
to be in that poi factory deal. Plenty people wen pay though. ~e had
14, I think, or 16 people, taro farmers. Most of them I think they
had pay the $100. And then, bumbai he start building up that poi
factory, more money involved. He like maybe, everybody give maybe
$30 every month for build up the poi factory. That1s when everybody
rlrop off. But the $100, they cannot take back the money. We had make
everything black and white, go to lawyer, all those kinds, make stock.
We was going sell shares, that poi factory. Everybody start to drop
off and only had five of us, six. Six left back.
VL: Can we go back a little bit and then come up again? The meetings that
you folks had as a co-op, where would you meet?
TK: Araki house, on the bottom [of the road into the valley]. You know
where, down the bottom of Waipio. That's where he was living in the
back and he had move over there. That's where he had the meeting.
VL: How often?
TK: Once a month.
VL: Would all the members come?
TK: Sometime they come, sometime they don't come.· Srnnetime only the five,
the president, the secretary.... 8ut we have by-law, now. Six people
attend the meeting, we can hold a meeting. Less than that, we cannot
hold a regular meeting. But for special meeting; well, we can hold
five or four people, special meeting. Only among the president, secre-
tary and the ....
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VL: Did you have a penalty if they didn't come to a meeting?
TK: Oh, we had, though; 25 cents. But only for short while, that wen go
on and ~ we drop off. People no come, and sta~t dropping off from
that co-op.
VL: So you got rid of that rule?
TK: Yeah, got rid of that rule. (Laughs)
VL: Do you remember who the officers were?
TK: Was most this Araki, Suei, me and ....
VL: Wait, wait; Suei was what office?
TK: Suei was the secretary. Every time we change, every year change. He
can be in two years, in one position. And then we change.
VL: So, say the first year. Do you remember who they were?
TK: Araki was president, and Suei Kawashima was secretary, and I was the
treasurer, that keeping the money. Vice president was Harrison Kanekoa.
VL: Then, what would you do with the money?
TK: The money we had? We make party, end of the year. And trips like that,
like we go Honolulu, we take out from that money. And bags, maybe we
have to buy bags, taro bags, we used that money too, for buy taro bags.
And for mailing letters, we use that money too.
VL: Do you remember some of the other by-laws?
TK: By-laws. Yeah, you pay that $100, you go out, you cannot get that $100.
And every two years, we change new president, and change the .... What else
now? When you no come meeting, we have to fine you so much; fine the
members, eh?
END OF SIDE ONE
SIDE TWO
VL: What was the other by-law? Every member has to ....
TK: Pay $100 to get into the co-op and then if they quit, the money, they
cannot have 'em back, the money. And if they don't come meeting, we
fine them so much (25 cents).
VL: Were there restrictions on selling to other people not in the co-op?
TK: No, stri ctly we have to sell' em to the co-op. Cannot sell' em out to
the other market.
VL: Did everybody follow that rule?
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TK: Yeah, they was following. Till the poi factory came up, that's when
they wen stop. .
YY: So when that happened and the farmers started dropping out, that means
they no longer sold to the co~op?
TK: No, and then we don't take their taro. And then they was selling to
other people. We just put them out.
VL: Do you remember who the 16 farmers were?
TK: Some people died, you know. You know Johnny MilTare. Robert Kahele
was too. Oh, don't forget me and Suei and Harrison Kanekoa.
VL: And Ginji.
TK: Yeah. And Tom Araki too, the one, that's his son.
VL: That's seven.
TK: Oh, Loo, Edward Loo, he died. That's John Loo brother.... had some
Filipinos, what their name now. I forget that Filipino, what his name
now, the one go down Haipio every time.
VL: Sti 11 yet?
TK: Yeah, kind of old, he live down the bottom.
VL: [Juan] Revilla?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Him too .... r think George Farm too.
VL: Were there any women?
TK: Never had, no. Never had ladies .... Had that Filipino, Felix. He
died, you know that Libayao? Oh, Roy Toko too.
VL: How about Joe Kala?
TK: Yeah, Joe Kala was for a while. He was inside too. They all wen quit.
And was all the small farmers.
YY: Was Farm a pretty big farmer at that time?
TK: George Farm? No, not that big like now. This is all the small farmers
now. See, Araki like get all the small farmers to make the money.
VL: Kalaihi, Charlie?
TK: Yeah, Charlie, that's right. Charlie was there.
YY: Olepau?
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TK: I think he was too, Fred Olepau. Gecause they all wen drop offthat's
why; so I wen forget. I had throwaway all my record that's why. I get
all the names.
VL: Maybe later you can think of more.
TK: Yeah, okay. I get all the names, you know, ofWaipio. All those
members.
VL: Then, when you and Ginji went to Honolulu, how did you bargain with
the factory?
TK: Oh, we sit down like how we sit down here, and start talking business
about taro prices, and about the food prices coming up, and the'farmers
asking more money. Little bit more money for them. So, the poi
factory, they kind of agree, they figure for their side they think,
IIYeah, the farmers need more money. II ~'lore hard work.
VL: Did they give you answer right away?
TK: Yeah, yeah. Sometime we come back with the answer already. They tell ,
1I0kay,1I and so much; they going give so much.
VL: Usually, how much more would they give each time?
TK: Oh, quarter most time, 25 cents. But 25 cents is plenty, those days,
too.
YY: Ginji Araki spoke Japanese?
TK: Yeah, he talk Japanese and he talk English too. That person own the
poi factory, he can talk English too, and Ginji can talk broken English,
pidgin English. And then sometimes I don't know, they talk Japanese
and r ask him what they talking, so he explain to me.
VL: So for what reason did you go to Honolulu?
TK: He like me go for try to learn what, in case anything happen to him,
get the next guy can go over and talk business with the poi factory and
let the poi factory know who. Introduce and get more acquainted,
friendly with the next ....
That's why he take me, to show the poi factory the next, maybe if he
cannot, maybe I go come over with one more other. That's why he take
me.
VL: Did Suei eVer go with him?
TK: No. Most time me I go with him. Suei never go. I think I went about
twice or three time, I forget, with him Honolulu. And then we go and
then we stayed; he get son Honolulu. We stay with the son. He get
his son down there so we stayed their house. And then, I think he like
take me too, because I can explain English. Maybe if he get hard time,
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maybe I can talk, maybe I can explain.
VL: At that ttme, what did you think about the co-op?
TK: Oh, was good. I figure co-op is good, if all the people cooperate.
Because the money is all for yourself, what they make. You don't have
to sell to the mtddlemen, and the middlemen give you so much, and then
the middlemen going make money with the poi factory. That's what his
point was; he never like the middlemen to make money. He want the
farmer make the money. But the people, they don't understand, the
farmers. That's why when come to money involved, to pay so much. Oh




TK: I forget. I thi nk $1 a month.
VL: And so, what kind of problems did this create, or feelings for Ginji?
TK: I told you we wen drop off this, when the poi factory, that's when
everybody start dropping off from the co-op. You mean my feeling?
VL: Well, going back a little further; when Ginji fonned the co-op, how did
these middlemen feel?
TK: Oh, they get mad at you. That's when start fighting all down there,
Waipio. That's when they start, the middlemen wild because we going
get good price if direct from the poi factory.
VL: Were you taking away their farmers?
TK: r~o. Some people, we take 'em away, though. Some farmers. That's why
they start getting mad, eh? And then the rumor start spreading around
down there, "Eh, we get better price."
"How much? You get better price."
So they go for the better price, eh?
VL: So, what kind fighting; what would these middlemen do?
TK: They try to break up the co-op.
VL: How?
TK: Try tell the people, "Eh, that's bad, that no good, one CO-Op." See,
that's the one start making the people .... but we always explain to the
people, no, that it's good co-op.
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VL: What reasons did they give for its being bad? Why would they tell it's
bad?
TK: Most time, they tell cannot last long. liThe co-op going broke." But
who make it broke, the co-op, is the farmers. The farmers believe all
these middlemen too.
VL: Did those middlemen ever say anything about, "0h, it's Communist?"
TK: No, no. Never did.
VL: Did anything ever happen to Ginji because he started this?
TK: Yeah, those guys used to make fuss with him, talk to him, why he go do
that. If he be like them, he make more money .. But he no was that kind
guy. I guess he know how farmer life; way back business in Japan time,
when he was in Japan. He know how hard the farmers work.
VL: Was there another president after Ginji?
TK: Oh yeah, we change every time. Suei come president, and I come secretary,
Harrison Kanekoa come president and then go vice president. Robert
Kahele go secretary. We change around.
VL: So, now when you decided to form a co-op, what were the rules going to
be there?
TK: The rule is that we cannot sell our taro to any other, to these middle-
men.
VL:I'm sorry, when you started poi shop.
TK: Oh, the poi shop. When we start the poi shop, everybody wen tell,
"0kay, all right, this good idea. II In the start, eh? So we hold
meeting, everybody start building up so we start making some rules.
Only by mouth, eh? What you call $100 the fee, and then all our taro
go to our poi factory, all the taro farmers. And then, we go sell
stocks to outsiders, but the money going come in, and it's all for
the farmers, the co-op, the members. And we go get better price, sell
'em to our co-op, the bags of taro. Eecause that's our own taro, we
sell lem to our own co-op, we going get good price. So, people, they
figure, "Eh, that's pretty good, good deal." Everything going to the
co-op and then the members try get their wife to run the business;
work in the poi factory. You know all those kind, the starting, we
was talking about all those kind things. So all the people agree,
they say, "0h, that's good idea. II
So that's when we wen plan for buildup and that's when the money
involved for build up the poi factory. So we hold meeting again; say
everybody got to give so much, maybe $30 or $25. Everybody got to put
in with that $100 members fee can use too for buy things. It was
starting all right, everybody start giving, then wen start coming up
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more high. Everything we start buying more stuff, so actually going
come more, maybe everybody asked for $50, all the members give $50.
Okay, was pretty good, that $50 was pretty good. So go, go collect
what we make selling the taro out and what that dime we make. Start
buying, bumbai, go couple more months, go; then start asking more,
maybe $75. They adding up more, that's when the people start telling,
IIEh, too much. II That they no can afford.
So we tell, "v!ell, we 1ike the poi factory. Everybody got to give
money for build lem Up.1I That's when one by one start dropping off.
VL: Did they get their money back?
TK: No way. That's when we start making all the by-laws already, all those
kind deal, agree everything, da kine money problem. Before that we
never make the by-laws say we have to get the money. Everybody they
ask money, everybody got to give money. So all the people wen agree,
but when we start making by-laws, put all in. And they wen go up to
about $75 or $50, the farmers I part they give up and start dropping
off one by one; they said cannot afford. Still, they don1t get
nothing.
VL: What kind of stuff were you buying at first?
TK: All the tile works and the lumber and the iron roof; all those things.
And then I was bringing )em all down Waipio.
VL: How were you bringing that down?
TK: On my truck. And then I don1t get pay. What we do, we keep record.
The president keep all the record, and I keep too, my own record--how
I go charge. 3ut I not going get paid till the poi factory come up,
run, and then we going get paid what we had work in the poi factory
down there. We only keep record without money, but we giving money
every time, but we don't get the money back. Got to wait till the
poi factory run and then we get back our money, what all we had work
down there; Waipio, build up that poi factory. So left back only five
of us: Araki and Suei, Harrison Kanekoa, me and Ginji Araki IS son-in-
law. Stay Hilo, Araki son-in-law, what his name now?
YY: Is this Wong?
TK: No, not Wong. One more other Japanese. Wong is son-in-law too, but
he never come in. Just met him three weeks ago. Oh, Sakamoto. What
his first name? Robert, I think, Robert Sakamoto.
And then, he had drop off and then left only four guys. \~as five of
us, was pretty long with that five, and then he had drop off and then
left four guys.
VL: And you were keeping a record of the number of hours you spent?
TK: Yeah, we figure lem all by paper. Even all that stocks, the papers, I
had 'em; all $25 stocks, all that paper. We figure going run [the mill]
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when we get a11 the stocks ready, se11 out. We start for $25 a share.
VL: And then members and outside people would buy stocks?
TK: We can sell outside people the stock, that's for make money, for us.
VL: The dividends would be from poi sales?
TK: Yeah, right, from the poi factory.
VL: Who designed the poi factory?
TK: f\raki.
VL: And who built it?
TK: Ourself; Suei, Araki, Harrison and me.
VL: How much of it got built?
TK: Say, about three-quarter way; I think, that building. We got all the
poi grinder too; everything we got. I\raki get 'em all in Hila. I
think he sold 'em out to some poi factory.
VL: Where did you get the equipment?
TK: We had all get 'em from Japan and T. H. Davies, Hilo. We get all our
things from there. I think the poi grinder from Japan.
VL: So how much money did you put into it?
TK: I put plenty money, though, in there. Maybe with money only over
$1,000. And with my labor, with all my truck labor, ho boy, big
money; I think maybe get two grand, labor and all. Maybe more,
because I was doing all the hauling down Waipio. I was hauling from
Maehira place, that's where he live, he used to bring the things. And
then from there, I was taking down Waipio. And I was living over here
too. Right down here, you know where Nakanelua stay [Kukuihaele]? I
used to live right over there too, the first place I used to live when
I got married. I was down there, I was moving all around. I stayed
over there, that house. So they brought the things allover there and
from there I start taking Waipio. I used to go two, three trips carrying
tile, go down Waipio; 80 tile, 70 tile on the truck go down.
VL: You loaded yourself?
TK: Yeah, I load myself. And I keep record. And then what we make, we
give to Araki, tell, "This so many hours I had work. II He the preSident,
so he keep the full record.
VL: Now, what did Suei do? Did he help build?
TK: Yeah, build. He know about carpenter, Suei and Harrison. So, they
build. I bring those things down and then we work together down there,
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Waipio. Because only me I had truck.
VL: How long did it take you folks to build it?
TK: Take pretty long because only what we do is Sundays, that's all. Only
Sundays we go down there work. 3ecause Saturday we cannot, we work.
So when get holidays, like that, we go down there work. But me, I
stay hauling the tile in the afternoons. See, me I work not only
Sundays, for take down the tiles, the things down Waipio. And then
Sunday we start doing the job; everything there and everybody start
doing.
VL: You were the only one hauling?
TK: Yeah.
VL: Why, after it got down to only four people, how come it stopped?
TK: Araki wen start getting sick. ~e had all meeting, only four of us.
He wanted to give to Harrison Kanekoa because Harrison Kanekoa was full
time farmer down there. We was working outside already that State job
we was working, me and Suei. So we turn 'em over to Harrison, tell
Harrison more better he go work too, come down there. Harrison never
like the idea, he never like run 'em. But we go help him, eh. So,
Harrison never like so we never like too, because we had our steady
job. So Araki tell if nobody like, well we got to, the only way is
drop 'em off.'\nd then we wen start telling, "Gee, all the time we
lose out, all da kine." Some money, the money is the one that you
wen lose out. So he tell he going buy lem out then. He go give us
$700 each. We still lose yet, but at least he gave us, he tell us,
he going buy back all the things. Everybody, three of us wen agree so
he had give us $700 each. Even we have to make loan to build up,
borrow money. That's why we need the money to pay the loan. That's
why every month we have to give money, to pay our loan.
VL: As individuals you borrowed money?
TK: Yeah, that money every month he asking for give, let's say $75 we have
to give; $75 everybody have to give. We pay the loan, what we had
borrow money. And then what left back, well we keep ~m for the club.
VL: So you borrowed it as a co-op?
TK: Yeah, we had borrow from credit union.
VL: But not borrowed as Ted but borrowed ....
TK: No, no, for the co-op. But we have to pay 'em. flo more money coming
in so we have to dig out money from our own pocket. That's why every-
body wen get scared, they all drop off, too. When you ask more money.
VL: That poi shop is Ginji's land?
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TK: Yeah, everything we made all black and white. We leased the land over
there for so many years, 25 years I think, leased the land, all black
and white. We wen pay lawyer, ooh, plenty money, too, we had pay the
lawyer who made those by-laws, all those paper works. And we had to
file in tax too because that is all go to, if we had make money or no
make money. But even if we no make money we still have to file in.
VL: And what year was it ~?
TK: 1960 was still there yet. Gee, I think the year of 1960 or 1963, or
what. Or maybe more. About that year I think. And Araki had die.
Maybe in the 1960-something, though.
YY: Araki passed away in 1974.
TK: 1974? Minus back four years back is what time maybe.
VL: 1970. Four years before he died?
TK: No, more. I think the 1960 1s. 1968 or something like that.
VL: And the co-op started when?
TK: Ch, about 1955, I think.
VL: The co-op lasted quite a while.
TK: Yeah, we last pretty good, you know. Some time was start building up,
but we no work everytime. That's hard with only four guys work; Araki,
Harrison, Suei and me, that1s all.
YY: Was there anything about the water that made it ....
TK: Yeah, we was going run that poi factory by the water. You know the old
ways, we had the wheel.
VY: The water wheel?
TK: Yeah, water wheel. That's how we was going run lem. And then later on
we was going buy generator and try make our own electric power by the
water. He had all the plans, Araki. If we had try, he work out. We
build up that water, we like make ditch, the water go straight to
that .... Eh, that thing go, boy. And then he say, see that water, just
like bucket that thing, the water drop in and start going. And get one
generator right way down. See, that generator, I don't know how, but
he say he pull the poi grinder. He say go so many million .... let's say
that thing outside go slowly, but inside go million time fast. And
that's true, though. You know, get one generator on the side. That
thing go fast. I don1t know what the name what you call that.
VL: Something 1ike"revolutions per minute?"
TK: Yeah, yeah, right. If that really work out boy, I think we would charge
people, go see our poi factory.
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(Laughter)
VL: What did you think after it all was over?
TK: Oh, that big loss, eh? All the money, boy, we had put in. But I
really wen like lem run lem. But Harrison never like that's why.
YY: How come he didn't want?
TK: I don't know. If Araki was young, I think, he never get sick, maybe
we would make 'em complete. The doctor had stop him, no work too
hard, eh.
VL: And then your own taro farming, you started about 1950.
TK: Yeah, maybe about that, yeah. Or maybe more back. Maybe in the 1940' s,
something. In the 1940 ' s, my dad one.
VL: After he gave you those three patches, how did you build up more and
more? Did you get more land after that?
TK: And then when I got married, and then I start leasing land, taro 1and.
VL: All the way up until the time you got married, was those three patches?
TK: No, that's when I had my own. ItJhen I got married"I start leasing
land. And I was pulling taro yet, when I got married, in 1952 I was
still pulling taro yet, Waipio. All those years. Until 1961, that's
when I wen work for the state. And all in the back I was working yet,
down Waipio. And I still work yet, until 1961 I was working yet,
packing taro.
VL: What made you decide to get a state job?
TK: I figure I had start raising kids, and taro money I not getting regular,
as every month. Taro, you have to wait. And small income, rather. You
know, only pulling taro and hauling, and then, if I get my own taro, I
had my own taro field, then I start get little bit more money.
VL: But raising taro and packing and pulling wasn't enough money?
TK: No, not enough. So that's when I wen go work for state job. At least
every month I have my steady salary and then the taro side.
VL: Did you need to have the taro as a supplement to your income?
TK: I don't have to, but keeps me busy, work. ~fter all, for myself, I
figured I born and raised Waipio, cannot forget that life. That's why
I like to work to keep myself busy.
VL: When you leased more land, who did you lease it from?
TK: Bishop Estate. And I wen do plenty of my lease land, too. Bulldozer
the land, I spend plenty money too, all those land. Floods start
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damage the place and the state start helping the farmers little bit
while down there. Bulldozer, they pay 80 percent and we pay 20 percent.
Was pretty good, though, that deal, when the state came in. I don1t
know what year they came in .... must be in the 1950's something. That's
when the state came in for couple years until they no more money, and
they wen stop that deal, helping the farmers. That was 1955, I think.
I not too sure, I forget all the year. But we had some aid from the
state.
VL: How much was the lease for Bishop?
TK: Oh, cheap lease, though, they give us. They was· giving $3 a acre.
VL: A year?
TK: Yeah. One acre, $3. They go by acre, how much, what we get. And
then, bumbai came up to good land and poor land, for plant taro. Good
land you pay more a acre, bad land you pay less.
VL: How many acres did you lease from them?
TK: Close to four acres, no? About three acres, taro. About good three
acres.
YY: How would they determine what is good land and what is bad land?
TK: They ask you, eh, how the taro grow. If the taro grow good over there,
they figure that1s good land to grow taro. Yeah. The taro, you get
good crop over there, they tell that1s better. If poor, the taro not
growing good, they call that poor land. That's how they go. They ask,
they come look, come inside take a look. "Eh, grow good the taro. I
think good land, eh?"
VL: Someone from Honolulu comes?
TK: Yeah. So sometimes we tell lies, we tell, "Eh that poor land, though."
Yeah, they used to come check.
VL: From Honolulu?
TK: Yeah, Bishop Estate guys. They used to get Kelly Loa, oh, Masaru
Matsunami; he used to come, he used to take care the Bishop Estate.
He used to go around and check. We used to tell lies to him, too. He
go back, he help the farmer, he tell, "Ah, this poor land." But good
land, eh? Some guys get poor land, certain place good land. Most he
put poor land.
VL: How much is the difference? Like, poor land you have to pay how much?
TK: I think came up. Poor land, I said was dollar half [$1.50J for poor
land. Good land was $3. Was cheap.
YY: This is for a year, $3 a year?
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TK: Yeah, was way back. But like now, came up. Everything high now. We
give $25 a acre.
YY: For good or bad?
TK: Yeah, good or bad.
VL: No matter?
TK: No, they don't go poor or good, they just give you a price now. And
you have to pay the tax. Bishop Estate, they no lose money. You have
to pay the tax, the lease, everything. You pay everything, they no
lose money.
VL: For the money that they get, what do they do for you?
TK: Oh, that's go to Kamehameha School. That school run by the Bishop.
VL: Do they do anything for the farmers?
TK: No. Last time we had meeting, we asked them to help us fix the river.
They don't want, they tell no. And they don't want anybody fool around,
bulldozer the river. If you want bulldozer the land, well we go do
ourself. We go put our own money, go hire the bulldozer. They no like,
they only like their money, what we give them. But for fix up, we have
to pay our own self. Maybe that's why they set the price; because you
bulldoze the land someplace, that's why they don't charge more.
VL: And then who do you pay the money to?
TK:Oh, the Bishop Estate.
VL: You just send it?
TK: Yeah, send. They send us the bill and then we send the money. Bill
Keb take care the Bishop Estate. He take care the rent and First
Hawaiian Bank take care the tax. We pay him the lease. Bill Keb.
YY: How are the taxes on the land down here?
TK: Oh, the tax cheap, though, dollar half [$1.50J per lot. Let's say,
if you get .... that's what I pay, dollar half [$1.50J.
VL: For all your land?
TK: For the tax. No, I get four lot, eh. Oh, wait; one, two, three, four.
Yeah, four lot. One lot, dollar half [$1.50J tax. But that's just
like $3 a year because every half year they send you bill, tax.
VL: Four lots, you mean ....
TK: Four lots, $14. That's just like $28 a year.
VL: Do they care how big the lot is?
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TK: No, not so far. Mine, they send me the bill for one lot, every lot
same, dollar half [$1.50J, the tax.
VL: And one lot is one patch?
TK: No, one lot is, I get 1-1/4 acre, and one is 1-3/4 acre, and one is
3/4 acre, I think. I think about three acres I get; three or four
acre, between that anyway. They no care how big that, but that's
how they send my bill. I don't know about the other guys, I no tell
the other guys about how much I pay. I no like tell them how much
I pay for my .... Or they tell, "Eh, how come you pay 1ess? We pay
more." But one lot, that's what I pay for one lot. One acre and
quarter, 1-3/4 acre, dollar half [$1.50J. I don't know about the
other guys.
VL: The land that you lease, when you first leased it, was it already in
patches?
TK: Yeah.
VL: Did you make any change?
TK: I had bulldozer fix up the banks, that's all. And make more big the
patches; instead two small patch, I make 'em one patch only. You know
that Henry Young I talking, who was making deal with Seiko Kaneshiro
father? That was all his place, all Bishop Estate he had. He had
bulldozer the place, and when he had die, Seiko had drop off the lease.
So I had pick up some of his land. Because I was working with Seiko
those days too. So, what any land he drop off, I tell Seiko, "Eh,
give me that."
Seiko tell, "OkaY, I give you that." That's why I had from Seiko,
too. He drop lem off and I was working with him. So the father so
good, so I tell, "Give me." So I take over the lease. Maybe, if not
I wouldn't get place down there.
VL: Was it hard to get land?
TK: Oh, those days hard. You know Seiko Kaneshiro father take all the
land, the Bishop Estate land. And all the ba9 place, all guava trees,
no more taro field.
END OF INTERVIEW
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Mr. Ted Kaaekuahiwi (TK)
May 28, 1978
Kukuihaele, Big Island
BY: Vivien Lee (VL) and Yukie Yoshinaga (YY)
VL: This is an interview with Mr. Ted Kaaekuahiwi. Today is May 28, 1978.
We're at the church in Kukuihaele.
So first, I wanted to start off with, you mentioned before that
your mother died when you were four years old. Did your father
remarry after that?
TK: My father, yeah, he remarried.
or only stay together, or what.
I don't know if really he remarried
(No, only together.)
VL: With whom?
TK: With Kanekoa, you know William Kanekoa, grandmother.
VL: And did she live in your house?
TK: Yeah. They was living for a while in our house. And then, after
the grandmother had died, he was, what you call, playing around
with one more other lady. And then that lady died, ~hough. I
forget the name, though.
VL: And did she also live in your house?
TK: No. She was living in her own house. And my father used to go
over there.
VL: So, when this Kanekoa was living in your house, did she help to take
care of you?
TK: Oh, I was old already.
VL: About how old were you?
TK: Oh boy .. My father didn't get married pretty long. I was big
already.
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VL: Kukuihaele School already?
TK: Yeah. Maybe I was 16 years old, I think I was.
VL: Do you know if this was common, to have common-law wife? You know,
not really married but common-law. Did other people in Waipio?
TK: Yeah. I know way back in Waipio they used to get plenty girlfriend.




TK: Yeah. Down Waipio.
YY:Was this acceptable to the wife?
TK: Gee, I don't know if the wife know, or ....
VL: But everybody else knew?
TK: Oh yeah. The people knew. Yeah.
VL: I know it was a long time ago, but do you remember your mom's
funeral?
TK: Gee, my mom funeral I don't remember. Because I was four years old
when she died.
VL: How about other funerals for Hawaiian people? Do you remember what
they were like?
TK: Yeah. Go down Waipio. The Hawaiians, when they go funeral they
used to cry like hell, you know. And when they come back they get
their superstition, the Hawaiian ways, eh. Just like that you
bringing the spirit home, when you go to the funeral. They sprinkle
salt water on you and in the house. For take away the spirit, or
the dead spirit away. Because I see my dad used to do that.
VL: Could it be anybody that sprinkled? Does it have to be a minister
or ....
TK: No, no. The head of the house.
YY: So bef0re you go to the funeral ...
TK: When you come back.
VL: Were the bodies embalmed?
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TK: Yeah, most of da kine embalmed. No, not the cremate. No, not
cremate. I mean ...
VL: In coffin.
TK: Regular, yeah.
VL: Who would treat the bodies?
TK: They used to have down there, the own people, the family used to
treat the body, you know. Down there. Yeah, put· 'em in. They
make their own coffin. You know, with this l-by-12 lumber.
VL: Did they cut their own lumber?
TK: Yeah. And then they put black cloth. Tack 'em to the lumber.
VL: Inside?
TK: Inside and outside.
VL: Then the body, did they take the blood out like that?
TK: No. They just, what you call, dress 'em up and make 'em right
away. And they don't leave the body long.
VL: Do people come to see the body?
TK: Yeah. Plenty people come.
VL: Where would they come to?
TK: To the house. Most time they get 'em in the house. I no remember
they take 'em to the church, though. Most in the house.
VL: Did they have special ...
TK: Yeah. They have priest who hold the service. And then, sometime
they don't have priest but the Hawaiians have those kind people,
yeah, they get little bit .... what you call that now .... da kine
hooponopono kind people. You know those kind. You folks came
across that hooponopono kind, eh?
VL: So they're not official priests like.
TK: Yeah, not really priest but .... what you call ...
YY: Did they have special powers?
TK: Yeah. Yeah. Special, yeah. And then they hold service.
VL: In the home?
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TK: Yeah, in the home.
VL: Was there food or anything like a feast at that time?
TK: Oh yeah. They used to kalua pig. But after, not before, after the
everything, the funeral. They get together. They say that for get
their mind out of that, forget about the dead.
VL: vJas that a happy time, after it was allover?
TK: Yeah. They drink I know. They no talk about the dead or what.
They talk story.
YY: You mentioned that the Hawaiian people cry a lot.
TK: Oh yeah. They could cry a lot.
YY: Family and non-family?
TK: Family and outside, yeah. Relative, you know.
YY: And they cry just out.
TK: They used to yell.
VL: Men and women?
TK: Yeah, most the women, no.
YY: Do you know what the reason was?
TK: Gee, I don't know. Maybe they feel sorry or, you know. Yeah.
VL: Where would the people be buried?
TK: See, they have their own plot. In home plot, in your property.
That, most Waipio, they bury in their own property. And then, they
have either that or in the church. They got plot too. They bury
'em in there too.
VL: And then, who digs the hole?
TK: Oh, that's when all the friends come. Waipio, they all get together,
eh. They all come and help.
VL: And how about carrying the coffin to the grave site?
TK: You see, the Hawaiians used to get their best friend for the .... the
family no used to carry. But now days, they like the family carry.
But before, no. The most is outside people.
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VL: And then, were there, like on the anniversary of the death, what
would happen?
TK: Yeah. They celebrate one year, no.
VL: How do they celebrate?
TK: They make party. You know, the kalua pig like that.
VL: What would the people wear on the day of the funeral?
TK: Oh, they wear any kind clothes.
VL: Nothing special clothes?
TK: Yeah, nothing special. But now days, all, you have to go, you
know. But those days, they cannot afford to buy good clothes, eh.
They come regular clothes but neat.
VL: When did Hawaiian people stop all that crying, like that.
TK: Gee, I don't know, though. Maybe in the 1940's, no. Or 1950. I
not too sure but. Maybe in the 1940's or 1950's. That's why now
days, when you go funeral now, you no hear they cry. I guess they
more understanding, eh.
VL: Did you ever see a Chinese funera~?
TK: Chinese funeral, yeah.
VL: Was it different from Hawaiian?
TK: Yeah, different. They go to take 'em to the church. And then they
get everybody go to the church. And then after that, they take ....you
know, Waipio get a Chinese church. They used to carry the body from
there to the Chinese grave. You know where the Ti House stay?
That's where the Chinese grave yard. Over there. They not that
kind, cry as the Hawaiians.
VL: Did you used to go to these funerals?
TK: Chinese funerals? Yeah, I used to go couple. That's old Chinese.
YY: Do you remember who they were?
TK: Old Chinese, no. Gee, I no remember the name though. Because I
young, eh. And we used to go up to the Chinese grave, too. Go
with them and they go give us money. So we go follow them go up to
the grave. Yeah.
VL: Why, did you help in some way?
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TK: No, no. I don't know, maybe that's the custom, eh. The Chinese
custom.
VL: And did they have a feast also?
TK: After, maybe about one year I think, they make roast pig. And then
they sell. I don't know for what, why the reason they sell but for
make money, maybe. Waipio used to have those wall they make it out
of stone. Just like a hill. And they put the pig, they hang the
pig from inside. I think Waipio get one yet. The old oven, Chinese
oven. On the rice mill [a place near Hiilawe Falls]. I think they
had one. If never fall down though. If never fall down still get
one over there.
VL: About how big?
TK: Diameter maybe about four feet. Diameter. Right up, eh.
VL: And how tall is it?
TK: Oh, kind of high, though. Maybe about that door high. And then
set all rock, all around. And then they put all dirt, you know,
cover. And then they leave that. Put all dirt around. And then
they make 'em just like one hill like this. And on top open. Get
a hole for they put the pig. From on top and they hang 'em. The
pig hang down and the charcoal stay underneath. They get one open
underneath, for put firewood. And then the stone wall come hot all
around. And they cover on top and then they cover in the front;
you know where they put the wood. And then the pig roast, they
roast the pig. Eh, real nice brown boy, when the pig come out.
VL: How do they hang it?
TK: They get that, some kind, from the pig head. In the back they put
the head down. They get hook, just like wire. They pinch. In the
back leg, the two. And then they hang 'em down. And then get big
iron go right across [the opening at the top of the "hill"]. And
they tie lem on top there and hang lem down.
VL: And how about church? When you were growing up down there did you
go to church?
TK: Yeah. I used to go to the ~10rmon church. You know, I vias telling
you folks once, [the father of] Suei Kawashima and one more other,
Auna.
VL: Were the ministers?
TK: Yeah. John Auna.
VL: Did you go to the Mormon church because your father was Mormon?
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TK: No. I was just following. Plenty kids go so I go follow them, I
used to go to church.
VL: Did you go every week?
TK: No. Sometime we no go. Not every week.
VL: When you did go, how many people were there?
TK: Oh, plenty people though.
VL: Like 50, or how many?
TK: Yeah, maybe about 50. Or maybe less. Because they get other
churches down there too. Protestant church. But when my time
came, when I was .... the Protestant church already, they don't have.
The Protestant and Catholic church, you know, when my time was
brought up. When I was young boy and came, never had Protestant
church. Only had the Mormon church. The church was up but they
don't have priest.
VL: So the only church with a priest was the Mormon?
TK: Was the Mormon church. That1s why, the church went down, gee,
never .... when I was maybe about five years. Maybe six years.
Maybe those church was but I no remember. But when I came more
old, the church no had nobody was. .
VL: The people that went to the Mormon church, what were they mostly?
Hawaiians, or ....
TK: Yeah, Hawaiians. Because most Waipio people was Hawaiian people.
VL: Were there any Chinese that went to the Mormon?
TK: Yeah, get some Chinese too. Yeah, few Chinese. But the Chinese
have Chinese church too. They have their own church too, down
there.
VL: How about Filipino?
TK: Filipino, no, had few. Maybe way back in the, maybe in the 1940·s.
That's when the Filipinos had come down Waipio.
VL: And then, what church would they go to?
TK: They no go church.
VL: How come?
TK: I don1t know.
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VL: Did the Mormon church have special service for children, young
people?
TK: Yeah, they have study, right. Teach the young people about the
religion. They had primary study just like. Teach the kids.
VL: Then, did the Mormon church have bazaars at that time?
TK: No more. I no remember though.
VL: Like, do you knowhow they would support the priests or the ministers?
How did they get the money for that?
TK: They used to go, what you call, go get one pig and then go sell.
And make the money, that's how they make money.
VL: Someone would donate the pig?
TK: No. Maybe the family like give to the, yeah, just like donate.
Get the pig and donate 'em to the church so they go sell 'em.
VL: That was Suei's father that was the minister?
TK: Yeah, Suei's father. And John Auna. But they died. But till
today, the children, one of the son was a bishop for the Mormon.
But he died. I think he had one more son too, I think, bishop
[in] Kona. They sure wen carryon, though, the sons. Carry the
father's step.
YY: So this is the Auna family?
TK: Auna, yeah. I think they have three sons over here. Kona, I
think.
VL: In Kona?
TK: Yeah. Yeah, they used to live Waipio, down the beach. That the
Auna family.
VL: Did your father go to church?
TK: Yeah, my father used to take care the Protestant church. But, I
don't know how come they .... no had the priest so. My father was
taking care the land, caretaker over there in that Protestant
church right by my house. Down Waipio house, right in the front.
That's where. You folks went in there? Get plenty grave in there.
Get plot. Get some Chinese people too inside, they have Chinese
grave.
YY: Were these Chinese who were buried there, did they become Christians?
TK: Yeah, could be. Maybe. Or maybe they just ask the Protestant if
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they can bury some people. Get some Chinese people there too. Or
maybe the Chinese people who live over there, was their property,
or what. I not too sure. Get plenty Chinese grave.
VL: So after the Protestant church went out, your father didn1t go to
church?
TK: No.
VL: Did he mind that ...
TK: He used to teach the people down there. You know, every time get
convention, church like that, down Waipio. That1s right. And then
they used to go out different island. They get "convention, eh, for
the Protestant church. He pretty good on music, my father. So he
was teaching them how to make one chorus. All church songs. They
used to go out islands to islands. I used to go with my father
too, I no forget that. Molokai, you know. Take the group, Waipio
church people, go to Molokai and have convention over there.
VL: Were these all Waipio people?
TK: Yeah. Maybe about 15, 20. They form one ....
VL: Singing group?
TK: Singing group.
VL: And where would they meet?
TK: They go Molokai.
VL: No, I mean in Waipio.
TK: Yeah, all Waipio people.
VL: Where in Waipio would they practice?
TK: In the school. In Waipio School.
VL: And your father led them and taught them?
TK: Yeah, right.
VL: How often were these conventions on the outer islands?
TK: My father was going pretty long, though. Maybe about .... they no
had that church, but they was holding service, they was in the
school, in the old school. The church was, no more priest so my
father just, only have those music kind. "
VL: No sermon?
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TK: No, no, no.
YY: Did they use the Bible?
TK: Yeah, yeah. They use the Bible.
YY: Hawaiian Bible or ...
TK: Yeah, Hawaiian Bible. All Hawaiian songs.
VL: And then who would pay for your folks l way?
TK: Oh, our own folks. Or you have to pay your own~ Yeah, in those
days they go on the boat. Was some cheap, only $5 I think. I
think $5 or $8 or what. Was really cheap. Because I know had two
kind class on the boat. One, I don't know what they call it. You
have to go .... no more bed you know. Get one place, you have to
bring your own blanket, your own mat for sleep on the boat.
VL: One night?
TK: Yeah.
VL: Did your father mind that you were going to the Mormon church, when
he was ...
TK: Yeah, he don't mind because I was following with that Auna boys. I
go to the church. That's why I go to the Mormon. My father never
tell me, "How come?" "Don't gO,11 or what. Just let us. But,
actually, I was baptized in Protestant church. Our family.
VL: When you were a baby?
TK: Yeah. All our family is Protestant. But now, my sister had join
the Mormon, the one stay Honolulu. And then, only me I never. My
wife join Mormon too. Except me, all my children all Mormon.
Except me, I never go in the Mormon church. But I took study, they
come over to my house. They just waiting me when to be baptized.
But I say, "I not ready. II But I took study, they came my house
study about the Mormon.
VL: And do you know down in the valley what the Catholics would do
since their church is ~?
TK: Oh, I never see, though. That Catholic one all no more already.
Only the church was standing up.
YY: Did the Catholics come up the hill [to Kukuihaele] to go to church?
TK: I don't know. Because I know no had people down there Catholic.
When my days. I don't know, way back in the 1930's or the 1920's,
maybe those days had.
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VL: In your days, I guess 1940 1s, did most people go to the church on
Sundays?
TK: They go. Yeah, they go. You know, the regular people down there.
But all Hawaiians. The Protestant church, all those kind, all in
Hawaiian.
YY: You mentioned being baptized. Can you describe that?
TK: The Protestant, they baptize is just to hold your head. And then
they put water on your head. That's all. And, you know, you stand
up and get the priest. That's how they ....
YY: They didn't use the river?
TK: No, no. Mormon use that. They use in the spring, you know, the
pond. I don't know about the river, maybe in the river too. But
now days they don't baptize in the river. But way back, maybe I
think they baptize in the river.
VL: Which river?
TK: I think most time down the beach. The main river I think. You
know the one, the river down the beach [Wailoa RiverJ? That's the
one they baptize, because they have to get a deep, kind of deep
place. I think down the beach, that1s where they baptize, the
Mormon. The river in there.
VL: Switch topic little bit. I remember, before, you told us that you
used to go to Waimanu a lot. What did you go for?
TK: Yeah. On the canoe. We go hunting and fishing.
VL: Can you talk about hunting? Like, who would you go with?
TK: Oh, I go with Joe [KalaJ and Robert [KaheleJ.
VL: About how often did you do this?
TK: Oh, when I first started when I was married [1952J. We used to go
little more weekend. Every Saturdays, you know. If good water.
All depend, yeah, the water.
VL: What would you go hunting for?
TK: Pig. And we go fishing. And then we go one more other place.
Laupahoehoe [Kohala side of Waimanu ValleyJ. Dver there too. And
one more other place. Ohipuhi or something. Forget the name now.
Robert know the place, that name. .
VL: What would you take with you when you went?
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TK: You mean for? Oh, we take net and that opihi knife, for make
opihi. And then gun, our hunting stuff. We always take everything
with us. We go fishing. If we no catch nothing pig, well we go
fishing.
VL: What kind of gun did you have?
TK: Oh, 30.30.
VL: And would you take food along with you?
TK: Yeah, we take food. Most time we take canned goods. You know,
spam and rice. That1s all. Sausage. We take the ....
VL: Vienna sausage?
TK: Yeah.
VL: The three of you in the canoe?
TK: Yeah. And ~ometime fish. If we have fish, we take fish. Even we
going hunting or fishing. Sandwich sometimes.
VL: And so you would paddle over to Waimanu?
TK: No. Way back they used to paddle. You know Charlie Kawashima
[now Charlie Kalaihi]? Charlie Kawashima folks used to go out on
paddle canoe. Charlie know about that. Like my time, we go on
motor. But I used to see those old people used to go with paddle.
When I was young, maybe about 10 years old. Those days, they go
out on the canoe paddle.
VL: Can you tell us ...
TK: You like I tell you about the paddle one first, or ....
VL: Okay. Yeah.
TK: Yeah, they used to. Charlie Kawashima and some more. Even Robert
grandfather, I think, and Auna. And all those old people. They go
out all paddle. Go Waimanu. And Laupahoehoe. They go hand line
and they come back with the fish and they sell to the people.
People all come Waipio, people all come down the beach from up.
They come the beach, for wait for the canoe come back. And then
they go buy fish.
VL: How much would it be sold for?
TK: Oh used to get plenty. About maybe, maybe about 12, 14 fish for
only $1. They string 'em up in the cord.
VL: What kind of fish?
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TK: All kind fish.
VL: Did you ever go out in a canoe when you were young?
TK: The paddle, no. I never did go. Only we used to paddle around, in
the river. But not in the ocean.
VL: Hunting now, you wouldn't take dogs huh?
TK: Yeah, we take dog.
VL: On the boat?
TK: Yeah, on the boat. Yeah.
VL: Whose dogs were they?
TK: Was Robert dogs. And Joe. Most time we take three dogs.
VL: Can you describe, say, your most exciting hunting trip?
TK: The most exciting trip is when we go out on the boat.
VL: What do you mean?
TK: On the canoe we have to really watch how to go out. The wave, eh.
Have to watch the wave. And when, I don't know, Joe folks, they so
used to. They count the wave, the big waves. Maybe five, I think,
big wave come. And then the next wave going be good waves, small
kind. And then that1s when we go out. But you had to really watch
when you go out. And come in not too bad. You can see from out,
he stay outside, you can see when good, he come in.
VL: Would you have people help you get the boat into the water?
TK: No. Just three people.
VL: Did it ever capsize?
TK: Sometimes, no. Sometimes when we go good water [on the way out],
and come back, the weather change. But hardly, only sometimes.
VL: Now, I meant your most exciting time when you were in the woods
hunting.
TK: Oh, when the dog bark. That's when we know get pig. That's when,
I was more young than Robert folks, everybody.like try to reach to
the pig for they can kill the pig before the next guy. That's the
exciting one. (Laughs}
VL: Are the three of you close together?
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TK: Yeah, yeah, we walk together. But as soon as the dog bark, we have
listen which angle, listen where the sound come. And then we go.
And then everybody start running. Oh, good fun. And we like reach
by the pig first so we can kill the pig.
VL: And when you get there, what are the dogs doing?
TK: Oh, the dogs stay surround the
the dog go grab the pig. See,
we get only two, eh, for grab.
only go track.
VL: Where do they grab it?
pig. And then we reach over there,
not all the dogs, though. Sometime
Maybe one of the dog no go grab, he
TK: Oh, they grab by the head, right behind here. You know by the
neck. That's where they, some dog grab 'em from there, they grab
the leg too.
VL: And where do you shoot it?
TK: That's when, yeah, if they grab 'em on the head, we have to go
close to the pig. Sometimes we can handle the pig, we don't have
to shoot 'em. We grab the pig and we stab 'em. See.
VL: Where do you stab it?
TK: Oh, we stab 'em right between the two front leg. That's the fastest
place to kill mountain pig. You know the two front leg? You stab
'em right underneath. Poke 'em on the sideways. Because we don't
want go in the front now. Because the dogs stay holding the pig,
so you have to stab 'em from th_e two front leg. Poke like that,
up, frontways.
VL: Was there a time that you were in danger?
TK: No oh yeah. That's the kind of time you have to watch how
you you know.
VL: What could happen?
TK: Oh, that thing. Sometime the dogs, they let go the pig, the pig
come for you.
VL: Did that happen to you?
TK: No, no. We get good dogs. Robert and Joe used to have good dogs,
hunting dogs. And his dog smart too. Like if boar, they no go
grab, they stay surround 'em. That's when we shoot. But if the
dog grab 'em, we try go over there and grab and kill. We no use
gun. But if the dog stay surround the pig, that's when we use gun.
VL: And you looking for only boars, or ....
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TK: No, anything come across. But sometime we hit boars. That's the
worst one. That's the one can cut the dogs eh. And we can tell
too. Even when we go, the dog grab the pig, we can tell if that's
boar or what. Boars, the dogs they hardly go grab them; just
hold lem back till we reach there. And then we shoot.
VL: And then, after you kill it, what would you do with it?
TK: We skin the pig. We skin 'em and we debone them. Take the meat
only.
VL: And how do you carry it with you, carry it back?
We take the rice bag, put the clean
And we get one more other bag.
We used to make our own pack.
rice bag, put the meat inside.
Now we say barley bag.
VL: The rice bag inside the barley bag?
TK:
TK: See, we used to make our own pack, we tie the two with rope, the
two bottom. He make nice pack, this kind bag.
VL: The two corners at the bottom?
TK: Yeah, the two corner we tie the rope and then we come right around
here. And tied on top, make the rope arm way. Just like the pack,
regular pack. And then put our hand inside.
VL: And the meat, after you brought it back, would you divide it?
TK: From there we divide lem. We cut, we divide 'em from there. And
sometime, if not too big, we just split 'em half and then we no
debone 'em. We just put 'em in the bag. We throwaway the head
though. We don't bring home the head. Only the good piece we
bring home.
VL: You split it evenly, no matter who ....
TK: Yeah. No matter. If the other one, he say, "I no like this piece,"
well, you take that. The other one like take more, well. But in
three, hard to divide 'em in three. Maybe we catch one more, and
then, or maybe two more. And then can come even. Well, we even
tell Robert, "You take the other half. II No trouble. Then maybe we
catch one more, well, the other one go to you.
VL: That time, were people living in Waimanu?
TK: Used to have one Filipino used to live way back. Sammy Mock Chew
dad used to lease the land or what. Over there used to take care.
And used to have one Filipino down there, they used to raise cattle
down there. And pig.
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VL: So this man lived there all alone?
TK: Yeah, the man used to live over there. But when my time, the man
no was living there already. When we used to go hunting, he no was
there.
VL: Do you remember what his name was?
TK: They call him Pasula. Pasula, they call him. Sammy Mock Chew
know.
VL: Is he dead already?
TK: Dead.
VL: Then, one time you told us that sometimes you would have to spend
the night in the mountains. ~Jhy was that?
TK: That's when we catch the pig, maybe late. And then we cannot make
it to our horse. Start dark, so we have to stay up in the mountain.
We cannot find the trail, eh, come back to our horse. Because we
don't come back on the same trail, when we go hunt. We go right
around, come back to the horse.
VL: So how would you sleep?
TK: We just sleep what we have, that's all. Like, you know, the hapuu,
the hapuu trees. Some hapuu grow, get over. That's the kind place
we go, underneath there. Real nice, though. But only thing, when
rain, you get wet. But if you look one good hapuu, the hapuu real
wide kind hapuu,they meet together. Come one nice place to ....
Yeah, I no forget that time we sleep in the mountains.
VL: How come you had horses if you went by canoe?
TK: Oh, to Waimanu? Waimanu, with canoe. Waimanu we don't sleep. But
when we go with horse, that's when we sleep in the mountains.
Waimanu, no, we come back every time on canoe. But on the horse,
yeah. When we go up this way.
VL: Which way?
That's with horse now.
But with canoe, no, we
You know Nenewe waterfall? On top there.
Yeah, that's why I was talking with horse.
don't sleep.
VL: Would you go up the Z-trail to get up [the Z-trail goes up the hill
on the Waimanu side of Waipio Valley; it starts. on the valley floor,
near the ocean]?
TK:
TK: Yeah, yeah, the zig-zag trail.
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VL: Another time, you told us during the war [World War IIJ, they had
soldiers stationed down here. Where were they?
TK: Yeah. That was nineteen ....what that now ....
VL: 1941 it started.
TK: 1941, yeah. Down Waipio they used to put barbed wire from the
other end to this side. Waipio. On the beach.
VL: The whole beach?
TK: Yeah, the whole beach.
VL: Why did they do that?
TK: I don't know. They was thinking maybe they may come attack. And
they put guards down there too. You know the Army soldiers go down
there.
VL: Where were the soldiers staying?
TK: They used to stay up Kukuihaele and walk go down. Right by where
Kelly Loo live. That was the .... And then they used to bring from
Waimea too. Sometime, afternoon eh, they bring 'em down here and
then they go down Waipio.
VL: Do you remember how many there were?
TK: Oh, most time maybe about four. Four soldiers.
VL: Down the beach?
TK: Yeah, they go down. Station. Was down guard.
VL: About how many up Kukuihaele?
TK: No had that much no. Maybe about 24 no. They used to guard up
here too, Kukuihaele. Here too, up the~. You know nighttime
eh, when people go down, they used to stop them.
VL: Then if they stopped you, what ...
TK: If you from Waipio, they let you. Because local people.
VL: Did you have a password, or ....
END OF SIDE ONE
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SIDE TWO
VL: Were you afraid, were people afraid of them?
TK: In the start, yeah, they was kind of afraid. But after when they
stay getting used to, and then all right. But everytime, maybe
they stay about one month and different. Not the same one, you
know.
VL: Were those the guys that were staying in Suei's yard?
TK: Down Waipio?
VL: I'm not sure. He mentioned one time, they were" in tents in his
yard. And they would come in and use the phone in his house.
TK: Maybe. Maybe they had. But I know they used to go from Kukuihaele
and go down.
VL: Was there ever any problems with the soldiers?
TK: No, no. Never get any problems.
YY: Did they mingle with the people?
TK: Yeah. Some was really nice people. They try to, try anything.
What the Hawaiians eat down there, they try. That1s how my sister
wen meet them. One of my sister wen meet one. No, not from Waipio.
From Honolulu I think.
YY: Were there any wartime babies born as a result of the GIs?
TK: Oh, yeah, used to get plenty Hawaiian here.
VL: How about in Waipio?
TK: Waipio, so far no had though. Yeah. But, you know, they used to
stay Waimea. And when they start coming down Honokaa, that1s when
they start meeting girls. They get off and then they come down
Honokaa.
VL: The tidal wave in 1946. Can you tell us what you were doing that
day?
TK: Oh, that day was on the April Fool Day. That I cannot forget. We
was eating that morning. And then one time we heard these noises.
Banging the house I think. Hit the guava trees. Bang, bang. All
these kind noise. So we was thinking, "Eh, what's going on?" So I
left. I go try go down the beach and go look. So I went. And
then one more other boy, Batalona boy, was with me. That was my
house. So we went down. Down right by, you know where I park my
truck, everytime where I pick up taro? We went till there. That's
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where we seen the, I can see the wave. Before no was guava tree
like now. All clear eh. Inside you can see, inside. Can see
Nelson Chun place too. All clear, real nice before.
And then we see the wave. The wave, when they come in, the sound.
You know da kine, [makes sound of waves]. Turn like that. Come
inside, from big and come small. And then go back out.
I know Nelson Chun animal was trapped, way inside. You know where
Fred Olepau live? From there, where we was, we wen go up. Catch
the other road and then we wen go around. Just like came back
right by, you know where that Leslie Chang live road. Used to get
all kind road, eh, inside there. From where I park my truck, used
to get trail too down. So we wen go down there" and we wen go the
other way. In the back of Gilbert [Chang] guys place. Get trail
eh? We wen go to, right by Fred Olepau, had one pile animals there
was trapped. So I wen go over there try to take off the wire to
let that animal out.
VL: How were they trapped? By what?
TK: The wave, eh, they all wen get scared. So they wen go by one
corner. The fence wire, they no can come out. The water wen hit
the mules. So they came to that corner. I know I went over there,
me and that boy. We wen go over there and go cut that wire, try
open, because the waves, going get some more wave going come. So
we open that wire, we chase the mule out and then we run away.
Come back to a high spot.
VL: The water had come up that high?
TK: Oh yeah. Came till Fred Olepau.
VL: And it went back again?
TK: Yeah.
VL: So how was the ground? Was it all muddy, or ....
TK: Yeah. Get water all. Not all going back now, going leave back
some water. You know, pilau.
VL: How deep?
TK: Maybe about waist. Yeah.
VL: So the mules were in water?
TK: Yeah, was in the water. I think water over here, about the knee.
You know the water that's left back.
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VL: Weren't you afraid it was going to come again while you were trying
to free the mules?
TK: Oh yeah. Would come back and come back again. So we get the mules
out and then come up to the dry spot. Then the water go down, go
slowly. And then someplace the water stale, eh. That's how it
come up on the knee.
VL: So when it goes back it doesn't pull things back with it?
TK: He pull. Yeah, he go back. Slowly, eh. The first wave, I never
see the first wave, but when we went over there they had already.
The water was all inwards, the water. I think,. when we went down
there, maybe was third wave came in.
Like Robert, Robert was down the beach. They was living down the
beach. I know, the way he was telling me, he told you guys about
the tidal wave too? Yeah. He took the beating though. He catch
the horse and then not only ride the horse go the other side. And
then the wave caught them.
And Nelson Chun, the house had stuck on the, bang to the guava
tree. They was on the house now, on the iron roof. The house was
buoyant and then hit the guava trees. From there they came down.
When the wave went back down, they came down. And then, they said
the water was until here, I think. By the chest, when they came
down and tried to get away. But they walk to where the road stay.
So they follow and they came up to the high spot.
VL: How much time was there in between each wave?
TK: Oh, maybe take about 20 minutes or more long maybe. They build up,
eh, because all go back. And then start building up again.
YY: Down at the beach, how high was the wave?
TK: Oh. Maybe get 20 feet, more maybe. But when go out, shee,
get about maybe 25, 30 feet. When go out, start building.
now, I talking. Go way out. Because go way out. And then
building. And then start coming inside. When come inside,






VL: Does the wave break outside?
TK: Yeah. Funny, the wave go curve in kind. Not the kind, one time.
Start he go like that, just like .... That's what I saw. When came
to Waipio. Real curvy, this way, not the kind. And really nice
sound too, the sound, the water.
VL: So after you freed the mules, where did you go?
TK: And then, when finish, we wen go down the beach.
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VL: How come?
TK: We like go see eh. Just walk, just cruise around. When everything
wen ~.
VL: You weren't afraid?
TK: No. We just wen go walk around by the good spot and take a peek.
That I s all.
YY: Who was with you?
TK: One Batalona boy. But he not here.
VL: But couldn't you have been caught by the wave?
TK: No. Already~. Everything, wen ~ already, the tidal wave. So
we only wen go cruise around. Look how the place all different,
all change. Down the beach.
VL: How was it changed?
TK: Came deep. You know where the mouth of the [Wailoa River] water
come inside? All the stone wall and real deep spot. The river.
And the Japanese man never die. One old Japanese man. That was on
the same hill. That's why we wen go cruise around, go look around.
But we never know, we thought, ah ~, he died. But no. The wave
had put him on the sand, on the high hill, sand hill. We used to
have one sand hill down there. That's where we used to play.
VL: One sand hill?
TK: Yeah. One big .... get plenty hill but this the big sand hill so we
call 'em the sand hill. That"s where we used to go play around,
down the beach, on that sand hill. He was on top there, the high
spot. The wave put him there.
YY: Was this man Nakanishi?
TK: Nakanishi, yeah.
he walk, come up.
We thought he had die. But no. Bumbai, after,
IIEh, he never die. 1I Old man you know.
VL: So did it come up as far as your house?
TK: No. Right by, you know where I, right below, let's say about 100
yards. Right by Tom Araki's house. From Tom Araki's house, maybe
about 100 yard from the house, down. Because the wave coming on
this way. But on Fred Olepau side, hit by Fred Olepau house. But
not running water kind. By Fred Olepau house. The sand was the
thing wen protect the place. Get big sand, used to get all that
sand hill, sand down Waipio. By the beach shore. And when the
tidal wave, all that sand went out, all. Broke all that sand.
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VL: Who do you remember moved out after that?
TK: After that, nobody wen go stay down the beach. Because all the
house gone, eh.
VL: So did they make new houses up in the valley, or up Kukuihaele,
or ....
TK: Oh, they had make small shack. You know, like Nelson Chun place,
they get one Filipino now there. Make one small house over there.
Filipino stayed there. And then one more other Filipino, they call
Pampo. That green house. That house no was there before. The
tidal wave wen get that house but they had move the house the other
side. Where now he1s living, the house was right by the coconut
tree. Almost cut down the coconut tree.
VL: So people did move back right where the tidal wave had been then?
TK: Yeah. Nelson Chun, that Filipino guy. That where the house used
to be, their house.
VL: They didn't worry about another tidal wave?
TK: I don't know. I think so. And then Fred Olepau too. Fred Olepau
wen build up his house. Fred Olepau never damage the house too
much. Because only the water wen run. Only Nelson Chun and Young,
Henry Young mother. And George Nakagawa used to have one house too
over there. Taro patch house. And one more other Filipino. And
Joe, Joe house too, I think, went too. You know the one down
there? That house went too. And down the beach had 1, 2,3 houses
I think. Or four houses down the beach. All went.
VL: So, it seems like most people rebuilt same place.
TK: Yeah, rebuilt same place. Only that Filipino Pampo not same place.
He had move his house. And Nelson Chun and Joe and Fred Olepau.
His house not was that bad.
VL: Did you ever think of moving out of the valley because of that
wave?
TK: Me? No. But I no would build house to the beach though. By the
beach.
VL: Did you have any taro land that was damaged?
TK: No. Never catch my taro. Nelson Chun was. All the middle section,
all. That's when he had plenty taro. We wen go help him, go
harvest all that taro.
VL: What was it like, that taro, after the tidal wave?
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TK: The whole thing came dry. All the taro, the leaf. Just like
poison. Salt water, eh. So he have to pull all his taro. All,
the young taro and mature taro. He had plenty taro boy. Because
he had taro patch close to the beach. Taro patches. Right by, you
know that big fish pond that used to have one outlet, water outlet
come to the river this side. And his taro patch right above of
that.
VL: Really far down then?
TK: Yeah. His taro patch was way down. Maybe about,' let's say about
maybe 500 yards to the ocean. Anyway, right by, you know where
that haole guy, that new home down the beach? Get one house,
eh? Down the beach they building across the river. Get one house
over there. You folks seen that house?
YY: By Matsunami?
TK: Yeah, across the river. Get one house over there now. Anyway,
that house, and right above that house get one ditch used to come
out from that other pond. Come out to the river. And the taro
patch is from that ditch, maybe about 200 yards. But from the taro
patch to the ocean , maybe about 500, 600 yards.
VL: You mean the Muliwai [Pond--on Waimanu side of valley, near ocean]?
TK: Yeah, the Muliwai.
VL: How was his taro, being so close to the ocean?
TK: Gee, that maybe used to be the rice patch way back. That's why he
wen plant taro over there.
VL: Was the taro good?
TK: Yeah, was good.
VL: Do you remember what kind of variety he was growing?
TK: All uaua taro. That's the only kind taro he was planting, uaua. He
had plenty. Thatls when he start. I was hauling taro already,
those days already.
VL: He had any rot problems back then?
TK: No, we no more rot in those days. Real over mature, that's when we
start get few rot. We no used to have rot like now.
VL: 11m kind of surprised because the taro was so far down. I would
think the water would be pretty warm by the time it got down there.
TK: You know why? Before get plenty ditches. The water come out to
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the river. See. They have big ditches. And the water come out to
the river, they make ditch, come out to the river. Then all the
waste water, the throwaway water, all go in the river. That's why
the water always run before. Even till today. Maybe if they clean
the river, the muliwai, that's where the humbug. Before the river
[bed] was kind of low. Not deep like now. More low. This, that's
all the kind flooded kind gravel, and the tidal wave kind. That's
the one stay building 'em [the riverbed] up high.
VL: Now it's high?
TK: Yeah, now it's high. Before is more low, down. Deeper.
VL: So the water was ...
TK: The taro patch just like was up and the river was down like this.
That's why the water get chance to drain out [from the taro patch].
But now, the taro patch water and the main river just like now stay
level together~'
VL: So it can't drain?
TK: Yeah, slow drain. That's why before was good,the water drain.
VL: So it's all the gravel build-up in the river ...
TK: That's all from the flood.
VL: The flood? The tidal wave.
TK: When get flood and tidal wave. Waipio, every time he get flood,
water bring down. Start eating on the, digging on the side and
start bringing all those gravel.
VL: So that means that that whole area cannot drain properly?
TK: Uh huh. Too much gravel in that river. Maybe they dig out, take
all that gravel out, maybe can come back like how before used to
be. But that's the big job doing all that.
VL: Is that the only reason why the river got like that? The flood and
the tidal wave?
TK: Yeah. Everytime big flood. And then start digging, gravel start
coming and building up.




TK: Hard. Because sometime the guava stick come in. Guava trees eh.
The water bring and then start stuck in the river. And then gravel
start bringing out, start building up. Get ~ll kind trees too, I
think, inside there. All guava stumps too, in that river. That's
what hold back eh, the gravel come and stuck to the .... start building
up.
VL: So it's just too big a job for people.
TK: Oh yeah.
YY: After the tidal wave, was there any kind of help from the County or
State?
TK: Yeah. They ask for open the muliwai. They go down there. And
then Waipio people used to go down there make on their own, open
the muliwai. Joe folks used to go down there. Get the water too
deep, that's the one come up, so they have to drain 'em out eh.
Suei folks used to go down to the taro patches. The water don't
run. They go down there and open. And the water at least, some
more water go out.
VL: What do you mean "open ?1I
TK: Take all the rocks by the muliwai. Make 'em more deep. The mouth
of the muliwai. By the ocean.
YY: Where the river meets the ocean.
TK: They go down there move the rock. So more water go out. Make 'em
deep. Yeah. And then County, ask the County help too. But now
the County go down there once in awhile. Last time they had bulldoze
all down there but came back the same way.
VL: How come it comes back again?
TK: The wave, you know, when rough the ocean. They bring back the sand
and the stone. Just imagine how the wave can bring all those kind
rocks.
VL: Before time, when you were growing up, before you became a man, do
you remember who grew the best taro down Waipio?
TK: Plenty guys grow good taro. They used to talk about Mock Chew, eh,
growing the best. Yeah, I think maybe Mock Chew. I know other,
Henry Young used to be good taro too. I know plenty people used to
get good taro.
VL: Good taro meaning ....
TK: Big taro. But they was talking about Mock Chew. Mock Chew get the
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biggest taro down there. But maybe Mock Chew. But all good taro,
I know everybody get good taro.
VL: How about the quality, not only the bigness?
TK: Oh, good quality. Yeah, big and good.
VL: What variety did Mock Chew grow?
TK: Apii. Even that the one Chinese man too, Aki. Plant good taro.
He work for Leslie Chang.
VL: How about later, after Mock Chew ~?
TK: Henry Young. Get Seiko Kaneshiro. But Henry Young was growing
after that, was good taro.
VL: How about today?
TK: Today, get those kind taro like not before.
VL: But of all the farmers today, even with the problems, is there
somebody that has better taro?
TK: I think maybe William get good taro. William Kanekoa. How about
Loa's, Kelly Loa. Maybe now William, maybe. Maybe Toledo. But I
think William, I think get good taro.
VL: How come his is better?
TK: Because he get his own water head. He get 'em from the river.
VL: And so, what does that mean?
TK: He don't get 'em from .... always cold, eh, the water. Yeah, I think
William is the best now.
VL: Some other people have their own water head too, though.
TK: Yeah, yeah. I get one place my own come good taro. But no come
big, just like how used to be like before kind taro. I told you,
before used to come one gallon size, half a gallon kind size.
Mother taro now. Yeah. Used to have those big taro. They say
only eight taro fill up one [lOO-poundJ bag.
VL: Before, did farmers ever compare their taro?
TK: Oh yeah, they compare. Everybody show off. You get big taro, they
go ask how the other guy's taro. Henry Young, that's the guy used
to show off. He ties his taro on his mule everytime. The big
taro. And he come up Kukuihaele. H~ live up here, right up here,
that house. Where Nakanelua live, right by the [Dna OnoJ poi
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factory. After, when Mock Chew already was, you know, died eh.
And his time was, he used to get big taro. Kanekoa used to get,
Harrison Kanekoa father used to have. I used to have good taro
too, my father. But Henry Young used to have good taro.
vL:· So how would he show off?
TK: He tie them on his mules and come Kukuihaele. Tie 'em on with the
taro sticking out, he tie them together. He tell, "See my taro how
big." Anybody he meet, eh. When you meet the guy his taro stay on
his mule, eh, the mother taro. I know I used to tell him he show
off. Yeah. (Laughs)
VL: How about these days? Do people compare your taro?
TK: Now days I think so. I know Joe, he compare with the other people
though.
VL: When you were full time farming, who were you marketing to?
TK: I was hauling taro for Seiko Kaneshiro. And we was market Honolulu.
Tottori, or what.
VL: Honolulu Poi?
TK: Yeah, Honolulu Poi. And Waiahole, and Haleiwa. Three place.
VL: Those three, was it better to market to one? Was one place better
than the other to sell to?
TK: We had so much taro, that's why we take market.
VL: Who gave you the best deal?
TK: I think Waiahole though. Because Waiahole, when he talk price, he
give you the price. Honolulu Poi, now with the father, all right.
Now I go back with the old folks. They all right. Like if one get
the price, the other one got to match 'em too. See, everybody got
to be the same price. The father was good.
VL: When the son came, what kind of changes did he make?
TK: That's when you get hard time to get your price. He start hustle
around. Tell this, he had to get babies, he working man, and you
know. Everything come up, he have to, all those kinds stories he
start giving us.
VL: But then did you still sell to him?
TK: And he tell he cannot sell. But he tell all lies.
VL: So did you stop dealing with him after a while?
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TK: Yeah. When he never like give price and then John Loo folks came
in, we make co-op. The way I was telling. And then John Loo guys
came in. And then, when we like bring up the price, this other--
because they no had co-op--these other outside guys [farmers] tell,
"No need, we can give you the taro. No take their [the co-op's] taro.
We give you that price." Had that kind problem too.
VL: So that's between farmers then?
TK: Yeah, farmers. They had those kind problems too, with the farmers.
You like the price come up, but the other farmer go over there and
tell 'em [the poi shop], because those days had plenty taro, tell,
"Ah, we can give you this much."·
VL: Is this when you had the co-op?
TK: Yeah. When we had co-op, and then we wen split. The way I was
telling you last time. Some people start quitting. And then,
that's when we get that kind problems.
VL: So it was the guys that were not in the co-op that would tell the
processors to buy it cheaper.
TK: Yeah, yeah. But that's why we no give. We no care, even we take
the loss, we take the loss. Because that1s what [Ginji] Araki say.
"If the taro rotten, we just leave 'em go, no sell 'em to anybody.
Because that's how co-ops is. I.'
VL: Did that ever happen? Where you would let your taro rot?
TK: No, we never get. \~e get rot, but at least we sell 'em.
VL: Was that hard, to watch your taro get rotten, when you could have
sold it for cheaper?
TK: Oh yeah. Can. But we was holding back. We never like because we
didn't like the price stay there. So that's "'/hen we start no deal
with him [Honolulu Poi].
VL: Then you only dealt with Waiahole?
TK: Yeah, Waiahole and Kalihi Poi. And then bumbai, the Waiahole, that
older had die, the man. The poi shop wen pau, eh. I don't know
what happen was. So we never send over there taro. I don't know,
something wen go wrong.
VL: Waiahole?
TK: Yeah. So we never send over there. $0 only Kalihi Poi.
VL: Now any of these three, when you were selling to them, they didn't
put restrictions on who else you could sell to?
too. All John Loa folks.
come, maybe the father
The old man had die so the
listen the son. Maybe
talk about price. He come
can supply you the taro
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TK: No. Because, see, Haleiwa Poi, William Kanekoa was selling and us.
But not .... every other week kind sometime. But our full order was
Honolulu Poi and every week Waiahole.
VL: Both?
TK: Yeah. We had good business in Waiahole. The two side.
VL: They don't tell you, "You cannot sell to anybody else?1I
TK: No. That time .... wait, better I tell you ag6in .. :.get all mix up,
now.
In the starting, Araki had the business with Honolulu Poi and all
those, Waiahole. So he was taking the commission just like, from
us. So much taro. We was giving him maybe 10 cents a bag, he was
keeping for his own. He said for pay expense. And then, maybe two
years like that. And then he start bringing up about making co-op.
And then they feel good idea. And then so we had build a co-op ..
Was Araki's market was. He got that market. And he had make co-
op. And then, from there on, he never take the money for himself.
Goes to the club.
And all John Loa folks. They all a~ in
They was all. Bumbai, I don't know how
[Tottori] had die at that Honolulu Poi.
son wen take over. That's when they wen
like try cut off Araki. Araki everytime
in, he say [tape not clear], IINo need we
with this price."
So we cut 'em off. We no send taro. So we get that Kalihi. Yeah,
the boy [Tottori] was hard.
VL: And so now, you still deal with Kalihi?
TK: Kalihi, yeah. We give taro to Seiko too, if we get plenty taro.
Even Leslie too, we give. Leslie and Kalihi, they work together,
the two poi factories. Yeah, they good friends. See, sometime if
we get no enough taro [to sell to Kalihi], Leslie give from his
side if he get plenty taro. Send 'em to him.
But now, we hear now Kana get one more other poi factory. So kind
of 1ittle bit trouble too. This poi factory 1ike the price come
more up high. The taro~
VL: ~Jhi ch one?
TK: Medeiros or Kana. So but no more taro, eh, now. Even the stores
was asking me. He say they no get their regular order. So he was
asking me how come. I tell him even we get all this kind rotten
too. All this kind problems. And then guys looking for high price
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too now. The other poi factory give good price, they go sell to
and then they go forget about this other one. But that's not
right. If that1s your market, you have to give 'em. No go chase
for those kind big. Everybody like that, yeah, but you going jam
up your market eh. That1s why co-ops was good. If we had co-op.
VL: I've got lots of questions .... okay, I come back to the rot later.
Because r want to ask you a little bit more. I think, before, you
mentioned that you were one of the last people to buy a truck. How
come you were one of the last ones?
TK: Because you know why. I was studying the Waipio taro. I was
looking who the people who I dealing with, packing taro. I was
looking all this taro field. If they had enough taro. I was
looking for the finance now. If I figure I get enough, that's when
I come in go buy truck. The amount of taro that I go pack. I was
looking, "Eh, maybe this year not that good. II I cannot make lem
for buy one truck. I don't know what year, but I look, "Ho boy,
flooded, plenty taro." Big order. That's the year I bought the
truck. In one year, I pay my truck. (Laughs} Yeah.
You see, I was looking for that. Soon I had one good chance to ....
that's when I bought my truck. That1s why I was the last one
taking. I was going with mule. People tell me, "Eh, how come you
no buy one truck?1I '
"Naw, not ready yet. II But I was waiting for the crop, that farmer
crop.
VL: You don1t remember the year?
TK: I bought my truck 1961. But that's the year. 1960.
VL: Big taro?
TK: That year 1959-60. But I bought my truck 1961. 1960, that's the
one had plenty taro, that two years, 1959 and 1960.
YY: What made it so good that year?
TK: Oh, had plenty taro. And then we had, the orders, I used to pack
150 bag, and sometimes 200 bag. That's when had, that1s when I wen
to buy truck. I figure, eh boy, just like we going get the big
order now. And then I bought the truck.
YY: Were people just planting more? Opening up patches?
TK: Yeah. Had all taro patches. Henry Young, that guy I was telling,
he had all that Seiko Kaneshiro place. He was planting plenty
big acres of taro. Maybe he had 20 acres, I think. He had that
land down there.
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VL: Why did he decide, all of a sudden to make more acres?
TK: He figure maybe, he had good thinking too, he's always ahead. He
figure that in the future, all those kinds, that making flour out
of taro. Even Araki had that kind too, in the mind, in the future
they might make flour. All kind, eh, with taro. I think that's
why he was opening more land. Yeah, that's the year, 1960. And
then 1961, that two year, that's when I bought my truck, 1961.
VL: And then what did you do with all your mules?
TK: Oh, I use mule only for the place where the truck cannot .... oh, but
those days, my mules, that's not, I no own the mule. I was telling
you, eh. I was working by Seiko Kaneshiro. And then I bought,
whose mule that, I bought some more of Seiko mules. Seiko had sell
the mules, I bought his mules. For Waipio only, the place the
truck cannot go, I use mule.
Yeah boy, that year I cannot forget. The taro I wen pack. That's
when I wen buy one truck. In one year I paid that truck. Anyway,
was cheap. Was $3,300 only was, the truck before. Not like now.
$3,400 I think, I· bought my truck.
YY: What kind did you buy?
TK: Willis [this word is unclearJ truck. That old one, you know that
old truck I used to, that gray one? Yeah, that's the one. Yeah.
That's the truck I bought. And then, we used to pack only 75 cents
a bag. With that truck~
VL: And now how much is it?
TK: Going dollar quarter [$1.25J. Yeah, they used to laugh at me,
though. Going with mule. (Laughs) But they don't know I was
studying all the farmers where I go pack. You know the crop of
their taro. When reach the time, that's when I buy the truck.
VL: Now that Waipio Taro Growers Association, that was few years ago,
were you a member?
TK: The co;..op?
VL: No. The Taro Growers Association that Merrill Toledo was the
president of.
TK: Oh, all the names. New one.
VL: No, you know the one that Merrill Toledo was president of. Just a
few years ago.
YY: I think broke just last year.
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VL: Three years, I think. About maybe five years ago. And Toledo was
the pres ident.
TK: President about for what?
VL: I think it was called Waipio Taro Growers Association.
TK: Oh, that year. About five years ago. About the Waipio get together.
All ~Jaipio ....
END OF SIDE TWO
[Tape No. 4-33-3-78J SIDE ONE
VL: So we were talking about that Waipio Taro Growers Association. And
you were saying that what the purpose of that was.
TK: Yeah, the purpose of that that we want to get together for get help
from the County, the State. Money eh, for Waipio. For fix the
road and help the taro farmers too. Fix the river. See, more
Waipio people .... the way how with that club now. Maybe we can get
something from the State. Can help, eh. That's what the purpose
was.
VL: Did it work do you think?
TK: Was working for a while. But I don1t know, all of a sudden, I
never hear again about this. The people, maybe they wild Toledo or
what. They had some kind of problem. I don't know if this is
outside kind problem. The way I heard, that Toledo wen go bulldozer
the place. The people stay getting mad with him. I figure maybe
that's why, stay kind of falling out I think.
VL: Did you used to go to meetings?
TK: Yeah, used to go Kukuihaele Social Hall. Used·to get kind of
little bit argue too though.
VL: About what?
TK: About .bulldozer kind. And about the rot too. That1s why more on
this kind too, you try like to get help about the rotten, the taro
down there. Get some guys go check. And we had, though, the
starting. We start get those people come down.
VL: Where were they from?
TK: From Hilo. University guys. Go check the taro. ~,lo, no, I think




TK: Yeah, the extension kind people. So, that1s how we wen get those
people and go down too, from this. Everybody start to ask for
somebody come down.
VL: Did you folks have dues?
TK: We had. He say if you no come to the meeting, you have to pay 25
cents. We had to get written report. We had all, in the starting,
that1s how it was. Talking about all those kind,' Only mouth eh.
No more that kind papers, legal kind club.
VL: Do you think it did some good?
lK: Oh yeah, that is good if everybody no fight each other.
VL: How about on prices for taro, did that association ever do anything
about prices?
TK: Ours? When we want the price, we go to the poi factory. Ask them.
And then, everytime we get the highest price. Us co-op. And then
they start hear their price--now I talking about now, I not talking
about the back when we used to fight--John Loo folks now, every
year we get more price, they go see their poi factory [Honolulu Poi],
that guy no give. No match with ours. They get less than us.
VL: You talking about now?
TK: Yeah, now.
VL: Ka1i hi Po i ?
TK: Kalihi Poi pay more than Honolulu Poi. You see how the boy [Tottori],
how hard head, eh. Honolulu Poi. And these growers too, if me
them, I would put their foot down.
VL: Who did?
TK: John Loa folks. Those guys that send taro to Honolulu Poi.
VL: But as Merrill Toledo1s association, did all you folks ever ...
TK: We no talk about taro, about this kind, shipping taro. Only about
more help down Waipio. No more about taro.
VL: Would you like to see some kind of club like this come up again?
TK: Oh yeah. Is good though. But cannot, you know, I tell, Everytime
they fight each other. That's why hard. One guy make one trouble,
they go hate that guy. That's why hard. That's why they never
like Toledo. Because Toledo bulldozer in the river, all those
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kind. But he not supposed to, because we had, the Bishop Estate
told us. One time we had meeting. Told us that, "If you want to
bulldozer, you bulldozer your own place. No go fool around someplace
else, the river. Just build up but no go dig someplace else."
Because that's all Bishop land, eh. Because you going damage the
next person now. If you go dig over here, you stay making good on
you now. And then the water going to your place. That's the kind
problem. That's why they wild, the people. That's why they wild
him.
VL: So you think they had good reason to be mad?
TK: Yeah. Could be. But Toledo no realize, eh. He think, sometime
him,I don't know.... but he not supposed to do that kind.
VL: So what do you think could have been done to prevent it from dissolving,
the club?
TK: I don't know.
his bulldozer.
that Toledo.
The only way is maybe if he no go fool around with
And he's a hard head guy, one track mind guy too,
VL: Can you tell us, from the beginning, how you grow taro now, today?
TK: Yeah, I was telling you folks some of that.
VL: Start from, like, what variety do you grow now?
TK: Now we grow apii taro only.
VL: Only that?
TK: And lehua, the red one. That's only that.
VL: Have you tried the other varieties before?
TK: We used to plant down there, uaua taro. That three, that lehua and
hPJi and uaua. My time now, ~king about. But way back they
a all k~ They had like mana taro, ~, eleele, or what.
VL: Is that your father's time?
TK: No, my father time, he only plant haakea. You know haakea, yeah
haakea taro. And~ and uaua. He hardly plant lehua taro.
Those days, anyway, we hardly plant lehua, red taro. Because we
eat any kind. Till we wen come up to, 1 don't know what year,
1960-something, I think. That's when the people start looking for
color, eh, the poi.
VL: How come the change? Why did they start looking for color?
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TK: Gee, I don1t know. They see the poi, the color, then they think
better than the other gray color poi.
VL: So that's why you folks started to switch to lehua?
TK: Me, I no plant lehua. That red taro. But the other, Seiko, especially
Seiko, he like plant red taro. He mix 'em with~ taro.
VL: So then, your own taro, why did you stop growing uaua?
TK: Because uaua is more, that's 24-month taro that .. Then you can
leave 'em for two years that taro. When we used to plant that for
take out. Like let's say now, if we had plant plenty apii, we go
plant some uauas for, the apii is l7-month eh.The uaua:-you can
leave 'em for 24 or 20 mon~ Twenty month is the right month for
uaua, but you can leave 'em for two years. So you no get flooded
with taro. But now, they like taro so much, so they plant the apii
only. That's why they no plant uaua now.
VL: So before the uaua was almost like a bank.
TK: Right, right.
VL: Safety.
TK: Yeah, safety. That's why, before used to get, those days used to
pack taro, they used to plant uaua taro. Plenty uaua.
VL: When was that about, what year?
TK: That was from 1961, go down. Maybe in the 1950 l s no, plant uaua
taro.
VL: And then, when did they start changing to ~?
TK: They wen start changing just, maybe about 1968. Maybe 1968 or
1965, that's when they wen stop that uaua. Now we no more seed.
But I still get some seed. 1 like try start again, that uaua.
VL: Why would you want to try again?
TK: But the taro is good taro too because get plenty baby, that taro.
That taro get about maybe 18, 20 babies. Yeah.
VL: So you want to try that again, even though it takes two years?
TK: Twenty months. Yeah. I plant apii and I plant that. But like now
shortage, eh. More better I plant .... but I like get couple. Last
time I had go look around for that down by Suei place. I got three
line of that. I go try to plant that.
VL: How's the taro?
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TK: Good taro that, uaua. See now, let's say, that uaua, if you pull
you only pull sm~section for fill up one bag.--secause the
babies, eh. The apii only get three baby, four baby. Like especially
now, only three, sometime no more nothing, only one. Only the
mother taro. But before, the apii used to go 10 baby; 10, 12
babies. Way back when we no had those spoilage. Come 8, 10, 12
babies, the good ones, come out. But the uaua, he come 20 babies.
Yeah. If one, you plant 'em right here, arr-fill up. Come real
wide the ....
VL: So now, do you rest your patches in between planting?
TK: Right now, I try to rest, but no more seed. So everybody start trying
to plant from the patch when you pull and then they start planting.
Because hard to get seed too. You cannot get seed from somebody.
Like before, we used to go around to the next farmer and they give
you seed. Everybody help each other. Maybe when come to my time,
r pull, you like seed, I give you. But now, no. Now, even they
like sell r think. I hear Toledo, r think he sell his seed.
VL: How come?
TK: Sell his seed. He no like give free. His seed, the taro seed, the
hul i.
YY: Has it been always or traditionally that people give huli?
TK: Before, always all the farmers help each other for seed. You just
tell, IIEh, you get taro for pull? How the seed?1I
IIWe don I t wa nt I em, you 1ike ta ro? ~~e keep for you. II They no
charge you. Either they tell you, IIYou come pull with us. II Come
help pull. So that's how they do. Like that.
VL: Before time, did the farmers used to help each other in other ways
too? Besides giving seed?
TK: Those days, they used to lend their animals. They used to use
horse, eh, for harrow the taro patches. They used to lend their
animal too. For harrow their taro field.
VL: How about weeding?
TK: Weeding, no. You weed your own field. But for borrow horse like
that, they lend, for harrow the field.
VL: Now days, how do you cut your huli?
TK: r cut the same way, though, how I used to cut.
VL: And howls that?
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TK: I cut thin. Real close to the stalk, the taro, the haha. Some
people, they cut thick meat, eh. They like little bit more out,
instead go close to the haha.
VL: But you cut thin?
TK: Yeah, me I cut thin.
VL: Do you cut and snap it?
TK: No. I go about half way and snap 'em. Because my seed no broke.
I not bragging but I cut good seed. And my huli, he grow. Maybe
if rotten taro, maybe he no grow. But you get good seed, mine
guarantee grow.
VL: Do you leave it on the banks?
TK: I leave 'em maybe about three days. Sometime one week.
VL: Do you cover it when you leave it outside?
.TK: Cover, yeah, cover.
VL: How about, do you wet it?
TK: No. When you wet come rotten, the haha. But me, I think you plant
right away no good, too. Maybe leave-rem for couple days.
YY: Why is that?
TK: Sometime too fresh, the .... to me, I cannot explain that. That's my
own experience. That, I don't know why though. But I always leave
mine. I don't plant right away.
VL: Do you ever mark the bottom [of the hul i] with "X", do you ever cut
it?
TK: No.
VL: Do you ever hear anybody do that?
TK: No, I never heard. Why? They put "X"?
VL: I've heard.
TK: What the reason they put that?
VL: I think so that when it dries for a week or so, that it opens up a
little bit, where you cut it. That the "X" part, then there's
four [quarters]. Then this part [the cut] opens up a little bit
and, I think, dries it out a little bit more.
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TK: Oh? For what the reason they do that?
VL: I think it gets more dry. And I think they thought that was better.
TK: Maybe that's what my reason too, I leave 'em for couple days, for
come dry underneath. Maybe that's what the reason too then, for
come dry.
VL: I think it was to help prevent rot.
TK: Oh, could be. Hey, but for do that, every seed you have to ....
VL: Yeah. Do you ever select out the seed from the good taro?
TK: Yeah. Sometime you look the seed. You no can take any kind seed
too, on the taro. You got to choose.
VL: Do you do that all the time?
TK: Yeah, I do that too.
VL: And with the no good ones ....
TK: I broke lem. Yeah. I always pick the seeds, the ones get three
leaf. Three or four stem. If two stem, I no take,"I no keep.
Always three. And then, the mother seed, I hardly keep too. But
now days I keep because no more seed. You got to keep the mother.
But they say mother seed no get too much baby, only get one, two
baby. But the keiki, that's the one get the baby come out.
VL: When you plant it, how deep is the water?
TK: Me, I plant 'em, I dry out the patch. Little bit water only.
Maybe half a inch water. Or maybe dry. But most time r leave
little bit only. If the mud is too soft, well I dry 'em. But the
huli he go fall down, eh.
VL: And how is the flow of the water at the time that you plant it?
TK: Oh, maybe you dry 'em to little bit, maybe half a inch water.
After you get that huli inside the patch, maybe you leave tern about
half a inch water inside, little bit water. So it cover the mud.
Because sometime too soft, the mud, the root of the taro no more
chance to come out. Sometime dry, more fast the root come out, the
taro root, for the huli. And I think little bit water hard, little
bit hard the mud better. The root get more chance come out quick.
VL: And then, when do you make more water?
TK: When you get that four leaf, that new leaf coming up of that huli.
And then you start giving little bit water, maybe one inch water.
But not give 'em too full water.
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YY: But do you plant the whole patch all at once? Or do you plant ...
TK: Oh no, not all one time. If you get enough seed for that whole
patch, all right. But sometime you don1t have enough. Maybe only
quarter way, half way. Then you have to continue the following
week.
YY: So then, say you plant 10 rows. And then you put the water in.
And then you have the rest of the patch empty.
TK: No, you wait. You wait till complete plant. All ·plant. And then
you da kine. You no put water, you leave lem the same level water.
Little bit, just cover the mud. Leave lem go like that till complete,
plant all.
VL: So then the ones that you planted first will probably have more
than four leaves already.
TK: Yeah. Some going come, the first one going come that leaf already.
Then the next one. That's why you have to wait till the other ones
come up too. You have to wait till everyone come up. And then
you start cleaning up the water little bit more.
VL: And you keep bringing it up more and more?
TK: No. You just let 'em go, maybe for couple weeks. That's when you
got to look the taro, how stay grow when they young. How strong
stay, the huli. And then maybe, that one you got to use your own
judgement.--vDur own ideas. Maybe you see time good to put little
bit more water for make 'em more grow. And then you start adding
up again. That, cannot tell when to put. You have to look the
taro, the huli, how strong stay grow.
VL: How can you tell that it's strong?
TK: You can tell all that leaf, that young, that three leaf come out
and that young middle one. When you see that stay peeping out,
they good. That's when you give 'em little bit more water, let 'em
run. You let the water run though, not the kind close the water.
You put water in here and you get outlet ditch that way for throw
'em out too, eh. Let 'em run.
VL: And how long do you let it run like that?
TK: Oh, you let 'em. For all the time you leave 'em go now. And then
bumbai, you see come up more high. And then you start giving
little bit more water inside. And let 'em run. And you close up
little bit. Maybe bring up, the water go come up about one inch to
the huli. And then let 'em run. From there, you just let lem run,
maybe about eight months. Make lem grow. You only adjust the
water, give little bit more water, close up, but where you throw
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out to the next patch .. Close little bit. So the water come up
little bit more high. But keep on running, go over.
VL: Does all the time your water come from that one inlet? Do you ever
make side ditches so it comes from the side?
TK: Only way, the starting way, if you get from the main ditch, from
the ditch. That's when you have to do that sometime. So the water
spl it.




TK: Like here the main ditch. And then I come through that. You make
a small ditch over here. And one small for the water split, come
this side too. Come that. Instead of coming straight in.
VL: Now, why do you do that?
TK: So, of course, the water going be cold eh, this side. This side no
going get that much warm water. So that's why they throw lem this
way. Only short distance, though. No need make that kind. But I
hardly do that. Only the ditch kind place I do that. From patches
to patches, only what I do is I no put the same. Everytime I
change my ditch for give more to the next patch. Let's say, my
patch here. This year, I get my ditch over here, water throw over
here and go over here. Following year, I change, I close, I make
different one go this side. Make different angle go inside. Not
the same one. But some people, they leave 'em years and years, the
same place. The water going the same place. But sometimes you
have to move around.
VL: Why?
TK: Because over there going dig hole. The water going drip down,
going make hole over there. (~aughs) And he got to change 'em.
Or over there going come puka, eh. Water going drip inside. But
some people, they block board in front. So the water hit the board
and then come back to the bank. No make hole, eh.
VL: Also, wouldn't it be that wherever your outlet is, doesn't that
affect the circulation in the patch? Maybe if the outlet is over
here ...
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TK: Yeah. Sometimes too strong the water. The way I see it.
VL: ... and the water comes in. Wouldn't the circulation be different
if the outlet was over here?
TK: Yeah. That's when they make that small ditch. If that going be
different, they catch 'em, make some cold water go in this other
place.
VL: I mean the outlet. Does it matter where the outlet is?
TK: Most people they put 'em in the corner [of the patch].
VL: Okay. What's the next step?
YY: After eight months of the water running.
TK: Yeah. Eight months. Everybody get different months for closing
the water, to adjust. Some guys 8 months, some guys 10 months.
Some guys they let 'em just run, the water. And they fill up, only
rise 'em up the water and let 'em run till ready.
VL: How come there's a difference?
TK: But I think the way how they adjust the water is the main thing.
Maybe, the way I say, eight month, and start closing up little bit.
Let the water run all the time till eight months and then you go
bring 'em up. Maybe another one inch.
VL: How come some guys 8 months, some guys 10 months, some guys 11
months?
TK: Yeah. Everybody make different way. I don't know. But way back,
my father time, eight months. He always tell me, they close the
water little bit up eight months. Make 'em rise up. And then let
'em run.
VL: Does this have something to do with where in the valley you are?
If you're up or down?
TK: Yeah. With water? Yeah, make real big difference. If you stay
way up, you going be different way, controlling the water. Because
the water is, they say, more cold or what. But different.
VL: So what you're telling us [is] only for where your patch now.
TK: Down here, yeah. They get different, though, water.
VL: Do you fertilize?
TK: No. I don't fertilize. Because, I told you, I think last time.
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I think I never tell you about fertilizer. Fertilizer, I wen learn
from Araki. He say. "It's good to fertilizer, but once you fertilizer
your land, you have to give 'em fertilizer everytime. You no give
one time fertilizer, your crop no going grow." Because that land
already used to fertilizer. You have to feed 'em everytime. So he
tell me, "Don't fool around with fertilizer." But fertilizer is
good, for make your crop big, eh. Grow quick, eh. But he say, "In
the future, the taro land going be no good." The mud. So used to
already, stay all worn out already with fertilizer, the mud~ He
said, liThe main thing is ... " Even my father, way back, they no use
fertilizer. Only water control. But he never tell me about the
soil, about fertilizer. But Araki had told me about fertilizer.
VL: So you've never used fertilizer?
TK: No, I no use. But that's good, put fertilizer. But the way how he
tell me, so I no put fertilizer.
VL: Well, how's your taro?
TK: He come out, yeah, good. But now with this rotten, humbug. But he
grow. Look Joe and Robert, they no give fertilizer. Joe, he no
give fertilizer his taro. Good taro. That's the only thing I
scared, the way how Araki say. He said that's why Kauai too. get
problems. They spend, sometime, more fertilizer th~n making money.
That's why their taro, that's why they got to give high price for
the taro. Because with all the expense they put in, fertilizer,eh.
Fertilizer about $8, I think, one bag. Eight or seven dollars.
And you go sell one bag taro only $8.
VL: How about the weeds like that, for fertilizer?
TK: The Hawaiians used to bury the weeds in the mud. When they pull
the weeds, eh. But not the big ones, though. The small kind
weeds. The big ones, they bring 'em out. But they no leave the
taro patch big kind weeds. They always pulling, put 'em in the
mud. But now, with this kind problem we have, this fungus, I think
no good though, to bury the grass inside. To me, no good though.
I think more you rotten, I think, you going get your taro. Because
all that. Before, was good. But now, I think no good because the
way how they say, you have to bring all the rubbish out. You know,
those people came down check. They said the fungus stay inside
already. Inside that haha and all those kind.
VL: So do you bring all the rubbish out now?
TK: I bring only the grass. The haha, I let 'em rotten. But the
grass, I no bury 'em, I no put 'em in the mud like how. But before,
the Hawaiians, they no live like now. The Hawaiians, they pick up
their grass. Everytime no more grass inside. That's why they
hardly da kine.
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VL: So you bury the haha?
TK: The grass. Huh? Yeah, I just let 'em rotten in the patch.
VL: Even though it was sick?
TK: Yeah. I no take 'em away. They tell, "Take 'em away," but I leave
'em. But maybe no good too, eh, but I leave mine. Before, way
back, the Hawaiian, they leave all that. Maybe the rotten taro
kind I take 'em out, though. The rotten ones.
VL: The corm, you take out?
TK: Yeah, uh huh.
VL: How about spraying the banks with herbicide?
TK: Oh, no good.
VL: How do you get rid of the weeds?
TK: Now I trying to go back the old ways, with sickle.
VL: Did you used to spray?
TK: Yeah, I used to spray. You know why the bank come soft, come
broken, leaking. Water start leaking from the next patch.
VL: Yeah, why did it do that?
TK: That's why I no poison now. I go try work like the old Hawaiians,
with only sickle. I try see how it go work Qut.
VL: You mean you think itls leaky because you poisoned it?
TK: Yeah.
VL: How come?
TK: You know when the bank come dry. All no more grass, eh, all the
bank. And then rain eh, start cracking. Yo~ know the banks eh.
And you poison everytime, the bank going come soft. And the sun
hit, come hard and he start crack the soil. The banks start leaking.
YY: Does the herbicide dry it out ...
TK: Yeah. You poison 'em, all kill eh, the grass. And then, when
start raining, and then come sun, come soft. Soil wet eh, when
come sun he come hot, come real dry, eh. And then you take notice,
going start cracking. That if you poison everytime on the bank.
Everytime you use poison. Going come crack. Leak.
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YY: So that you think that having the grass there ...
TK: Better. Hold the, yeah. The old Hawaiians, that's what they used
to do. They no take no grass away. They just pile lem up. And
then, maybe if you pile lem up and then you go poison on top, no
trouble. Because you no going catch that main, you only going
catch that one you had pile up on top. That's what I going do now,
like that.
VL: You going try that?
TK: Yeah.
YY: Now, what is piled up?
TK: You put the grass all on the bank. The bank go like this, the taro
patch bank. When you cut the grass you throw 'em on the bank. And
then going be all. Everytime you pile up, going come up more high,
the bank. That's why, maybe that, you go poison on top that one.
You bring 'em from the patch, on the side. Maybe that you go
poison, no trouble. Because no going catch the main bank, eh.
You just stay poison on that ones you throwing up on the bank.
YY: Is there any spillage of, say the herbicide, into the water?
TK: Oh yeah.
YY: What do you think of that?
TK: Gee, I think that no good too. Maybe that's what affect too. The
poison. Because the poison going float on the water. And then
stuck to the huli, thehaha. Maybe that too. And then the leaves
start coming funny kind-:-tile taro leaf. And th.en maybe affect the
taro, go down to the taro.
VL: What do you think is the reason for the rot?
TK: Me, I think from the poison. And get that fungus in the water too.
But poison, I think is. Because before, the old Hawaiians, they no
use poison. That, I talking now, if you poison everytime now.
VL: But in the 1960's, didn't they use the poison?
TK: In the 1960's, they don't have this kind poison what now we have.
They had those Peronite. And then they made stop. They said
Peronite is no good for da kine. But in the 1960 1s, there was
still little poison too much, I think. Few people.
VL: Why do you think they poison more now?
TK: Well, for make, they get hard time to clean their fields. So
that1s why they use poison. More fast, eh, for kill the grass.
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And no more time. They say, "No more time." Get hard time for
clean, so you spray poison.
VL: What, they had more time in the 1960's?
TK: Like us, not full time. The full time guys, they get more time.
Like us, not full time, so that's why they use poison. But the
full time guys, they hardly use poison. They cut the grass and
then they throw t em up, and then they spray on top. They cut all
the side, you know what I mean? And then they spray on top.
VL: So how many years now, have they been using the Paraquat?
TK: Not that too, maybe about eight years I think. Paraquat, not that
too long. Not long, 8 or 10 years 1 think.
YY: Going back to the Paraquat spilling into the water. What do you
think happens to the taro corm? Does it absorb the poison?
TK: Yeah, r think so. Go to the haha, eh? Maybe, I don't know. But
maybe. He float in the water:-eh. And he catch the haha, he come
dry that spot. You know where that poison touch that~
YY: Oh, you can actually see that, where it gets dry?
TK: Yeah, I think though. But me, I think poison too. Poison and
those in the mud too. They say they get that fungus. And that
seed too, now. If he get that fungus, you no use that same seed.
That all come. Try get, the way he said, try look the good seed.
But they say in the mud and in the water. Yeah, maybe that's true.
Maybe get the fungus in the water and in the mud.
VL: Before time, how often did you spray the bank?
TK: Oh, they hardly use poison. Only reason they spray is maybe when
no more taro in the taro patch. Maybe they pull this patch and
then they never get time to clean the pa tch. Tha t 's when they
spray poison in the patch, without the taro inside.
VL: Oh, they would spray in the patch?
TK: Yeah, in the patch. They dry 'em though. They dry the patch. And
then spray. Not with water running. And then all right. And then
they leave 'em, and then the grass come rotten. And they take away
all the grass out. They work 'em dry. Take all the grass out, and
then they put water inside.
VL: Then, more recently, when they're spraying lots, how often did they
spray?
TK: r think some of them even spray every month, I think. Once a
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month, I think, they spray poison. All depend how fast the grass
grow no.
YY: How can you tell when the taro is mature?
TK: Oh, they keep record.
That's how they know.
When they plant, the start, they keep.
From the starting, when you plant.
YY: So you go by the months?
TK: Yeah. They go by the month. Let's say, the
When they come today, go check their record.
That's how they close the water too, they go
But the older Hawaiians, r see my father, he
maybe he stay study the month. You know, by
taro' is 17 months.
And then they ....
check on their record.
no keep record. But
counting by the month.
Like, let's say now, you no need keep too. If you plant this year
May, you know that the following year, you go figure out for when
18 months, you know when for pull. Sometime you forget. Maybe
that's how the Hawaiians they do. They no keep record but they
just know. They keep track the month, when they wen plant and when
hit that month that's going be one year, the following year, that
month you pl ant.
YY: Is there a change in the luau, the color, or ....
TK: Yeah, the color change too. Come yellow eh, and start coming down.
First the taro grow high. And certain months, they close 'em down,
the taro come down. And you can look the taro too, how .... He
change, you know, the color. When come yellow, that's when you can
tell if that taro kind of half ready. But now days, the taro come
more, you can pull 'em more early just 1ike, now days. Less than
16 month, you can pull 'em already.
YY: This is the apii variety?
TK: Yeah. I don't know if because the climate or what.
VL: Now, after eight months ....
END OF SIDE ONE
SIDE TWO
TK: Now you close up the next puka wai, the water going go to the next
patch. For bring up the water little bit and overflow. You overflow
on the bank, maybe another inch, and let 'em run. The water go
come up little bit more high. Just let 'em run, the water.
VL: Same amount is running?
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TK: Yeah, yeah. But only you filling up little bit more, eh. You
close the next .... and let 'em run.
VL: The water is deeper?
TK: Yeah, yeah.
VL: Why do you that?
TK: Because each time, I think for the taro. I don't know why, but
maybe for the taro. Because each time, when the taro go come
down .... wait, how now? Gee, I no can explain that, why, but ....
Because the baby of the taro, the baby stay coming up more strong
now. That's why they bring 'em up more water, so the baby come up
more, catch up the .... grow more big, the taro underneath. The taro
now. I think that's why they raise up the water, let the babies
get more strong, for get mature, the taro underneath.
VL: So if the water is deeper, then the babies will come better?
TK: Yeah. Because everytime when you going rise up, the baby going
come up too, the baby taro. Let's say now, already eight months,
the baby is kind of high already. Maybe about this much I think,
maybe more, the baby. And then ....maybe that's why.
VL: Does it have anything to do with making the water warmer? .
TK: Yeah, for stunt the taro, for get the
close to little more ready, the taro.
then they start stunt, the taro start
taro come down, the water warm.
root. That, for when come
The water come warm, and
coming down. That's when the
VL: So thatts another purpose for making it deeper?
TK: Yeah. When the taro is little more ready to pull. Maybe, let1s
say, about 11 or 12 month. That's when you start closing up the
water, make 'em warm. Maybe about 12 month. Make 'em come down,
because it was high, come down. And then let 'em run, the water,
the same way. Let tern run only too. But you fill up little bit
more water.
VL: And theni when do you start drying it?
TK: Oh, when ready to pull now. Let's say, maybe, oh for kill the root
now that. Maybe three weeks no, before you go pull your taro. You
dry 'em. Some people leave lem one month. Dry 'em and the root
all make. And then easier to pull. That's why the reason they dry
lem, for easier to pull.
VL: So then, from about the eighth month until the end ....
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TK: In between, sometime, some people, they dry the patch you know. In
between, maybe about 10 month. In between, they just dry 'em. I
don't know for what but they dry lem sometime. And then they start
putting water again inside. Dry only for couple .... I no do that.
Only for couple days. But I don't do that.
VL: So what you do is from the eighth month until the end, the water's
flowing through?
TK: Yeah.
VL: But it's a little deeper?
TK: Yeah.
VL: About how deep?
TK: Maybe everytime, maybe half inch come up.
VL: So, in the end, how deep is it?
TK: Oh, the end, maybe going be about four inch, five inch I think.
You know, when little more ready. But some people, they just let
lem run, the water. Same way. From eight months. Let 'em go.
Let 'em grow, let 'em grow, till maybe about 12 month or what.
They see kind of little bit yellow. He change, you know, the taro.
The leaf, eh. Change by itself.
VL: And people that do that, what kind of taro do they get?
TK: Gee, sometime, if they go according how the way r say. You know,
check the water everytime, they get round taro. Get nice taro. If
they follow the way how.... .
VL: 11m talking about the ones that just let it flow, flow, flow.
TK: Oh, the taro come good. Yeah. He come good. Oh yeah, only thing,
when the taro come long is when we get flood. The new mud come,
just like over grow again, he go grow again. The new dirt come
inside. New root start growing. The mud start stuck to the huli
eh. And from there, going get again new roots.
VL: It gets deeper, the mud is deeper?
TK: Yeah, the mud go come up eh, by the huli. And from there, go get
again, new roots go come out from the taro. Funny, how it come
out. Because the new mud go over there. When get flood. I don't
know, but, everybody get different ways no, of keeping taro.
VL: [to Yukie] Is that it for the steps? Do we need to know anything
about harvesting?
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TK: Oh, for pull. Now, the way I say, we dry. We don't have to use
stick, eh, guava stick. You know, we make mamaka, we call that.
We poke the taro. You see how they use that for broke the taro and
easier to pull. Split, eh, all the baby, the keiki taro.
VL: You don't use that any more?
TK: No, I use. Yeah, we use that. Use it the same way.
VL: You don't call it oo?
TK: We call 'em 00, mamaka, or what. 00 is something for dig, eh?
That's same thing I think. Mamaka. Yeah, I have to use that. And
then we make point and then one side we skin 'em. Make the other
flat way, for cut the rotten taro. We no used to take sickle with
us in the taro. We use that for cut the rotten taro. That's why
one side point and one side flat eh. The stick. And sometime, the
haha is too big, hard to broke eh, with your hand. So we use that
for just tap 'em on and easier for broke. But taro is funny. You
have to get one way to broke the taro, you no can broke any way.
VL: How do you have to do it?
TK: You look the angle, the inside, the stem. The one curve in, the
stalk go curve in like this. And get one go overlap, all the. But
you got to look right the leaf, the stem, the one go meet like
that. That's where you broke. You no broke the other way, now.
Because the other way is hard. You try go broke taro. You try one
time. You know the haha. You try to rip the other way, where get
all the curve 'of the stem to meet like this. And you try broke
this other way now.
VL: You have to break it from where it's open?
TK: You have to break the one the joint meet. Yeah, right. And then
easier to broke. But you go try broke on the other way, where
that .... you get hard time for broke the taro sometime.




And sometime you get hard time, you have to break off
Some of the stem, maybe one eh, so you get easier to
VL: Was that before time, when you didn't need all your huli?
TK: Yeah, when no need huli, we broke all the. But you no broke any
way. You have to look the angle of the leaf. But the small one
all right, the keiki. But the mother, that's the one hard. Because
big, eh, the haha.
VL: But now days, do you make everyone into huli?
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TK: But me I no make everyone. I look the good one. Even till today.
I no take any kind cheap.
VL: You use a scale to weigh a bag?
TK: Yeah, they use that scale. They go by the bucket now, you know the
five-gallon paint can, or what, they use that. Four can is hundred
pound. Make 'em, not level, but just little bit over. If level on
the can, I think no 'nough weight. You have to make little bit
over.
VL: If it's under a hundred pounds, what does the poi shop say?
TK: Oh, they tell you. Quick they tell you no Inough pound. Yeah.
But if, let's say, if 96 or what, they no grumble. They don1t say
nothing. But if come to 80, you know hundred pounds, come to 80,
that1s when they start squawking. But if go 90~something, they no
bother.
VL: And if it's over a hundred?
TK: Over a hundred, they like that.
(Laughter)
VL: Do they pay you extra?
TK: No, they no pay you extra. That1s why scale good too.
VL: But I notice, not too many people use a scale.
TK: Yeah, they use all by can now. Poi factory no grumble until .. .. if
96, they no wild. But if you come to 80, that's when. Just like
80 pound [bag] taro. You come 76 pound, they no care, few pound,
eh. But when come to 70 pound, 10 pound difference, that's when
they going start.
VL: And so now, you have three acres that you lease?
TK: Yeah, I lease. But not exactly three acre taro too. Get the bank
too. That take space too, the taro banks. Maybe about 2-3/4 acre,
take away all those banks, e~.
VL: Where did you get the lease from?
TK: Bishop Estate.
VL: I mean, how did you get it?
TK: That, from way back. We got 'em from plantation. Before, plantation
used to take care the Bishop Estate. And then, they get the map.
Then we go look.
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VL: IIWe" is who?
TK: The plantation used to take care the Bishop Estate.
VL: And then what, you went to look at it?
TK: Yeah. But mine, most is from Seiko. I got from Seiko. I never
did lease, but Seiko wen throwaway, so I pick up his lease. See.
But you have to go to the plantation and do look to the map.
VL: Then, do you own any down in Waipio?
TK: My own land? No. Only by our house place. That's all. Me and my
brother.
VL: Yeah. But that1s not taro?
TK: No, not taro.
VL: And then, sharecrop, do you do that?
TK: Yeah, yeah, I sharecrop with that, who that Fil ipino, IIAgo." You
know Ago?
VL: Oh, Santiago?
TK: Yeah, yeah. I sharecrop with him. He get one piece land of mine.
VL: He has land of yours?
TK: Yeah.
VL: Is that part of the three acres?
TK: No, no. That's different place now, we talking.
VL: You lease that too?
TK: Yeah, my land is all separate. Not together. But the full lot is
three acres.
VL: So you sharecrop with Santiago?
TK: Ago, yeah.
VL: How much is that?
TK: 70/30.
VL: I mean acres.
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TK: Oh, that is 1-3/4, I think. Or 1-1/2. I think 1-1/2. Up there.
VL: Is that Bishop also?
TK: Yeah. Bishop too. Right across Toledo.
patch, across the river. I think 1-1/2.
maybe 1-1/4.
VL: You sharecrop with anybody else?
You know Toledo taro
And I get 1-1/2 down. Or
TK: No. Only him. I used to sharecrop one more other Filipino. But
now he old. So he was keeping one other place. I get three sections.
I keep one and I give two to sharecrop.
VL: That other one, now, what is ....
TK: Oh, get grass the other one. Now I got to go bulldozer that place.
YY: And where do you keep your mules?
TK: My mule, I let 'em go Nelson Chun place. You know in his taro
field, that's where I get lem. Because Nelson Chun use my mule
too, for plant his taro. We use each other mule.
YY: Are they always there?
TK: Yeah.
YY: So you don't have to chase after him in the bushes?
TK: Yeah. Stay right in the taro field. Everytime. you know that
Portuguese man, you know that guy everytime come up, Bronco.
Everytime he put the pack saddle for me when I go down Saturdays.
When r go down there, the mules ready.
VL: Does he do that for free?
TK: Yeah. He come out with me, eh, everytime. Saturday come up
[to Kukuihaele or Honokaa]. Buy grocery. So he put the pack
saddle everytime when I go down. I think when he go away I miss
him, though.
VL: Howls the quality of the land that you lease?
TK: Oh, first starting was bad, though. But now I had bulldozer all
that. From Seiko time.
VL: Good soil?
TK: Yeah, good soil.
VL: How about the sunshine?
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TK: One place not too good no. I think where that Ago keeping. He get
sun, but not whole day kind sun. Maybe half a day.
VL: And, can you estimate how much you harvest?
TK: Now less bag than like before.
VL: How about before first?
TK: We used to make plenty taro, the bag amount. More bags than now.
VL: How many bags before?
TK: Oh, I used to ....my own taro? My own taro, sometime maybe about,
the sharecrop and, about 300 bags. More. Because, if you g~t one
acre good taro, you get about 400 bag. But now you cannot make
that amount in one acre. Maybe about 300 or maybe less. Maybe 275
in one. Before, I used to make about 300, close to 400 one acre.
VL: Now, when you pull, how many bags do you pull each time?
TK: Now, if they tell me pull 20 bag, I tell, "No, I no can." I cannot
pull 20 bags. Because I have to pull myself. Now I choose how
many bag I pull. r have to tell I pull so much. maybe six bag or
eight bag, that I can pull. Maybe four. Anyway. we divide the
order.
VL: You and who?
TK: Me and Suei and that .... like now, only me, Suei and that Filipino
get taro.
VL: Ago?
TK: Yeah. So we divide one skiff, 24 bag, eh. We divide 'em, the
order. They like more taro but no more. Now we got to give only
24 bags, no more.
VL: Do you pull every week, all year around?
TK: Oh yeah, every week, all year round. But not mine, mine sometime
not all year round. Sometime we have to .... Tom [Araki] folks get
taro, they go give us. That's why lucky in between, in between we
get some other guys' taro. That's why good. Let say, if you have
plenty taro, everybody get taro. And that's when we go ask the
market if they can use some more order. But if we no more, we no
ask. We tell give only maybe one skiff or ....
VL: Now, your income that you make, how much is from taro?
TK: Sometime make good. Like, for taro, depend how much taro I get.
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VL: But say, over a year time, you have your regular job and then taro.
Which is more?
TK: Oh, my regular job more. Yeah. Like my taro one, I no get 'em
every ....maybe one year, I get more, one year maybe I get less.
All depend, up and do~n. Maybe this year r get more bag, the
following year I get less bag.
YY: For taro, you figure everything. Say, the taro you sell, as well
as hauling?
TK: Yeah. Maybe I make about $6,000. Now, maybe. Or sometime maybe
$5,000. All depend how much taro we send in.
VL: And the time that you put into it is how much time?
TK: My time for go down Waipio? Most time afternoon and ....maybe three
hour in the afternoon. But not every day I go down. And Saturday,
Saturday, that's when I work little bit more hard because I start
packing taro. But in afternoon, maybe only three hours. Sometime
2-1/2.
VL: You go down about how many times during the week days?
TK: Most tim~, I go three times a week.
Weekend, four days. But all depend.
often, going down Waipio.
Weekdays rather. Not weekend.
If I so busy, well I go more
VL: Did you ever think of quitting taro?
TK: I think when I no can work, I think 1 quit. But as long as still
can work, I no quit.
VL: Why?
TK: Because I so used to, I cannot stay home doing nothing. Used to
work. Yeah. Cannot, you know, doing nothing. I have to do something.
Like home, if I stay home, I go fool around yard or what. I so
used to, just like my mind already, in the taro. Soon you get
spare time, you go down Waipio. That kind habit, already, I get.
VL: Do you enjoy it?
TK: Yeah, I enjoy it. Just like, I go down there more relax too,
eh. Sometime, maybe, you relax your mind. You stay working but
you can rest and relax little bit while. No go kill yourself.
VL: What would make you quit taro? What would have to happen, in order
to make you quit?
TK: Maybe I get sick or something.
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VL: How about the rot?
TK: The rot, I no would quit. Even get the rot, I still enjoy working.
VL: What do you think will happen in the future for taro in Waipio?
TK: In the future, I think maybe .... I don't know.
said now, the young generation no want work.
maybe we no going get taro.
VL: And the reason would be because ....
TK: Because the young generation they no like.
VL: How about your children?
TK: My children no like. I know.
VL: Would you like them to continue?
That's why I just
Maybe in the future,
TK: Oh yeah. If they stay. But I know they no like.
VL: Why would you like them to continue?
TK: If they get job, side job like how I work, that kind job, all
right. But if they go someplace else far away, they cannot. But
even if they stay near, work around here and then they interested
in keeping taro, I like that. Maybe, go down and .... but no, they
not interested.
VL: Do you think that taro should be grown?
TK: Oh yeah. I think should grow, though.
VL: Why?
TK: Shee, bumbai no more poi, what? Yeah, it's good. And then I
think, maybe, like now we get all this kind problem too. Maybe
that's why the people no like keep taro too. All this rotten, eh.
Maybe that's why, kill the people fight too. But me, I enjoy.
Because I like, because I get all tax deduction, eh.
VL: You mean the rot?
TK: Yeah, the rot. And the traveling to Waipio. End of the year I can
make all tax, eh.
(Laughter)
TK: Can crook the government, eh, sometime. That's all tax. Farm eh?
Can charge all the expense. When end of the year, you tell you no
make money.
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You know this rotting eh, this fungus, all these guys, they never
know that we can put tax exemption. This fungus. But I had put
mine when had that rotting, when those agriculture folks went down.
That's when I when start put rotting.
VL: As a tax deduction?
TK: Yeah. Because had guys went down there and check. But if nobody
had go down there check, maybe I kind of little bit. But these
guys from the State, eh. Went down there and check. That's when I
wen put. Toledo folks never know. They never put all this time,
rotting. They ask me, "How come you can put rotting, us, we no
can?"
I tell, "Ah, you guys' tax guys don't know how to make tax I think."
They go by percentage see. And, we get proof too. They go down
there and check. If we no more proof, yeah, but we get proof.
VL: What about the future of the valley? What would you like to see
happen down there?
TK: Oh, I like see, in the future, nobody go down there build up. I
like see only get taro down there. The way how now. No build up
any hotels or make better road or ...
VL: You don't want to see a better road?
TK: Maybe from over here all right, from top to down, yeah. But from
down there, Waipio, leave 'em the same way from now. That's what I
think. But I don't know about other people. I think leave 'em
this way better. And keep up the same, raising taro down there.
YY: Why don't you want to see a better road down in the valley?
TK: Oh,bumbai plenty people come down. Every five years, get, what
you call that .... that's when we get master plan just like. Every
five years, get master plan about certain place. That's the kind
the people got to watch. When they get Waipio time, that's when
the Waipio people got to go fight. They had one mean master plan
down there. All kind. Make stores and all kind hotel. Plenty
people wen stop, they had the meeting, eh. Because that, every
five years, the thing come up again. New plan. That's why the
people got to look that.
VL: How about the newcomers in the valley right now, the young hippies?
How do you feel about them moving in?
TK: Well, maybe good. If they get chance to raise taro and maybe they
might take over. If they interest in taro. Maybe those people
might keep 'em up.
VL: And that would be good?
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TK: So far, those people never make any trouble, eh. But the way how
it's going, maybe that's the kind people going be down there. Our
local people no like raise taro, eh. Maybe that's the kind people
going down there and raise taro ..
VL: I have one more question, so far. What have been the happiest
times in your life?
TK: Me? (Laughs) The happy time in my life, when I was young. Was
Waipio. You talking about back, or now?
VL: Any time.
TK: The happy time was when I was single. Single tlme Waipio.
VL: Why was it happy?
TK: Down there, I don't know. Get plenty things to do. Can go fishing,
can go swimming, all those kind. And do what you want.
VL: So what does Waipio mean to you?
TK: Oh boy. Waipio really mean .... I don't know, the way how I say, if
I no go Waipio, I miss Waipio. Gee, I cannot express that, no,
explain that. Anyway, really mean to me, that is the place, Waipio.
That is the place, really your .... after all, I was born and raised
down there. Really I love Waipio. Because the way back in the
past, how the way we used to live. Brought up, the way how, no
more lights and the old ways. I like that old ways. You notice,
go back to that old ways of cooking and the lights. Not this kind
electric lights. I like that kind lights. I think that's why I
love Waipio. The living of Waipio is real .... nobody bother you.
Maybe that's why I love Waipio. The living of Waipio, how you
live.
Even till today, I can live like that. If I want to. But now no
can. I married and you know. But I like go stay Waipio. My wife
no mind too, stay Waipio. She country girl too, she no mind that.
VL: Do you have anything more you want to say about your life or about
Waipio or about taro? Or anything?
TK: No. Why, you folks have anything?
VL: I can't think of anything more right now.
TK: Well, try think. I thought that it's the last night, but ....
(Laughs)
VL: I think we1re ~:
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TK: Anyway) if you have something else; they're kind of all mixed up.
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